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1. Construction and interpretation.—(i) In ferp reIn I iou—Interpretation is the method by
Which the true sense or the meaning of the word is understood. -1 he meaning of an ordinary
word of the English language is not a question of law. The proper construction of a statute is a
question of law. 7 The process by which a Judge (or indeed any person, lawyer or layman, who
has occasion to search for the meaning of a statute) constructs from the words of a Statute Book a
meaning which he either believes to be that of the Legislature, or which he proposes to
attribute to it, is called, according to Gray' 'Interpretation', Sninsond describes interpretation
or construction as the process by which the courts seek to ascertain the meaning of the

I	 State ef Juan a & J&sh,,,ir v. Thmtnr Cança Sinch, 1196012 SCR 5-IS at 351 (SS'b,n R.u, J).
2	 iirui,s ,,-. Co:cns, (192)3\VLR 521, 525 (ttt_)
5.	 Dstn,,' tot Sctrccs cf 11e Lot, 2nd Ed. at pp. 176-175.
4.	 At p. CD, 11ih Ed.
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Legislature through the medium of the authoritative forms in which it is expressed. "The
operation of statute," says Allen in Law in Making, "is not automatic, and can never be so. Like
all legal rules, it has to operate through application—in other words, through the
interpretation of the courts. The all of interpretation is the 'art of proliferating a purpose'.' The
interpretation of statutes is a science by itself...". 'The function of the Judges," says Keeton, "in
interpreting statutes is twofold. In the first place they must decide upon the exact meaning of
what the Legislature hris actually said, and, in the second place, they must consider what the
Legislature intended to have said, or ought to have said, but did not, either because it never
visualised such a set of circumstances arising as that before the court, or because of some other
reason'. In Francis Brntticu Statutory Interpretation it is put down thus In interpreting an Act
of Parliament it is not, in general, a true line of construction to decide according to the strict
letter of the Act but tl',e Courts will rather consider what is its fair meaning and will expound it
differently from the letter in order to preserve the intent.' "Interpretation is generally spoken
of', writes Gray, 'as if its chief function was to discover what the meaning of the Legislature
really was. But when a Legislature has had a real intention, one way or another, on a point, it
is not once in a hundred times that any doubt arises as to what its intention was. If that were all
that a Judge had to do with a statute, interpretation of statutes, instead of being one of the most
difficult of a Judge's duties, would be extremely easy. The' fact is that the difficulties of so-
called interpretation arise when the Legislature has had no meaning at all; when the question
which is raised on the statute never occurred to it; when what the Judges have to do is, not to
determine what the Legislature did mean on a point which was present to its mind, but to guess
is hat 1 '.voulci save intended on a point not present to its mind, if the point had been present'.

The clot;' it the court, and its only duty, is to expound the language of the Act in accordance
with the settled rules of co.istruction.' The judicial function is confined to applying what
Legislature has enacted after ascertaining what it is that the Legislature has enacted. But such
ascertainment, that is, construing legislation, is nothing like a mechanical endeavour. It could
nct be accc' tnplislsci by the subtlist of modern brain' machines. Because of the infirmities of
language and the limited scope of science in legislative drafting, inevitably there enters into
the construction of statutes the play of judicial judgment within the limits of the relevant
legislative materials! Law is, however, not an exercise in linguistic discipline. It is emerging as
an important therapy in disorder pf serial metabolism. It is a complex process, and can he fully
understood only by an attentive regard to its therapeutic function and its synthesis. There is
accordingly growing recognition by courts that a statute should he construed, rather than
inttsrpretcd o dl; due regard to its avowed object and to its character. In the words of a learned

At 	 3n5.397 See iO!,'n,ecr s'. SeCt, 3 Wash 1. 593, the preress ci discovering IL,, true n;eainiog of the tangnag'

2. ttr,vStn,i \';t Ce,;,. v. C,:uunissjrocr, 157 Sect 450, 451; U,,ite.t States v. SiurJy, 359 US 253: 3 1. Ed 2d 759, 794.
3. Jurisprudence,.; I p. 59 (1949 Ed) 'A Court will resort to oteip ret,, t to,, istien it eedna sours to ascertain the

mesong of a ivord feund in a Statute, svtCcti ictico considered with the other ,sorcts in he statute may reveal a
meaning different from that apparent me lien this icord is considered .it;stracily or then given its usual meaning';

V. City,j H,;,'; i,'st'mmr5, 131 Miss 216 quoted by Crameferd in Stml;mtciy Comet o,eiimi, at p. 241.
1	 555. ,4o(: 1'.m sire. Ce'om,,;:s;wocr eft'aJ,ce ['.;d;t	 SIR 1957 Gut 117 (50): 1057 (ri LJ 5S6: (l ysr) Cri LR

(Cu) 33: (19S7)1 Cuj et 210: 1957 (1)28 Cu) LR 504: (1957)2 Re,: Cd It art.
S.	 Stare .m::.f 5auneaf free, (2nd Pet., 1921 at pp 172173).
6. t'a,":,r A Semis, al. s'. t,n,:Ca;i Saa(rty mfCeumpormlsre 1913 SC 107, 113 (imer Lord Maci;s9Lirn(; m iucied in Ancmiga;o.itcd

S.'eiet,, ef E , .g9,me ma s'. cULt,,! Stmrm,m,rLi,, Co. Ltd., 25 CLR 1231 112; All construction is the 05Cc, ni rnsnt of irene;5,
t.Smti Ji'iS Ca. v. t'm'rter, 90 1. Ed 1071, 1074 : 323 US 39 (w Frankfurter, H.

5 "o ' r:mme u f,",;';rC.i a' \'.;;imm,mttnmtamrRCJ,m;i,;r5rf3575 rj3  100 :21. Ed 2d ltt.6, 1191.
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Judge the art of interpretation is the 'art of proliferating a purpose)

In relation to the interpretation of Statutes courts will have a positive role to play. If a

section yields two different interpretations, that which leads to an arbitrar y or shockingly

unreasonable result has to be eschewed. If an interpretation is such that it will expose the

enactment to a distinct peril of invalidation as offending a constitutional provision, the courts

would be fully justified in reading down the provision and giving it an interpretation consistent

with its constitutionality. Even the courts without much of enthusiactic exhuberance of judicial

activism can bring about just results by a meaningful interpretation.-

Interpretation distinguished from construction—According to Cooley,' interpretation

differs from construction in that the former is the art of finding out the true sense of any form of

words; construction, on the other hand, is the drawing of conclusions respecting subjects that are

beyond the direct expression of the text; conclusions which are in the spirit, though not within

the letter of the law. 'Interpretation is the act of making intelli g ible what was before not

understood, ambiguous, or not obvious. It is the method by which the meaning of the language is

ascertained. The word 'construction', on the other hand, means to determine from its known

elements its true meaning or the interest of its framers and the people who have adopted it, in

the application of its provisions to cases or emergencies arising and not specificall y provided

for in the text of the instrument, by drawing conclusions be yond direct expressions used in the

text. Thus, when the court goes beyond the language of the statute and seeks the assistance of

extrinsic aids in order to determine whetherr a given case falls within the statute, it resorts to

rhi>sidffiPg. Construction therefore is the means of interpretation and interpretation is the

end.' The distinction, however, between the two processes is of no great consu'c1 uc'nce as the

dominant purpose in each case is to ascertain the intent of the Legislature.- In all cases the

object is to see what is the intention expressed hr the words used: Eugene \Vansharrgh therefore

concludes ''Some authors have attempted to introduce a distinction between interpret ati on'

and construction. The distinction, hc,avever has not been accepted b y the profession, and the

two expressions are ic practice synonymous. The more common term is 'coosti uction',' According

to Sutherland' the distinction is erroneous.

'the very concept of interpreatioi connotes the introduction of elements which are

necessaril y extrinsic to the words in the statute. Though the words 'irttr'rjrctr)iarr ' and

I,'s,s,'tr MOo! Wrks v. Stair', AIR 1962 All 227, 231-2 IFlil

P. Aaoiar,r v. Iv,'st,xr, lade P19ar'or'r14 LII, Ca'r'ri,rr',', AIR 1967 Ks'r 103 lSS7Lah IC - 3I)l(1907)l 12cr 12 69 (1567)70

Ira LR30 t iSll Lab LN 333' bR (190711 12cr )53 1907 ACJ 330 (19s7l2 tat' U 163' (0107)7 TAC 131 (PB)

Ce,rstilrrtranal Ls,,rtalir,r, alp.70, sac also lk'lrh a. Orrt,-orr, 1907 AC 31	 L,'rr1.itra' ru,) Euaar,ti; ,' for',', a, at p. 90;

IiOrrr,',s'r v. Toil. 11535>3 Wsh T. 59 per Jones, C.j ; Crar,ford St,Rst,,sCr',irtrscti,'s, alp. 211 211 CS 370, White,

I.; sac also Utah (rat Co. v, I'arlar, 90L E,t 1071-107 .1 '.320 US 35 (par Fraokl,rrler, (.); All r,',rstracIiao is

asceriaisoiei,t of meaning".
Cras,'Irard S7str,tory Co,rtrirr'lx'rr, at p. 211 slrIr2 tIer's 7',',rs1 Cr'. . Mc Gist,,, 21 2'bI,os 2115;,,,,' 11 C d',rr,'a,'i a'.

Lajsi Ri',, Kz;:rrr, AIR 1967 Puaj 79 68 Pool LId 310, ,vhere ibis 0 raliriclion has been pa'rir ted out; 5'' also l'r IC Sea

Customs Art, AIR 1963 SC 1760 alp. 179-I, ;'.'s Ft,dsvatu(lair, I

Reco,rrck: Au I,rlrot,,ct,r',r is the Science of Las', Article 41 at p 191
Lord Wrer,Fi,rv in t'iscer,sI,'ss Rho,rrL, 'a Club;; 11922>2 AC 339 01 p. 397; a,',' also

II.r,,,1, 194 L'S 75; Pars,ur v. Crro,rI Jsdcr', ('7 Mich 207.

Lord Blackburn in [trace thor Co,;r',rissu.'r,'o a - . -I.t;,',;r,,r, (1077(2 .-\C 743, 763, refer red to b y Pa at ,'f blal .sbaay in

rid. Co. v. Conr1,troilcr, (ISSO) AC 571 575-7,,,

'FIre'.' 
to Las' D,'c ikons and Statutes' condensed l's' liii,, from Irk earIr ivorl, TI, 5trr,li ,1	 yr re)'s'rred to l's

'C thur I ',1ue3',rl;,(l us Str,.irar'y' U,s" at j,
51.;rut'n; Cr';rai'r,,'I;r's, Vol 2, Art,ala4S('4 at a 31 1), 3rd It,!
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'cons t inc (ion' lie used in (cid:a ngcably the idea is somewhat di fterun t. Dr. la trick Veil in says
A better word, I think would be construction, because construction although one often used it

alternatively with interpretation, su ggests that something more is being got out ire the
elucidation of the subject matter than can be got by strict interpretation of the ivords used. In the
very full sense of the word conetruction the judges have set themselves in the branch of the law
to try to frame the law as they would like to have it.'

Rules of interpretat ion according to lcgislatn'e practice—Rules of interpretation of
statutes have now reached such a condition that they themselves require to be interpreted. As
applied in India, their source is, apart from the General Clauses Act, decisions of English
Courts, rendered with reference to English statutes, but since the Privy Council itself applied
those rules of interpreting Indian enactments, it is not open to anyone to say that they are not
appropriate. Mr. Justice Ciiakravarti made two observations in this behalf in Beds/ia Mia v.
Rajjab Ali.' "se primary object in interpreting a statute is always to discover the intention of
the Legislature and in England the rules of interpretation, developed there, can be relied oil
aid the discovery because those whose task it is to put the intention of the Legislature into
language fashion their language with those very rules in view. Since framers of Statutes couch
the en actments in accordance with the same rules as the judicial interpreter applies,
application of those rules in the analysis of a statute naturally brings up the intended meaning
to the surface. It is at least doubtful whether in the case of framers of Indian statutes of the
present times, specially of the Provincial Legislature. the sense assumption can always be
made. His Lordship observed further	 "Be that as it may, even if English rules of
interpretation have to he applied there is another consideration which must be borne ill 	 in
applying them. As will appear from a reference to any comprehensive treatise o il 	 subject, as
to any problem of interpretation, rules in completely opposite senses, sponsored by equally
eminent authorities, call found. Stated together they appear incongruous; but if a little care is
bestowed on examining them, it will appear that the different rules were formulated with
reference to statutes of different times and to legislative practice of different kinds and also
that they were formulated by courts of different jurisdiction acting with different judicial aims.
All of them cannot he applicable today. A rule formulated in comparatively ancient times, in
view of the extreme conciseness of ancient statutes, cannot properly he applied to the prolix
enactments of modern Legislatures; on the other hand, rules applied in days 'when Acts were
framed in harmony with the lax method of interpretation, contemporaneously prevalent,'
cannot properly be applied today; and again, it is not possible to countenance now the method of
construction, according to the equity of the statute, which Courts of Chancery at one time
adopted ill 	 to extract out of words meanings, which no one else would find there. In
deciding whether it is legitimate to adopt a particular rule of interpretation, one must have
regard to the kind of statute with reference to which it was formulated, (lie court which
formulated it and the legislatir'e practice of the time. There is otherwise the risk of being
misled by conflicting rules." Panchapakesa Ayyar, J

. observed in Subrarnanja V.Narayai;aassanij' "Our country has only recently become a democracy. Law is not so advanced
in this country as in England and U.S.A. and the Legislature is not yet keeping 

a vigilant
standing coininithe to watch all judicial decisions and bring about amendments of the law at

1. See Samples of Law Makmg—Osford University Press, at pp. 70-71; Colsmissiuner of Wcalih Tax v. (Sail,)
Has/snaIu,,,ijsa Ecaw, AIR 1939 SC 1024: 1939 Tax LR 393: (19s9) JT (SC) 92: 093;)!() ELI' 239 (1939)176 flR 93:
(1989)42 Taiwan 133 (1989)75 CIR 194: (1989)93 (2) Taxation 5.

2. AIR 1916 Cal 37307393 (Fl).
3. AIR 1951 MrS 13,51 (50).
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once where the decisions given are contrary to the intention of the Legislature.' A well-
established Legislative practice is itself a good guide in interpreting statutes and
notifications.' The Supreme Court has more than once, pointed out that lack of legislative
simplicity has led to interpretative complexity. There are many canons of statutory
construction, but the golden rule is that there is no golden rule.'

(ii) Other viezts.—Application .—Frc'drick, J . de Sloovere' says 'Interpretation may
he defined as the process of reducing the statute applicable to a single sensible meaning—
the making of a choice from several possible meanings. Application, on the other hand, is
the process of determining whether the facts of the case came within the meaning so chosen.
In reality, all law relevant to a case is applied to it, not merely the particular statute
involved... Application of a statute from another angle is often misunderstood. The meaning
of a statute is nht doubtful, merely because its application in a particular case is doubtful.
Even though the statute is so plain and explicit as to be susceptible of only one sensible
meaning, and even though in many cases the problem of application is clearly solved when a
single meaning is ascertained as a matter of interpretation, it often remains in doubt whether
the facts are within or outside the penumbra of the single meaning. To determine this question,
then, is what is meant by application. It is not interpretation at all... Of course, if a word or
phrase is to take its technical, legal meaning or if its meaning depends on the meaning of the
whole or other parts of the statute, its interpretation is always a question of law for the court...
In short, making a choice from the several possible meanings of words or phrases if the choice
depends on other parts of the statute upon decisions interpreting the statute, oc upon rules of
construction or of substantive law is always legal interpretation, strictly so-called, and is
alwa y s therefore a question of law for the court... All information necessary for the court to
interpret a statute or define its terms, not being evidence in any sense, is for the court in its
discretion."

Heydon 'a rule—Max Radio traced the genesis of interpretation in his Article, 'A S/tort

Way with Statutes" published in Vol. 56 of Harvard Law Review , wherein he says It has
taken the common law is little over three centuries to come to the full realization that it has to
deal with something called statutes. The common law became conscious of this new factor just at
the turning of the seventeenth ceptury, when in so many respects modern times begin... In
H0clon's case,' he (Coke) set up a definite and workable method of dealing with statutes—the
kind of statutes he knew. It is quite true that he did not always follow his method of construing
statutes to suppress only the mischief it was intended to cure... As long as the common law is
basic, the rule of Heydon's case has much to commend it. The nature of a statute determined as it
was bound to be determined, by the conditions in which it grew... Statutes in aid of the common
law, i.e., statutes declaring restating, and emphasizing it, as well as recalling the attentions of
royal officials to it when it had been disregarded, were common enough. Statutes supplementing
the law—dealing with new situations that the common law did ndt know—were almost equally
common. Indeed, by Heydon's rule it was to be assumed that a statute, not obviously meant to be
taken otherwise, was such a supplement... On the continent, both before and after the
Revolution, there was no doubt that the legislative function was the supreme and sovereign
activity of the State. When legislative activity flowered into great codes that consciously

1. Chanlai pa v. Sadnddin, AIR 1958 Mys 132,124 (remissions in court-tees).

2. Chjtan j., Vaswanri v. Slate of West Itcn,Cat, 1976 Mad LI (Cri) 333 SC).

3. 'The Function of Judge and Jury jr, the I,rte0,r-eI,,Iias of Statutes' :46 Harvard Law Re ,, iew, (10301110)

4. Pages 333-424.
5. 3Co Rep 7a :76610637.
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sought to construct complete s ystems, it seemed, to those who executed the Ion', CC en inure
clearly to he a different kind of law. In England, oil other hand, there was less reason to
deal with statutes as supremely authoritative, since there had never been among English
theorists an unqualified admission that legislation was the highest of governmental functions,
But in the nineteenth century, Parliament—not the' King in Parliament—was conceded a
position of political omnipotence, a position which Henry VIII would not have dared to claim
for himself. Nor could the devoutest of the adherents of Coke be unaware that the yearly
volumos of Statutes of the Realm had left of the common law only a torso, even if a substantial
one. But while an omnipotent Legislature was issuing statutes Which could not help partaking
of this omnipotence to some extent, English Courts had long possessed a defacto independdnce of
Parliament as complete as their le jaw' independence of the Crown. The courts not only
interpreted statutes but declared that nobody else could. The statute as it

appeared oil 	 statute roll spoke for itself. The Parliament that had
Is England Court's iv-	 enacted it had no further concern with it. Statutes of interpretation and

definition might well he passed, but these dealt with technicalities.
No real constraint could be exercised by Parliament over the manner in

which the courts dealt with what in theory was the expression of a governmental will far
hmgher than that of the Courts, since it was supreme and accountable to nothing, not even to
reason and divine law... On the continent, the Legislatures after the Revolution mvere not, like
the English Parliament, slowly maturing development out of a feudal Grand Council. They were
new bodies and the new constitutions of which they were part meant to carry into effect the
political theories that had analysed Government on the basis of reason. Despite the half-
accepted doctrine of the separation of powers, the continental attitude and theory not only
exalted the legislative function to a position of unquestioned primacy, but invested all the
details, incidents, and accessories of legislation with an aura of sanctity. Out of this grew the
'cult of materials', the use of debates and reports and examination of all the stages in the

preparation of the statute, ill order to apply it. In effect this meant
On ito cn:iiss::1 c,i	 giving legislative force to debates, drafts, and committee reports.
of	 And there was ample logic in it, since if the Legislature was supreme,

every member of it was in fact a legislator. Indeed it was common to speak
as though the law as the word of a single person, is icgisinfeur, der Gsgctzgct',-r. The English
method of statutory interpretation was consciously and deliberately, at times emphatically, to
repudiate these 'materials. The Statute spoke for itself. Debates and journals were not merely
inconclusive, they were incompetent. They might not even be introduced, and the Court must be
kept, so far as possible, in sedulous ignorance of them. The Courts announced the doctrine that
the chief basis of statutory interpretation was the determination of 'the intent of the
Legislature', but it was an artificial Intent just as the reason of the conarson law was an
artificial reason. Only the Courts knew how to discover it and, when they were concerned with
something more than grammatical details, they were inclined to follow i-fr1jdo,t 'a 'case, which
based on political presumptions wholly different from their own..."

It is well settled that it is the function of the judiciary to interpret the law and it is its
exclusive jurisdiction. The function of the Legislature is to enact a law. It is not the function of
the Leslature to interpret or to endorse an interpretation put by the Court on any provision of
law.' But the Legislature is competent in the absence of any restrictions placed on it by the

1.	 Darjisiahn,, Let v. l,Iuklabaj, (1971)2 Gel LR 272, 279 (AD. Dcsai, 1.); but sce Asoociall01 , of Weolim,glouie Sdlnried
Employees v. i'i'estisglw i ,se Electric Co.'paramic:,, 99 L Ed 510, 526 343 US 437, per Reed, J . ; " . power to enact givespower to interpret."
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Constitution to give its own meaning to the words used by it in a statute.'
Originalhj akin to translafion.—"Interpretation, in origin, meant something very much like

What we understand by translation. It meant translating from one language into another. And in
the case of ancient statutes, it was often literally such a translation since these Statutes were
often expressed ill language different from that of the people for whom the statutes were
passed, or were written in an ancient or a special form of the popuar speech.

The statute is expressed in definite written words. They have been selected not for their
symbolic or esoteric value, not even for their logical or aesthetic quality but primarily to let us
know the statutory purpose. But if the words are not ends in themselves at all, may they he
disregarded as entities? In recent years we have been invited with considerable vehemence to
consider the science of semantics. It is still the popular notion that a word is a unit, more or less
solid, capable of being translated or paraphrased by other words and retaining a constant
relation of equivalent to this translation or paraphrase...

(iii) Construction.—"What both lawyers and moralists declared to be an unmistakable evil
was a far-fetched and strained interpretation that made a law harsh in application when it
was not designed to be. It was this sort of interpretation that was originally meant by a
'construction'. A 'construction' meant an addition to the statute of things that were not in it at
all, a deflection from the right sense. These constructions, said a fifteenth century chronicler,
were subtle and sinister thing, by which the true meaning of a statute was impugned and
overthrown. Bacon warns Judges to beware of 'hard constructions and strained inferences.' When,
later, 'construction' came to be practically the equivalent of 'interpretation' it still occasionally -
suggested something undesirable. Popular feeling definitely regarded both 'construction' and
'interpretation' with hostile eyes. There was always a persistent belief that there is a 'true'
and a 'just' meaning to words, and that if anyone speaks of construing or interpreting, he is doing
violence to this true and just meaning... It suffers, however, from the fatal defect that there are
almost always several meanings equally true and just, so that the problem of choice is presented
after all. E\'dentl y this is not a choice between the 'spirit' and 'the letters'. Gererallv ice take
it to be a choice betss'een a 'broad' or a 'liberal' construction and a 'narrow' or 'restrictive' one...

"A statute is better described as an instruction to administrators and courts to accomplish a
definite result, usually the securing or maintaining of recognized social, political, or economic
values. If figures of speech will help, we may call the statute or ground design, or a plan in
whirls the character and size of a structure are indicated, and in which details are given only so
far as they are necessary to assure the electi,s of the desired structure. We may follow the
figure further, in these days of priorities, and say that details of construction may sometimes be
provided in order that losses may not be suffered in other social structures of e q ual or evengreater value..

Pin1'oe and policy.—"The purpose of the statute is not quite the same as its policy. The
policy may he part of a general governmental theory. The purpose is the specific result that can
reasonably be taken to be what the statute is striving to attain. Again, 'policy' may be used in
the senSe of wisdom or unwisdom in attempt-lug to achieve this result. But unless the purpose is
unmistakably indicated, the distinction between policy and purpose is not always easy to
make..

"Courts must inevitably feel approval or disapproval or indifference to the 'purpose' of the
statute when that purpose is apparent. ;d since it is binding on them, it would seem that the
disentangling of that purpose is the first duty of interpreters, and that a judgment svtricti

t.	 C'.'u,,uiosio,u'r of Wealth Tax v. Knj,a ShanA,x Un Shaul.,-,- 1197211 SCJ 219,222 (t-log,te, It.
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restricts or frustt'ates that purpose must justify itself.
"It ought not to seek to justify itself by leaning upon the dictionary or other meaning of this

or that word or phrase of the statutes instrumental part...
"'The determination both of purpose and means must be effected by reading the words of the

statute. To be sure, as even the orthodox canons of interpretation tell us, it should be from a
reading of the whole stdtute and not frorn an examination of detached words. We cannot lift
ourselves out of a consideration of the language of a document merely by lofty reference to spirit,
purpose and method...	 -

"In F. T. C. v. Bttnte Bros. Inc.' Mr. Justice Frankfurter stated To be sure, the construction of
every such statute presents a unique problem in which, words derive vitality from the aim and

nature of the specific legislation...
Decision is not to be reached by a strict construction of the words of the Act, nor by the

application of artificial canons of construction. On the contrary, we are to read the statutory
language in its ordinary and natural sense, and if doubts remain, resolve them in the light, not
only if the policy intended to be served by the enactment, but, as well, by all other available
aids to construction. But it is not our function to engraft on a statute additions which we think
the Legislature logically might or should have made.....

It seems therefore that the proper function of a court is merely to interpret what a statute
lays down, and not to legislate according as to what it thinks should he the law.' An
interpretation which would frustrate the object of enacting any legal provision shall have to he
avoided.' A statute should he interpreted in such a way that it should advance the remedy and
suppress the mischief where two views are possible.'

Each word, phrase, or sentence is to be considered in the light of general purpose of the Act
itself.' That is the rule of purposive legislation. It is a recognised rule of interpretation of
statutes that expressions therein should ordinarily be understood in a sense in which they best
harmonise with the object of the statute and which effectuate the object of the legislature.' A
provision has to be read and understood in the context of the entire scheme of the enactment.'

Canons of constrnction.—Evidently canons of interpretation cannot always he rejected.
There are statutes whose purpose ds exhausted in the statute itself. These are for the most part
procedural statutes, in which the word procedural is used in the broadest possible manner. The
purpose of a statute limiting the time of appeal to sixty days is clearly that and nothing more.
Its purpose is to apprise all parties concerned as to when an appeal will no longer lie. There is
no question on strictness or liberality of interpretation. It may, however, be important to know
the type of appeal or appealable determination involved, but ordinarily there is no reason why
this would involve a large number of cases. All that is involved is clarity. And if ejusdrm

(1941)312 US 349.
R:sja Shaira:sjsi v. A:,,:,; A:i,n KJsis, AIR 1966 All 109:1965 Al! LI 490.

Vide Dali Silk Mills v. I,,tja,, Oreesc,s Bank and Ba)rking Co., 1995111 CU-I 438 (Cd) (1991) Crimes 226 Kant

(1992)2 Crimes 215 (AP): (1993)76 Co,e. Can. 241 (P O H) 1992 Cr LI 1233 (SInS) (1992)3 Crimes 306)2) lion arid

1992 CH LI 3946 (Ker) dissented isSue 1992 CH LJ 40-IS (AP) 1993 Cri LI 63 IBo,tt and 1992 Cri LI 3980 (Ker)

followed; an' ala,, Ra,,,.L,s v. S,,sl. 5l,ala,,,tah, Or,',, 1095 ILl 272 (Mi')
Kerala State Jh's:si,e,' lt.'aej s. R.inspriy.a Hotel, (I') Ltd, (1994(3 SCC 672 and S.C. C:,r0 v. Des,,, AIR 1995 Dl 62, See

Faiarsslti,, ?sS,!ick v. S!sic of IV,'st Iieng.,I, 1993 All IC 6110 (Cal); Ran: This, v. Dial. Jnd.,'e, Th,,d,t, (1996) JCLR 560.

Pep;:a!l:sl 59,1 v. SlOe ,'f 91,9,:,, AIR 1953 SC 274.
)i.,.fri 1',.e.,.I Rib:' I'e,a:s.I N. A:'n/7l I'sp:'r LI,!., Iwtnstri.,l Are.,, Iia.',wore, AIR 1992 MI' 137: 1992 StiLl 663.

Vide Aj,,,i,,islrator, lsl,,,,ici;s,l Cc,sniillee. Charkhi D:',tri V. R.ms.sji La! lia!s, AIR 1995 SC 2329 (AIR 193-I P & H 61

lUll overr:s!edl.
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generis call 	 it clear, by all means let us use it.	 -
The law is not static, but is a dynamic process. The task of judicial irrlerpretation is not

merely to reiterate. Judicial interpretation can be creative, but, of course, within the limits of
the most rigorous discipline and in entire harmony with the boundaries of statute law, and
previous growth. 1 Statutes are not always rational and it may not be within the province of the
court to import rationality in an enactmen under the guise of interpretation.:

Lord Denning, L. J . observed:
"The English language is not an instrument of mathematical precision. Our literature

would be much poorer if it were. This is where the draftsmen of Acts of Parliament have
often been unfairly criticised. A Judge believing himself to be fettered by the supposed rule
that he must look to the. language and nothing else, laments that the draftsmen have not
provided for this or that, or have been guilty of some or other ambiguity. It would certainly
save the judges trouble if the Acts of Parliament were drafted with divine pro-science and
perfect clarity. In the absence of it when a defect appears, a judge cannot simply fell his
hands and bionic the draftsman. He must set to work on the constructive task of fiudinç the

intention of Parliament, and he in not do this not only from the language of the statute, but

also front a consideration of the social conditions which gave rise to it and of the mischief
which it was passed to remedy, and then he must supplement time written word so as to give
force and life' to the intention of legislature. A judge should ask himself the question how,
if the makers of the Act had themselves come across this ruck in the texture of it, they
would have straightened it otit, lie must then do so as they would have done. A judge must
not alter the material of which the Act is woven but he can and should iron out the creases."
Lord Simon of Glaisdale made the following observations in Ealing Lout/sit Bw-ouglt Council

,. Race Relations Board :

"It is the duty of a court so to interpret an Act of Parliament as to give effect to its
intention. The Court sometimes asks itself what the draftsman must have intended. This is
reasonable enough the draftsman knows what is the intention of the legislative initiator
(nowadays almost always an organ of the executive); he knows what canons of coilstruction
the courts will apply; and he will express himself in such a way as accordingl y to give
effect to the Legislature's intention. Parliament of course in enacting legislation assumes
responsibility for the language of the draftsman. But the reality is that only is minority of
legislators will attend to the debates in the Legislature. Failing special interest in the
subject-matter of the 'legislation, what wl demand their attention will be something on
the face of proposed legislation which alerts them to a questionable matter". \c ccrdingly
such canons of construction as that words in a non-technical statute will primarily be
interpreted according to their ordinary meaning or that a statute establishing a criminal
offence will he expected to use plain and unequivocal language to delimit the ambit of the
offence (i.e., that such a statute will be construed restrictively) are not only useful as part of
that common code of juristic communication by which the draftsman signals legislative
intention but are also constitutionally salutary in helping to ensure that legislators are not
left in doubt as to what they are taking responsibility for. In some jurisdictions he courts, in
order to ascertain the intention of the instrument calling for interpretation, can look at the
legislative history or the 'preparatory works. Though this may sometimes be useful, it is
open to abuse and waste; on individual legislation may indicate his assent oct an assumption

sirs Nellie tVnpsharc v. Pierce Leslie & Co. LIt,, AIR tOGS Mais 00 122.:	 ' .
Leisiusi,4twual %,.	 065, 5G0.

(1572)2 Vt'LR 71,52 (HL).
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that tire legislation means so and so, and the courts may have no way of knowing how far
his assumption is shared by his colleagues, even those present. Moreover, by extending the
material of judicial scrutiny the cost of litigation is inevitably increased. Finally, our non
Constitution does not know a pure Legislature; the sovereign is the Queen in Parliament and
the legislative history of a statute stretches back from the Parliamentary proceedings—by
successive drafts of a Bill, heads of instruction to the di'aftsman, departmental papers and
minutes of executive committees--into the ercaira irriperii. (All this is not, of course, to say
that an exploratory memorandum accompanying a complicated measure, such as
accompanies almost overy statutory instrument, might not often he useful bulb in apprising
legislators of the details for which they are assuming responsibility and in assisting the
courts iii their task of interpretation). In the absence of such material, the courts have five
principal avenues of approach to the ascertainment of legislative intention
(1) examination of social background, as speciall y proved if not within common

knowledge, in order to identify the social or juristic defect which is the likely subject
of remedy;

(2) A conspectus of the entire relevant bod y of the law for the same purpose;
(3) particular regard to the long title of the statute to be interpreted (and where

available, the preamble), in which the general legislative objectives will he stated;
(4) scrutiny of the actual words to he interpreted in the light of the established canons of

interpret at ion;
(5) examination of the other provisions of the statute in question (Or of the other statutes

in peel ,rratcrur) for the light which the y throw on the particular words which are
the subject of interpretation.

Difficult questions can arise when the various avenues lead in different directions.
Cr Ps on S Li trite Lau!' in his own terse language ''If the requ ii ensen t s of a statute oh ich

prescribe a manner in which something is to he done are expressed in iregatii'e lari ,girage, that is
to say, if the statute enacts that it shall he done in such a manner and in no other manner, it haS
been laid down that these requirements are in all-cases alrselrrti' and that neglect to attend to
them will invalidate the whole proceedings." Where a power is given to do a certain thing in a
certain way, the thing must he done in that way or not at all. Other modes of performance are
necessarily ferbidd',r .

2. Kinds of interpretation—Interpretation is of two kinds, grammatical and logical.
Grammatical interpretation is arrived at by reference to the laws of speech to the words used in

the statute; in other words, it regards only the verbal expression
(1) c,,,,,,uur',,t.	 of the Legislature. Logical interpretation gives effect to the intention of
(ii) Logical.	 the Legislature by taking into account other circumstances permissible
(iii) Proper coos-	 according to the rules settled in this behalf. 'Proper construction'
66,ctioo.	 is not satisfied by taking the words as if they were self-contained phrases.

So considered, the words do not yield the meaning of a statute.1
According to Gray, grammatical interpretation is the application to a statute of the laws

of speech; logical interpretation—ills for the comparison of the statute with other statutes and

1. 6th Edo, p.263.
2. AK. Roy v. State ofF'mjah, AIR 1936 SC 2t60:1956 Cri  LI 2097: 1986 J (SC) 51 's: (1936)4 SCC 326:(1956)3 FAC 66

(1956)2 A1't.l (SC) 34 : 1936 scc lciel 443 (1986)3 Supreme 490 1986 FAJ 514 (1956)2 Rec CH R 569 1956 Cr:
-	 LR (SC) 456 (1956)2 Cci LC 633 (1936)2 Ctrarrd LR (Cci) 69.

3	 Scorers V I,,i,'er,utjr',,.,t Ter,',i,rul C5p'ruliry Co., 358 Us 354 31. Ed 2d 368, 375.
4	 ic,,r,,,,,,,,,d 5.-,., nill,,, C,' md tie tan, at no. 1761781.
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with the whole system of Ian', and for the consideration of the time and circumstances iii which
the statute was passed. It is the duty of the judicature to ascertain the true leg'al meaning of the
words used by the Legislature. A statute is the will of the Legislature and the fundamental
rubs of interpretation, to which all others are subordinate, is that a statute is to be expounded,
according to the intent of them that made it) The object of interpretation is to find out the
intention of the Legislature)

3. Object of interpretation.—'l'he primary and foremost task of a court in interpreting a
statute is to ascertain the intention of the legislature, actual or imputed." The words of the
statute are to be construed so as to ascertain the mind of the Legislature from the natural and
grammatical meaning of the ss'orcls which it has used.' "The essence of the law,' writes
Sa linond,' "lies in its spirit, not in its letter, for the letter is significant only as being the
external manifestation of the intention that underlies it. Nevertheless in all ordinary cases the
courts must be content to accept the litera leg (a as the exclusive and conclusive evidence of the
se,iteiitia legis. They must, in general, take it absolutely for granted that the Legislature has
said what it meant, and meant what it has said, fbi script imest is the first principle of
interpretation. Judges are not at liberty to add to or take front modify the letter of the late
simply because they have reason to believe that the true seriteittia lr'gis is not completely or
correctly expressed by it. That is to say, in all ordinary cases grammatical interpretation is the
sole form allowable."

It is no doubt true that the felt necessities of the times must, in the last analysis, affect
every judicial determination, for the law embodies the story of a nation's development through
the centuries and it cannot be dealt with as if it contains only axioms and corollaries of a hook of
mathematics. A Judge cannot stand aloof on chill and distant heights. The great tides and
currents which engulf the rest of men, do not turn aside in their course and pass the Judge by. But
at the same time, the Judge must remember that his primary function is to interpret the law and
to record what the late is. He cannot allow hi!; zeal, say, for social or agrarian reform, to
overrun his true function. He does not run a race with the Legislature for social or agrarian
reform. His task is e more limited task; his ambition a more limited ambition. Of course, in this
process of interpretatien he enjoys a large measure of latitude inherent in the very nature of
judicial process. In the skeleton provided by the Legislature, he pours life and blood and creates
an organism which is best suited to meet the seeds of society and in this sense he makes and
moulds the law in a creative effort, But he is tied by the basic structure provided by the
Legislature, which he cannot alter and to appeal to the spirit of the times or to the spirit of
social or agrarian reform or for the matter of that any other reform for the purpose of twisting

1. Pa/lock, C.B. in Allorrrey-General v. Si/lear, (I863)2 H & C 178 159 ER 178; see also Debendra ls'arairi Roy v. Je;'endra

a':irais Deb, AIR 1938 Cat 593,620: &l CLI 212; Victoria City v. B ishop of Vnncearrr Island, (1921)2 AC 334, 387, 388.
2. Maxwell on lntrrprelQliori of Statutes, at pp-i,2; Po/id. Baqur v.Mo/id. Casio,, ILR 7 Lu :k 601 AIR 1932 Qrrdh 210,

216Sresex Peerage Case, 65 RR II (FB).
3. Omar Tyab v. lanai) Tyab, AIR 1925 Boos 69, 73, per Rangnekar, J; Inter State Commerce Commission v. Baird, 194 US 25;

V iscountess RJw,ida's Claim, (1922)2 AC 339-397.
4. (AS/s.) Girdhartal and Saris v. 13a!bir ls'oth Mat/mr. AIR 1986 SC 1499 (1986)2 5CC 237 1193611 Rent LR 314 (1956)1

SCJ 422 (19S6)2 Supreme 69 (1986)1 Cur CC 1070 : 1986 SCI' BRC 249 : (1986)30 DLT 68 : (1986)2 Rent CR 361;
Si,rindra I'Jarayart B/unja Vea V. S1. OfftcrnCum-Cerripelerit Authorities, Urban land Coil/rig, Ci,ilack, AIR 1991 Ori 19
(08).

5. Viscosities FJwsda's CO in,, (1922)2 AC 339 at p.365, per Viscount Birkenhead, LC.
6. Jurisprudence at p. 152 (III, l/d) : II is an c-lrrncnto ry n,!e of construction of sO lutes I hot the illd iso lure in their

interpretation have to dissever a at act apart the sans or sail India legis. Normally, Courts do not took beyond the
liters l,'gis," per ttidayorutlah, J . , in Aid/at v. I.T. Cs:,,'or, AIR 1991 Nag 224, 225.
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the language of the Legislature is certainly a function which he must refuse to perform.

But from the imperfection of'Ianguage it is sometimes impossible' to know what that
intention Is without enquiring further and seeing what the circumstances were with reference to
which the ivords were used and what was the object appearing frontthose circumstances, which
the person using had then in view,' Salmond' goes on to say "There are two cases in which the
liters lcpi need not be token as conclusive, and in which the sentent it legis may be sought from
other indications. The first of these , cases is that in which the letter of law is logically
dcfr'cti;'c, that is to say; when it fails to express some single, 'definite, 'coherent and complete
idea." 'the second case, according to Salmond, 1 "is that in which the text leads to a result so
unreasonable that it is self-evident that the Legislature- could not have meant what it has
said. For example, there may he some obvious clerical error in the text, scicli as a reference to a
section by the wrong number or the omission of a negative in some passage in which it is clearly
required.' The subject is treated in exteiise in Chapters X, XI, XII and XIII pest.

4. Importance of subject.—(i) Due to necess i ty of knowing the rules—The importance of
collecting together and succinctly stating the legal rules of interpretation arises in the first
place from the fact that the subjects are bound to construe rightly the statute law of the land,
far the averment in a court of justice that they have mistaken the law is a plea which no court
is at liberty to receive.'

(n) Due to difference of rules and construction of statutes from those relating to contracts or
Wills.—Another reason why it is of importance to know the rules is that while all statutes must
he construed on the same principles, whether the object of the statute be of the utmost national
importance or whether the Act be merely an Act "regulating the nearest points of practice or
some such trifling matter,"1 those principles are not wholly the same which govern the
construction of other written instruments such as wills, deeds, or parole agreements. It may he
said that the rules for the construction of all written instruments, whether of a public or private
nature, are almost, if not entirely, the same. Sir George Jessel 7 and Lord Justice Bowen' have
both expressed this view, but while it is valuable to correct any tendency to set up narrow
distinctions, documents expressing the will of a sovereign Legislature, and the result of political
strife and compromises, cars never be regarded in quite the same light as private documents,
however, solemnly prepared and authenticated,

5. Contracts—In the construction of a contract there cannot be said to he any rules of law
applicable, but "the governing principle is to ascertain the intention of the parties to the

..Tho9ocelal Axtcitlal Vaidya v. Guuj.us'aI Rcre;iae Tribunal, AIR 19194 Gui 183,187 (Bhag'ieati, 1.).
2. flue, lear Commissioners v, Ada,xsosi, (1876-77)2 AC 743, 763.
3. Jurisprudence alp. 154 (11th Ed.).
4. 1991, alp. 172 (10th Ed.).
5. 'I'lie Charloila, (1814)1 Dods Adni 392; see also Croper v. Pliibiis, (1867) LIZ 2 HI. 170, where Lord Westbury said "It

is said, lgxasisli facts head exciusit, but in that maxim the word 'juris' is used in the sense of denoting general ta's',
the ordinary law of the country. But when the word Jns is used in the sense of denoting a private rigtil, maxim his
no application. A private right of ownership is a matter of fad it may be the result also of molter of I,,, but if
parties coislradl under a mutual mistake and nuisapprelicission as to their relative and respective rights, the result is
that the agreement is liable 10 be set aside as having proceeded upon a common mistake." Similarly, in Spre.m.t v.
Morgan, (18(A)11 HLC 538, 602, Lord Westbury observed that this maxim will not be carried so fur as to expect
every person 10 know the rules of equity.

6. Atinrisry'Gener.iiv. SiIlamm i, (1863)2 H & C 537, per tlrausivelt, B.
7... hire levy, (1531)17 Ch D 746-50.
8.	 Curtis v. Slos'in, (1589)2 SQRD 513.
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contract through the words they have used which words 'are to be taken in the sense which
the common usage of mankind has applied to them in reference to the context in which they are
found."' It is seldom, in construing "mercantile contracts, that any technical or artificial rule of
law can be brought to bear on their construction; the question really is the meaning of the
Ic aguage," and "the grammatical meaning is, as in other cases, the meaning to be adopted,
unless there be reason to the contrary."'-

The main rules of construction applicable to contracts are well laid down by Sir Howard
Elphinstone 5 with reference to deeds-

First—When the words in an instrument are in their primary meanings unambiguous,
and when such meanings are not excluded by the context, and are sensible with respect to the
circiiiiistailces of the parties to the iiStTlililEi1t at the time of execution, such primary
meanings must be taken to be those in which the parties used the words." Thus, the
modification already indicated, is applicable to statutes.

Second--Extrinsic evidence is admissible for the purpose of determining the primary
meanings of the words employed, and fo g no other purpose whatever.'

7/iird.-.-' Where the primary meaning of a word is excluded by the context, we must
affix to that word such of the meanings as it may properly bear, as will enable us to collect
uniform and consistent intentions from the whole instrument.'
'In these rules, by primary, semetimes called  literal, meaning is intended not necessarily

the primary etymological (i.e. literally or dictionary) meaning, but either—
(1) the meaning usually affixed to the words, at the time, of execution, by persons of the

class to which the parties to the instrument belonged; or
(2) the meaning in which the words must have been used by the parties, having regard to

the circumstances at the time of execution; or
(3) the meaning which it can be conclusively shown that the parties were in the habit of

affixing to them."
"It follows that the primary meaning of a technical word in an instrument relating to the

art of science to which it belongs is its technical meaning. Thus in a legal document, wherever a
word occurs which in law bears a technical meaning, that technical meaning, and not the
popular moaning, if any, is the primary meaning, for the purpose."

Decisions upon the construction of deeds and contracts. are not further referred to in this
work, because they are rarely of any assistancen construing an Act, save so far as they evidence
contemporary exposition of the practice of conveyancers as interpreting a statute long in force.
The difficulty of applying such cases is, that the deeds may be drafted to evade the Act in
question or with intentions quite irrespective of the Act.

6. Wills—With regard to the' construction of wills, although the rules as to the
interpretation of statutes and of wills are, to a certain extent, analogous, and although some
Judges have stated that, in their opinion, a will, especially one of personal property, ought to
be construed according to the rules of construction applicable to all documents and not according
to artificial rules,' there are to be observed "many and striking discrepancies such, for instance,

1,	 'it Cowrc! v. A Iiirphy. (1873) LR 5 I'C 203, 218.

2.	 l.ot v. Con,,nPr i oru'rsofS>piircp, (1850)12 Moore PC 197.

3.M'Conricl V. Murphy, (1873( LR 5 ['C 203, 219.

I.	 Scu11ja11 v. 1k'a'dilch, (1576)1 CPU 374, 376, per Psoet, MR.

5. Coaveyoaring, 3rd Ed., p.29 and I PQR 446.

6. G,,,ni v. Gu,ul, (1670) LIZ S PC 727, per ifleekhu,a, J.; ne aloe, Bi1i,ipii v. Leo, (1050) 113 a E 73), 317; T,a,e v.

V',-,,iao,tl:, (1656)11 Moore PC 526, 543; Re Bedsen's rrests. (1835)28 CS 0525.
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as the rules which govern the evidence to be admitted in explaining ambiguities in wills, the
arbitrary principles which have been adopted for their construction, and the vague discretion
exercised by the courts under the name of the doctrine of cy pres." Decisions on the construction
of wills are, therefore, of little or no value in interpreting statutes.

According to the Supreme Court the rules of the interpretation of the will are different
from the rules which govern the interpretation of other documents say for example a sale deed,
or a gift deed or a mortgage deed or for that matter any other instrument by which interest in
immovable property is created; while in these documents if there is any inconsistency between
the earlier or the subsequent part or specific clauses inter cc contained therein, the earlier part
will prevail over the latter as against the rule of inlerpeetation applicable to a will under
Which the subsequent part, clause or provision prevails over the earlier part on the principle
that in the matter of will the testator can always change is mind and create another interest
in place of bequest already made in the earlier part or on an earlier occasion. Undoubtedly, it is
the last will prevails.'

7. Distinction between rules of law and rules of construction—In Superintendent and Legal
Rr'ttic,jLtrat:cer, West Bengal v. Corporation of Calcutta? the Supreme Court held that the
common law doctrine that the Crown is not bound by statute save by express provision or
necessary implication, is a rule or canon of interpretation as distinguished from a rule of
substantive law. Sir H. Elphinstone' has pointed out with reference to ddeds the distinction
between rules of lass' and rules of construction. A rule of law exists independently of the
circumstances of the parties to a deed, and is inflexible and paramount to the intention
expressed in the deed. A rule of law cannot be said to control the construction of a statute,
inasmuch as it is itself part of the supreme law of the land and overrides any pre-
existing rules with which it is inconsistent. A rule or canon of construction, whether of will,
deed, or statute, is not inflexible, but is merely a presumption in favour of a particular meaning
in case of ambiguity. These canons do not override the language of a statute where the language
is clear; they are only guides to enable us to understand as to what is inferential.'

8. Distinction between interpretation and casuistry—There is a distinction sometimes
forgotten between the judicial construction of statutes and mere casuistry or metaphysics.'

9. Classification of cases.—'I,t seldom happens, said the Court in Scott v. Legg,' that the
framer of an Act of Parliament has in contemplation all the cases that are likely to arise under
it, therefore the language used seldom fits every possible case; consequently the difficulties as
to the construction of statutes consist chiefly in the application to various and complicated
cicumstances of words which are of a wide and general meaning," and a very large proportion
of the cases which turn upon the construction of Acts of Parliament arise from the fact that the

Sedgrsck's Staluto?'r/ Lan', p. 223.	 -

Vide K,kn-,'!iCa! Asnl:wi/ni V. Ca,m,'slm !thsndaey, 1993 AIR SC\V 3597.
(1967)2 sci; 170. (,\ rule of construction is not a 'tarn in force' within the nsearsirsg of Articlo 372 of the
Conslitutk'n) See Slonien'uee Pi;'e & Sanitary etc Co v. Stile nRen,i.nslinn,,, 1972 RLW 103 (j ive Sfiinghal, I.)
(-),rI'' ,''wl,,lrnn oft )n'e,ts Peel P. 5
L N 139 v. fawns, (1593)1 ChIC, 27.
See Re New Universit y Club, (ISS7)IS QBD 7021 limits of free wilt in deciding what 'voluntary' meant in a Reran,
Act discussed); I'onnr j V. Hensou, (1 S87( t S QE 0 475 1 ferek,,orvled7e and tIne teunnda lions of rational relief in deck) rig
wlnetl',erar aslre)çger could sanely or honestly believe in his forcer to tell tortures); fags'. C9nee,nce, (ISSS)22 Q3D
23 (no	 of a ;Serlt on the part of married women to sessi ol intercourse).
(1576)2 Es D42.

'. Cecil, 1870 LR 5Ex 263, 270, per Kelly, CS.
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particular point under consideration was not present in the mind of the draftsman when he drew
the Act) Such cases, therefore, are simply decisions upon the language used in the particular
statute as applied to the particular case under consideration, and can he only to a very slight
degree useful for the purpose of elucidating the general rules upon which statutes are to he
construed)

The cases upon statutes, which occupy a large portion of reports, fall into three classes

(1) those which lay down general rules of construction;

(2) those which decide on the applicability of the established rules to particular
enactments; and

(3) those which decide whether the accepted construction of an enactment includes or
excludes a particular set of facts.

10. Special rules for interpretation of Constitutions—There are certain general rules which
are guides for the interpretation of all statutes, or rather all written documents, whether they
be in the nature of acts of private parties, Acts of Legislatures or even Constitutions. But by
reason of the special nature of a Constitution as being the fundamental law, there are certain
special rules for interpretation of a Constitution, just as there are some special rules for
interpreting laws having a particular object, such as fiscal, penal, or emergency laws, which
would not be applicable to other statutes. The special rules for constitutional interpretat i on a.e

dealt with in detail in Part Il.

c,,,'	 -. "too, (t575) Us is Ci' 209, 221 (i',' Dr000,,, J3

2.	 See FiS,to,-o '°. Hc!lç5s'.'i (1 S902 CS 371
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1. Statute—A statute is the formal expression in writing of the will of the legislative
organ in a State. A statute is a declaration of the law as it exists or as it shall be from the time

at which 
such statute is to take effect.' It is usually called an Act of the Legislature. It

expresses the collective will of that body. Allen, in his Law in the Making? states "A statute
is the highest constitutional formulation of law, the means by which the supreme Legislature,

after the fullest deliberation, expresses its final will.'
An 'enactment' may mean something other than an Act of Parliament, but an Act means an

Act of Parliament.' In other words 'enactment' does not mean the same thing as 'Act'. 'Act'
means the whole Act, whereas section or part of a section in any Act may be an enactment.'

"To a person upversed in the science, or art, of legislation" observed Lord du Parcq on Cutler

V. Wnndswortlt? 
"it may well seem strange that Parliament has not by now made it a rule to

state explicitly what its intention is in a matter which is often of no little importance, instead

of leaving it to the courts to discover, by a careful examination and analysis of what is
expressly said, what that intention may he supposed probably to be. There are, no doubt, reasons
which inhibit the Legislature from revealing its intention in plain words. I do not know, and
must not speculate, what those reasons may be, I trust, however, that it will not he thought
impertinent, in any sense of that word, to suggest respectfully that those who are responsible for
framing legislation might consider whether the traditional practice which obscures, if it does
not conceal, the intention which Parliament has or must be pesumed to have, might not safely
be abandoned." Sir Alexander Cockburn, in a speech at the Guildhall delivered in 1876,
described the Acts of Parliament as being "more or less unintelligible, by reason of the uncouth,,
barbarous phraseology in which they are framed," and according to him it was due to the fact
that 'the work of framing them is committed to few hands, while the task is a Herculean one,
far beyond the strength of the men employed properly to d ischarge". The situation improved,

however, later on. And Denning, U)., remarked in Seaferd Court Estates, Ltd. v. Adier

'Whenever a statute comes up for consideration, it must be remembered that it is not
within human powers to foresee the manifold sets of facts which may arise; and that, even
if it were, it is not possible to provide for them in terms free from all ambiguity. The
English language is not an instrument of mathematical precision. Our literature would ha
much the poorer if it were. This is where the draftsmen of the Acts of Parliament have
often been unfairly criticised. A Judge, believing himself in be fettered by the supposed rule
that he must look to the language and nothing else, laments that the draftsmen have not
provided for this or that, or have been guilty of some or other ambiguity. It would certainly
save the Judges troubleif Acts of Parliament were drafted with divine prescience and
perfect clarity. In the absence of it, when a defect appears, a Judge cannot simply fold his

I. See One. Abe, (1532) 7th Ed., Vol. VII alp. 431; Riper Wear COOrUII;SiOOCP; p . Adarnson, (1S76-77)2 Ac 743,763,1 "1

Lord Blackburn. 'The word 'statute has aewrI) mornings. It may mean what is popularly called an Act of

Parliament, or a Code such as the Statute ot Westminster the First, or all the Acts, passed in one session, r,hkl; was

the original meaning of the word; R v. Bkezi','II, (1537)7 Ellis and Blackhurns Reports, Queens Bench, W5 at p.

531-2, per lord Campbell, CT; 'Maxwell on Interpret silos rfStatst.'s. 12th Ed. at p.2

2. See I-t.;tshiiry Laws of Eiigla'i.t. 4th Ed., Vol. 44, para 801.

3. 4th Ed., at p 423.
4. Dir,'clar, l'abtic Prosecutions v. Lamb, (1941)2 All ER 499 at pp. 499, 506.

	

S	 WiP'°etit etc. Co. v. Wnkcfie!d Corporation. (1906)2 KB 140, 149, 116.

6. 19.19 AC 39S, 410:(1919) 1 All ER 544, 5-19.
7. (1919)2 Ktt 461, 496; (1949)2 All ER 155, 154; se' also Norman v. Na ps,:;,,, (1930)1 All ER 1082, 1031, Directorate of

ref: easel	 D.'c'.;k Sta/:aa,i. AIR 1994 SC 1775; ldinrcsS Sin	 V. Cl:i':to Dcci, (199 .1)1 El_JR 464 : (t,9 1)1 Pat L) Id

630.
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hands and blame the draftsmen. lie must set to work on the cOnstructive task of finding theintention of P
arliament, and ho must do this, not only from the language of the statute, but

also from a consideration of the social Conditions which give rise to it and of il
l(,he mischiefwhich it seas passed to remedy, and then he must supplement the written word so as to give

force and life to the intention of the Legislature. That was clearly laid
Resolution of the Judges b Ileydoti 'a	 down by the

case which is set out by Lord Coke in the third volume
Of his Reports,i and it is the safest guide today. Good practical advice on the subject was
given at about the same time by Plowden in the second volumno.

2 Put into homely mit is this : A Judge	 etaphor-	
should ask himself the question If the makers of the Act had

- themselves come across this ruck in the texture of it, how would they have straightened it
out? He must then do as they would have done. A Judge must not alter the material of
which ills woven, but he can and should iron out the creases.'
Notw ithstanding all the care and anxiety of the persons who frame Acts of 

I'arliamont toguard against every event, it frequently turns out that certain cases were not 
of  Statutelaw and judge-made law are not the only laws. There is something like a 

COnu-non or generallaw, the principles of which govern the making of judicial decisions and which courts 
and

tribunals state from time to time. The court, however, can only interpret the written statute,
and cannot undertake the responsibility of presuming an u0written statute.5

Statute law.-Stat ute law may, says Wilberforce, 6 "be properly defined as the will ofthe nation, expressed by the L
egislature, expouudeuj by Courts of Justice. The Legislature s the, arepresentative of the nation, expresses the national will by means of statutes. Those statutes

are expounded by the courts so as to form the body of statute law' This ex

statutes.	
poaitio;a of the statuteby 

the Judges must be according to the well-recognised legal rules for the 
interpretation of

Crawford in Statutory Con struction s say s
 : "Statute law is a term often usedinte

rchangeably with the word 'statute'. Technically the former term is broader in its meaning,
it not only includes 'statute', as herein defined (an Act of the Legislature as an organised body
a written will of the Legislature expressed according to the form necessary to constitute it a lawOf the 

State and rendered authentic by certain prescribed forms and solemnities an Act of the
Legislature declaring, commanding or prohibiting something) but also the judicial

1. 3 Co. Rep. 7b.
2. at p. 467.
3. Causer v. Leg5

', (1797)7 SR 190, per Lord Kenyon, C) "ere is nothing so common in the framing of 
i nstrunlents asthat irhi 1st the framer of them is stirS em to avoid one inconvenience, he incurs another ivhictt does rot present

itself to his view. This is often to be seen in Acts of Parliament'; Lord Nelson vRooke, J., quoted by lyor lit Las Lexicon alp. 1215.	
V. Ts, f 'c, (1S02)3 md Ices Pot 275, per1. Pesikuf Rumor v. Pink of litja AIR 1957 Cat 560, 570.

	

5.	 Tlirag'san Dhar,sa Vorikm, i v. Co'oc;jaajo, i er of Iltroi,,et3 r, AIR 1964 M 483, 456 (Jagad are, J . ). A geo,' retcannot take the place of a statutory obligation; 
Sivduttraj v. Usio of folio, AIR 1960 Andli Era 406, 410(Srinis'as,,ct,,,ri J ). flie sta t	

practice

citwy law does not Justify the courts holding that the remedy of an0011 0 through before apptyiag for permission to sue.	 appeal Should be
Stabile Law, I S.S I at p. 8. 'TIre 1110 rprola I Cit 

approved by the Supreme Court of U 3.', Says \tcReryootds J
. , in Gulf

& Co. v. Meow, 275 US 133 72 L Ed 200 "o f Lin Act of Congress becomes an integral part of the Statute.See Fletcher s'. Hsjso, 1 (1sS0)5 Es 0237 at p. 293, per Brett, U; Ex porte Waltoe, (tSSl)I7 Cl, 0 746 at 
p. 750;

Bradh,g;i V. Clarke ( 1933)3 App C,, s 351 at p. 3S4 per Lord Fitzgeral d ; aea ys Cacrt9ial Ci,!0 m of fwgell ; terp,rtatjo, 5 3rd
Ed. at pp. 269, 269; see also Wi//bias v.
Ed. alp. 3.	

Sishr';, of Srrtisl,u,, (1863)2 Moore PC (NS) 375,424; Crates en Statute Las,, 5th
At p.2.
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interpretation and application of the enactment. In other words, statute law may he defined as
the will of the State expressed by the Legislature or by the people through its initiative and

Statute is to be considered always speaking. It embraces all its
expounded by the courts." 
parts.'

Text of statute—The 
text of a statute as published in the official Gazette must he taken to

he the authorised text of the Act. 2 If the original Act is in Hindi, in cases of doubt and
principally for the purpose of properly interpreting any provision of such an enactment, the
proper course is to look at the original Act as puh)ished in Hindi.' If there is a conflict between
theAct in English, and the Act in Hindi, the former must prevail, in that, the Act was passed

by 
the Legislature in English, when there is nothing to show that the Act was passed by the

Legislature in Hindi, and not ir1 English, or in both,' where Hindi has been adopted as a
language by the legislative of a State, Hindi and English are both authorised versions, and it is
permissible to rely on the Hindi version in case of a doubt, 5 but in case of a conflict between the

two versions the English version prevails,' but when the Act was originally passed by the
Legislature in Hindi, then the Hindi version must prevail, and not the authorised translation
of the Act in English.' When the Act is in English and it uses English words, the reconiscd
meaning of the expression which it carries in English speaking world may alone be attributed to
it. No extended meaning may be given to it even when used by the Indian Legislature.'

Where in a social legislation the Legislature intends to give protection or confer a privilege
on a class of persons which it otherwise did not possess, the legislation should he taken to apply
ordinarily to the entire class, unless there was sonic saving or exception meant by the Dims of
the legislation itself. The law is not something static. It reflects and registers the growing needs
of the people and their varying moods. Its language has, therefore, to he interpreted not as deed
letters in black and white printed on the pages of the statute, hut as a voice of a representative
Legislature speaking through those pages, which it is always the privilege of the judiciary to
interpret. But if the language of the statute is itself so obscure that its dominant purpose cannot
he effectuated, the court must cry a halt. At some stage a line has to he drawn between
interpretation and legislation and the court cannot under the guise of 

interpretation do

something which the Legislature itself has not been able to fulfil. As to where the line has to
be drawn is not always an easy matter, the best guarantee in such cases is the sound judicial

discretion of the Judge himself."

Gluten, Reul v. State ej Es K, AIR 1965) & K 78,62 lehai, LI.

United States v. Derbeg, 85 LEd 609, 622 (Stone, I.).
6/ingot Goc'ind Dan v. Rap Kinhore, ILK 4 Lab 367, on appeal from Rap Kishore v. Bhagaf Cocjnd Des, AIR 1922 Lab 211.

	i.	
The latter case was not followed by Page, 1 . ' in Shea,toyal v. jobarnListi ILR 50 Cal 549 AIR 1924 Cal 74. twt if was

approved or followed in Sanwal Des v. Jaigo Mel, AIR 1924 Lab 68; flao Des v. Na,,ak C/unit, AIR 1925 Lab 98; A C.

Skinner	 ,,v. Alrans Ali, AIR 1925 All 77; M,,,ntez,,dDauD	 DMnrarn Ad v. Skinner, ILK 47 All 335 AIR 1925 All 263,

aplicalion for leave 10 appeal 10 Privy Council; A;e-arRahninn v. Msh Dir- in-nina, AIR 1926 Lah 474; S,,hr,i,n,i "vs

Aiy.'r v. Shausiagsni Chethiar, AIR 1926 Mad 65; Rd Brgnii.Ian v. Mal,aFtr Prasad, AIR 1927 Pat 142.

	

4.	 H. L. At Biri Works v. Sales Tax Officer, AIR 1959 All 208, 210; Pt, ,\Ia;a BaJal pa ? ,,Iey V. Board of Ra,enue, 1976 All LIZ

393 (PB).

	

5	 Janice1 Atoned v. An.a,if Singh, AIR 1957 Pat 241,243 rr Fal Kishore Fran-ad, J.).

6. 7.),s,,'i I! v. Scant	 Recxrine, 511', 1953 PLJ 2A1, (PBj; see also H.ji Let Ieturnn,ad Biri Works v. Sales Tar Ocor, AIR

1959 All 208; Mini. K. jute Mills Co. Ltd. v. State of UT., AIR 1961 , SC 1534.

7. (Soil.) Kim KiD v. Grain Sanu.sj. Johns, 1974 RD 163 (FBI; Kern D,i v. BooM of Kno'nuo. LIP., 1933 RD (DC) 36

	

ii .	Mats B.id.sl pandey v. Board of R 	 ,eeven,, 1976 All LR 393 (F8).

	

9	 Messrs. Delhi A	 rI'Iistora Bha,i,Ien v. State of Awa,n, AIR 1957 Assam 31.

	

I'd.	 H,,rs,,hh v. 5fesh,,lt, AIR 1957 Assam 22; l,,,tr,,,na,,i Kath y . Loken elk, AlK 1Q5 Assam 53, SO (SO).
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Legiolalion l'asc'd on misfiLe—It lisa been found that mistakes sometimes creep into
legislative enactments, as they do into executive orders. It is true that courts naturally attach
great importance to the language of the Statute because of the formality attached to it, the care
With Which it is expected to be drafted and its scrutiny at every stage. But this is nt to be taken
as an invariable rule, for the courts have often reed words into a statute and filled up omissions,
and on rare occasions they have held that a word found in a statute is a mistake for another.
Legislation founded on a mistaken or erroneous assumption has not the effect of making that the
law which the Legislature had erroneously assumed to be so.,

2. Parts of statutes—A statute consists of several parts
(1) Title.

(ii) Title of a chapter.
(iii) Preamble,
(iv) Interpretation clause.
(v) Headings.

NO Marginal Notes.
(vii) Sections.

(viii) Punctuations and brackets.
(ix) Illustrations.
(a) Proviso, exception and saving clause.

(xi) Explanation.
(id) Schedules and Forms.

(xiii) Erratum.
Tit!, Long title—The long title of an Act undoubtedly forms part of the Act and a very

important part of it. The old opinion in England that the long title is not part of the Statute is
no longer tenable owing to the changes in Parliamentary procedure for dealing with titles.
full title is always on the roll' and under the present procedure in both Houses title are now the
suhect of amendment.' That the policy and purpose of a given measure may be deduced from the
long title and the Preamble thereof has been recognised in many decisions of the Supreme
Court.'

The long title of an Act no doubt indicates the main purpose of the enactment but it cannot
obviously control the express operative portion of the Act.'

The title of an Act will not limit the plainnieaning of the text.' It is none the less a useful
guide in resolving an ambiguity.'

	

I.	 S'..95d v. Stale of Mysore, AIR 1966 Mys 40.
2. fOrt Pras.if a. Diekar, AIR 1937 Sc 121, 131.
3. Sofia:: v. Sutton, (1892)22 Ch D 511, 513.
4. Slav, 14th Ed., p 475.

	

3.	 is re, Kerala Education Sill, AIR 1958 sc 956,974; Bislon y:r5j,5/, v. Stale of Orissa, 1954 SCR 842, 855.

	

S.	 Sia':aiar Lot v. Stale of Punjab, AIR 1961 Sc 418, 419: (1961)3 SCR 343, 346; Ilodlwr,ia/ V. .4idt. Colle ctor, Bi!ooper,19S9 StFLJ 55 S 1989 Jab Lj 245.

	

7.	 lOyuirc V. Coni:sicsioner of Inland Reoni:ce, 65 L Ed 1119 at 1154:313 US t, per Do uglas, J. U. S. V. Misdxr, 103 U tot1S5:320 US 179, ,pc'r Frankfurter, J.; /cswini Ku;scr G/we a. Arab0ida Bose, AIR 1952 SC 369.

	

8	 Polecat Trade Cor,:n:issiorer a. Mendel Bros., 359 Us 363: 3 U Ed 36d 893, 697, per Douglas, J; Bengzou V. Secreia ofjust ice,  Phittiptse islands, 81 L Ed 312, 316 : 299 US 410, per Sutherland, J.; Lopina V. Will ia ms, 58 LEd 515,PiLoey, J.). 	 520, yell
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S/to I Iii Ic. l.o; d The ring in his Pract ical L c,g isle I ion says that every Act of Parliament

should have a short title, ending with the date of the year in which it R passed. Modern

Statutes generally contain a section enacting that the Act may be cited by some short title. The
short title is, however, given to the Act solely for the purpose of facility of reference. In the
words of Lord i\ toulton, "It is a statutory nickname to obviate the necessity of always referring

to the Act under its lull and descriptive title."

It may he noted that Section 28 of the General Clauses Act, 1897, lays down that art Act or

Regulation may be cited by reference to the title or short title (if any) conferred thereon. These

short titles which are given for the sake of convenience being numbered as Sections of the Act are
part of the Act.3

As an sit) to delentti,te scope and purview of Act—The title of an Act being a part of the Act

it is legitimate to use it for the purpose of interpreting the Act as a whole and ascertaining its
scope)

The full title and Preamble have been often used to determine the scope and the purview of

the Act and the object of the Legislature.' But while it is admissible to use the full title of an
Act to throw light upon its progress and scope, it is not legitimate to give any weight in this

respect to the short title which is chosen merely for the sake of convenience, its object being
identification and not description., In Dchcttdra Narain Roy s'. Jegettdra Narain Deb,' their
Lordships observed : "The short title is the 'Bijni Succession Act, 1931', the full title is, 'An Act
to regulate the succession in the Bijni Raj.' The full title must not be neglected or disregarded

and it may be some guide to the meaning."

Not it certcltiive aid—The title, ho;vevr, is not conclusive of the intent of the Legislature

but constitutes only one of the numerous sources from which assistance may he obtained in the

ascertainment of that intent in cases of doubt, it is but indicative of the legislative intent. 8 It

Page 37.
Vacher & Scat, Ltd. s'. Lender, Society of Cornpooilors, 1913 AC 157, 125.
E. M. Charlie, in re, (1954(2 LILJ 737.
Cocker & Errs, Ltd. v. Leaden Society of Compunitors, 1913 AC 107,128 (prier to 1854, title of a statute was not a part of
the statute in England but now forms part eta statute). "I read the title advisedly, because now and for seine years
past the title of art Act of Parliament has been part of the Act. In alit days it used not to be so, and in the old law
books we were laId not so to regard it, but now thetitte is an important part of the Act and is so treated in both
Houses of Parliament." Pie!ding v. Morley Corporation, (1990)1 Ch 1, per Lindley, M. R.; Stole e'. Hyder Ali, 1955 Ilyd
125; Astei,ii tO,,nar GOose v. Arkinda Bose, AIR 1952 SC 369.

GrL'iths Garr s'. Gri('ltlis, )1879)12 Ch D 655, per Jesse], M. R.; Dartford Rural Causal v. Bexley health & Co., Ltd., 1898
AC 210. They as well as the rest of the enacting part of the statute are lobe all take,, together; Brett v. Brett, 162 ER
456; Debetdra Errol,, Roy s'. Joge,tdra Narain Deb, AIR 1936 Cat 593, 622,' Al'duThh, Idle,, v, Bahrant ROan, AIR 1935 Posh
69;I'ansobal Lriu'tj s'. State of Hydcrahad, AIR 1954 Hyd 129 (PB), per Ctrari, J.;Ma,tgilaf Karma v, Stale of M.P., AIR
1955 Nag 153.
Debc,rdra 5','urain Roy v. [c'e,afra Karat,, Deb, AIR 1936 Cal 593.
AIR 1936 Cal 593, 622, quoting Smith V. Preston, (1836)2 Hr & IV 9, per Williams. J.; Hinton V. Dibbin, (1542)2 QB 646,
per Lord Deneran; Blake v. Midland Railway Co., (1852)18 QB 93, per Coleridge, j.; Ken ricke & Co. v. tAu'resre Ci Co.,
(1890)25 QFD 99, per Wills, J.; East and West India Dark Co. V. Share, etc. Co., (1858)39 Ch D 524, per Chilly, J . ; A. C. v.
Margate Pier Ci Harbour Co., (1990)1 Ch 749, per Kakewich, J; Fenton v. Tlrerlcy Ci Co., Ltd , 1903 AC 443, per Lord
Macnaghslen,' see also tendon County Coincil V. Berrnotdse'y Bioscope Co., (1911)56 LJ KB 144, per Lord Ats'ertene, C;
Con self Ira;, Co. v. Cloz'eri,rg Trustee, (1935)2 KB 42, 77, per Rorh, U; Wotki,rscn v. hIo!Iingtcn, (1914)1 NIl 16,29, per
Scott, U.
B. M. Chocke, Zn re, (1954)2 NELJ 737; Mangt'laf Karwa v. State of Madhya Eroded,, AIR 1955 Nag 153,
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will not supply defects or omlsstons in the enacting part, but may be resorted to merely as an aid
in the ascertainment of the legislative intent where the meaning is uncertain by reason of the
use of general language of indcfii\ite signification or of words of doubtful import. Reference to
the long or short title of a statute for purposes of interpretation nuts! always be secondary to
reference to enacting part, for the title may he colourless, or the Act may deal with subjects not

expressed in the title.'

None if statute cl:':tr.---l'he construction of a statute cannot he linuted by its title.' -file  true

nature of the law is to he determined not by the name given to it or by its form but by the
substance.' Where the language of the enactment is clear, its construction cannot he affected in

ration of the title of the Act.' If 	 e language oany way by the consider Th f the Act is plain, the
courts cannot refuse to give effect to it generally because it happens to go beyond the matters
mentioned in the title. When there is no doubt as to the construction to be put upon the words of a
section, the court cannot limit its construction because of the title of the Act though the said
construction clearly exceeds the scope of both the title and the Preamble.'

Useful if statute inubigueus.—Where the language of the Act is ambiguous the title call
usefully referred.' 'where on Act uses ambiguous language, one is entitled to look at the title of
the Act with a view to give the doubtful language in the body of the Act a meaning consistent
rather than at variance with the clear title of the Act."' In S/tow v. Ruddin,' the question arose
whether the Dublin Carriage Art, 1853, applied to a 'Cart' used for private purposes only. The
title of the Act was 'An Act to consolidte and amend the laws relating to hackney and stage
carriages, also job carriages and horses and carts let for hire within the police district of
Dublin.' "Now the title of the Act,' observed Lefroy, C.]., "shows that the Legislature intended
to make regulations with respect to carriages and other vehicles let for hire. It is quite true
that, although the title of all cannot be made use of to control the express provisions of the
Act, yet if there be in these provisions anything admitting of doubt, the title of the Act is a
matter proper to be considered, in order to assist in the interpretation of the Act, and thereby to
give to the doubtful language in the body of the Act a meaning consistent rather than at
variance with the clear title of the Act.' Hence if the statute is ambiguous the title may he
considered as all in ascertaining the legislative intent.' While the title of an Act or a
section heading will not limit the plain meaning of the text, it may be of aid in resolving an
ambiguity."

1. Crawford Statutory Construction, Article 206 at 359.
2. ,	 Craies on Statute La:,'. 5th Ed, at pp . 152, 1S3.
3. In cc Groo, (1904)73 LIP 82; Sutherland: Statutory Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol 2, Article 4002 at p.341.

4. Jad:.a Sugar Mills (P). Ltd. V. Stile of Al P., AIR 1964 Madh Pra 118 1964 MPLJ 17.
5. Surendra Kumar Cod y . Stale Tr.irPpsrt Appellate Tribunal, (1979)5 All LIZ 599 (Pt!).

6. Wi/iso! v. Rose, (1854)23 LJQS 281; Sage v. Bide/c, (1919)2 KB 171, 176, 177; E.M. Cha:ko, In re, (1954)2 NtLl 737;
Mangila! Kar,ia v. State of Madhya Pradesh, AIR 1955 Nag 153.

7. Surendra Kumar Cede. Slate Transport Appellate Tribunal, (1979)5 All LR 599 (FS)
8. E. ,l. Ctiaeko, In cc, (1954)2 NlLJ 737; Alcogilat Kar-ns V. State of Mrlhya Pradesh, AIR 1975 Keg 153.

9. (1859)9 Ic CLR 214; see also PencIl v. Kompton Park Race Course Co., (1S97)2 QU 242, 250, per Lopes, U.

10. See Cceniber v. Justices of Perks, (1832)9 QBD 17, 32, 33, per Huetdloston, B.; see also ticig3s V. WaIler, 171 US 466:43 L

Ed 248; U.S. v. Katz, 271 US 354 :70 U Ed 986; Bonnerjee Interpretation of Deeds, Wills and Statutes, 1909 Ed at 203
(TLL). But the ".title may not be used as a means of creating an arisbigsiity when the body of the Act is clear.
Sutherland Statutory Construct ion, 3rd Ed. Vol. 2, Article 4502 alp. 311; see also Duncan v. Theodore, 23 CUR 510, 539.

11. Maguire V. Co,n:sissiorier of island Jtn'nue, 313 Us 1:85 U Ed 1149; Federal Trade Comrrmiasicr,er v. Ater:del Bros, 359 US

335 : 3 L Ed 2nd 592, 557.
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There may perhaps" held the court in Ex parts Steavensen,' "be some obscurity in the
tvords of the statute, but there is none in the title, and this being a remedial statute, ne should
construe it so as to give full effect to the intention of the Legislature.' Applying this rule, the
court applied the Annual Indemnity Act passed in February, 1823 to persons who had not yet
incurred any penalties by February, 1823.

3. Title of chapter—The title of a chapter in statute is not a determining factor regarding

section, one should presume that the title correctly describes

the interpretation of the provisions of a section in the chapter, but the title 
ce rtainyrowsl	 th

considerable light upon the meaning of the section and where it is not inconsistent with the

 the object of the provhi;'nscf the
chapter.' The title of a chapter or part of the Constitution is an important aid to consti uction.'
The heading of a chapter in a statute "'as not considered by their Lordships of the Privy
Council in Secretary of State v. Mark and Co.,' to be of any material assistance in the
construction of the Sea Customs Act. The title of a chapter cannot be legitimately used to restrict
the plain terms of an enactment. 5 Very little weight is attachable in any case to the mere title
in a Schedule, as qualifying the enacting wo,is of a statute.'

Titles of chapters cannot "take away the effect of the provisions contained in the Act so as
to rim der those provisions legislatively incompetent; if they are otherwise within the
competence of the Legislature to enact".'

4. Preamble.—It cannot be doubted that the Preamble precedes the words of enactn;e;: 
I, andis in the nature of a recital of the facts operative in the mind of the law given in procsmting to

epact'. It may also be assumed that the via media suggested by the learned jurist (CraPs) is to
regard the Preamble as conclusive in so far as it elucidates the intention of the Legislsture; but
the Preamble alone cannot be held to be conclusive of the intent and purpose of the lcgislation.
The object, purpose and intent of the legislation have to he gathered from the various pruvisions
Of the statute itself and not merely from an isolated examination of the Preamble, icluch Illly

indicate the primary object in view, but may not refer in detail to certain other objects, which
are incidental and essential to the working out of the primary object of the legishation.'

The Supreme Court tersely stated 'whether it is the Constitution that is expounded or the
constitutional validity of a statute that is considered, a cardinal rule is to look to the preo;nble
to the Constitution as the guiding light and to the Directive Principles of State Policy as the
Book of Interpretation."

In England different opinions have been held at different times on the question whether a
Preamble is a part of the Act. There have been distinguished jurists who have maintained that
the I'reamhle is not an integral part of the Act, but that it is sauocihb;g outside it. No less an

1. (1523)2 B & C 3-I 1147 ER 295.
2. - Du-aCa Prusu,t v.8. K. Roy, AIR 1950 CA
3. K,uu'ona,,:ta BIiu,at I V. Stale of Kerola, AIR 1973 SC 1461 (R.iv, 1.)4. AIR 1940 PC 105, 109; but see Du ,mbi M/, Chia4hri ,'. l9Lror RoI;flu:n So, ka y, ILR 44 Cat 267, 271;v. 	 a'e .'tso .14.24--Shw Sa,,k U1., AIR 1960 Cal 265; urea),,; Csn::f a io::eref tflrore-)ar V. Surdar, 1965 MPLJ 692.5. 1.1. Co,,,,uia,iorer V. Ah,ne:/bhai LJu,a, t:I,uj 03 Co., t950 SCR 335 at P. 353 AIR 1950 SC 131, 141, per6. Jruaf,'a of Clod, Na:-h',f( 	 v. Laird, (1883)8 AC 639, 672-73,; . -, leo,) Wilson.Tani Pt. V. tJu,o,1 of 9,dja AIR 1980 Sc 1662 (1560)-I 5CC 179.
8.	 A rI K:: 'oar v. Deputy Co,,,,,:j",o,,er, AIR 1959 Amno, 117, 131; C. Cd j,i p ,;,,u,1 V. The Forest Ran5c' Ohc'r,Su;;u orSatluour Pa,,,, N.A. Dial., (1691)1 NIL) 561 (00),
-2. V ide altar, t'ralasJ, v. Stale of Hary,o:a, AIR 1986 SC 027: 1996 Punj LJ 191 : (1966)1 Pun) 1K 32: tlS86)I Cu, CCCII (199(I)1 Land ER 475: (1986)1 Supreme 620:(1606)2 Supreme 213: 1986 Rev ER 226 9S6 Sim LC 132 1996U) (SC) 642 1966 Cur Civ U (SC) 400 (9)).
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authority than Lord Holt is reported to have said that a 'Preamble of a statute is not part of it,
but contains generally the motives or inducement thereof." On the other hand, equally eminent
lawyers have considered the Preamble to be undoubtedly a part of the Act, a key to open the
meaning of the makers of the Act and mischiefs it was intended to remedy. 2 Lord Haishury has
expressed the view that the Preamble may now he regarded, like the title, as part of the
Statute.' According to Cracfo ri "it is an excellent aid to the construction of an ambiguous
statute or statutes of doubtful meaning or as has been said it is a key to the construction of a
statute and should be resorted to unlock the mind of the makers;' quoted in C. Narayanj>n V.

Ca it carP>>> rand

Not an operating part—But though the Preamble is a part of the Act, it is not an operating
part thereof.' The aid of the Preamble can he taken only when there is some doubt about the
meaning of the operative part of the Act,' which have to be given effect to when they go beyond
the Preamble, the Preamble notwithstanding.'

Not part of any partirt>!ar section—The Preamble undoubtedly throws light on the intent
and design of the Legislature and indicates the scope and purpose of the legislation itself but it
should not be read as a part of a particular section of the Act.' It cannot operate to annul section.'

A prefatory statement —The Preamble of a statute is a prefatory statement at its beginning
following the title and preceding the enacting clauses, explaining or declaring the reasons or
motives for, and the object sought to be accomplished by the enactment of the statute. It is the
introductory part of the Statute which states the reasons and intent of the law. It serves to
portray the intent of the framers and the mischiefs to be remedied. It affords in general a key to
the construction of the statute, a clue to discover the plain object and general intention of the
Legislature in passing the Art and often helps to the solution of doubtful points.'' Viscount
Simonds observed in Attorney-General v. H. P. H. Prince Augustus," as follows ; 'My Lords, the

1. Mills v. SVi!ki,i>. (173) Hell Ks 662 6 Mod lisp 62 99 ER 1266; Not a part of the Act acidS cannot enlarge or confer

powers, nor control the words of the Act, unless the> ace doubtful or ambiguous; Yazeo, etc. lC,,i!rid Co. v. Thomas,

33 L ed 302.

2. Coke 4 Ins 330; StioL'h:i v. Stile of UP., AIR 1963 All 29 1962 All LI 831 Reference by President of India—Indo-

Pakistan Agreement. In cc, AIR 1860 SC 845, n' Preamble to the Constitution.

3. Halshury Lows ofEngh>nd, 4th 80., Vol. 4-1, Para 814; Indeed the Preamble may now be regarded, like the title, a part

of the stable for the purpose of exptaininy. restrairiirog, or even extending enacting words, but not for the purpose

of qualifying or hunting express previsions couched in clear and unambiguous terms; Stale of Madhya Pradcslt V.

Mama,,> Know,! P,iri, AIR 1969 NIP 153, 185 (P,endev, I.).

4. AIR 19S9 Eec 256 (1900)2 ((or U 230 (1968)2 Ncr LT 307 , (1966)22 Reports 616:1198812 Civil LJ 56S IUR (1989)1

Eec 643.

5. /stoluua,wrd Yusuuf v. hutton A(n:.rd K/run, II.R 14 Luck 492 : AIR 1939 Oudh 131, 137 (55), per Yorke, J . ; see also

Rag!s,i'eundr.t Singh v. l'uishtsnr:.l.'a SwOir, AIR 1955 \-'P 19 "Ps,sbilnari Panda v. State of Oeisso, AIR 195S Orissa 189

(preamble cannot restrict or 0,1 >nd enacting pact)."

6. R.n :.'naur Shagea v. Stile off te K, AIR 1956 J & K 29, 33 (FB); see also Aru,naclretaun Ch,'lliar v. Aurn,,rrn:u!ai Clnelti.rr, fUR

1961 Mad 1113:7 .1 NIUW 593.

7. R,'tnn.uuu Kanju v. St:nte of Ks'r,rh, 1960 SCO 552.

S.	 Brij Bl,uk!u,r,n v, 5.0.0., Sinse, AIR 1955 Pal 1 (SIt).

9. K. Veukat,,sni'arnui t(aiO' v, tOr,,s,,r.ur,, F!.ue.uiMos, AIR 1966 SC 361 : (1965)2 SC WI> 924 : (1965)2 SC) 860 : (1966)1

Mad U (SC) I : (1966)1 SCE 110: (1966)1 a\uudln 'AR )SC) 1.

10. On cc Chacko, (legt)2 NIUJ 737, nc also District 'Asic.!. Bisr:u!prir v. Prori,nce of Hi/u,, 1954 Pal 529.

II. - (1957)1 All ER 49,53 (1 IL). I.,ird Normand observed at page 53: "If they (sections) ado,!> of onl y one construction,

that ccnnslructioin Will recci Cii effect ccci, if it is i,rcc'nsnstenl with the Preamble, hut, if the c-carting n ord are

capable of either of llu cs'nsir'aclio its ofie red by the parties, the c005trsclier, v.1,: ':!: Ii;> the I're.a osLO ci' a p be

prefe rred."
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contention of Attorney-General was, in the first plea, met by the bald general proposition that,
where the enacting part of a statute is clear and unambiguous, it cannoLbe cut down by the
Preamble and a large part of the time which the hearing of this case occupied was spent in
discussing authorities which were said to support that proposition. I wish, at the outset, to
express my dissent from it, if it means that I cannot obtain assistance from the Preamble in
ascefta(ning the meaning of the relevant enacting part. For words, and particularly general
words, cannot be read in isolation, their colour and content are derived from their conte\t. So it

is that I conceive it to be my right and duty to examine every word of a statute in its context, and
I use context in its widest sense which I have already indicated as including not only other
enacting provisions of the same statute, but its Preamble, the existing state of the law, other

statutes in pari niaferia, and the mischief which I can, by those and other legitimate means,
discern that statute was intended to remedy. It is true that a Preamble to a statute is a
prefatory explanation or statement which purports to state the reason or occasion for making a
law or to explain in general terms the policy of the enactment. At the some time it cannot be lost
sight of, that the Preamble is no part of the law. It cannot, therefore, either enlarge or abridge
the scope, purpose or policy of the statute. The Preamble can certainly be called in aid to
interpret the purpose of the enactment as it is considered "a key to open minds of the makers of
the Act and the mischief which it is intended to redress". Unfortunately, however, the
Preamble is not always true, accurate and complete and if it is allowed to control any enacting
part of the Act, many hardships and some absurdities are likely to result. The Preamble may,
therefore, provide one of the several valuable intrinsic aids to find out the purpose of the Act.
Yet if it is not consistent or complete, the intention or purpose of the legislation can as well he
gathered from the provisions of the Act. By this mode we would be giving equal weight to all
parts of the Act including the Preamble. It is thus plain that the Preamble cannot control the
enacting part of the statute in cases where the enacting part, viz., any provision, is expressed in
clear and unambiguous terms leaving no doubt in the minds of the Courts.'

Recitals in Prennihle.--A litigant cannot dispute the correctness of the recitals in the

Preamble. , The recital in the Preamble of a public Act of Parliament is evidence to prove the

existence of that fact.'
It throws light on (lie intclif cod design of Legislature—The title and Preamble -1%1' atever

their value might be as aids to the construction of a statute, undoubtedly throw light on the
intent and design of the Legislature and indicate the scope and purpose of the legislation itself,'
but the amended note always be strictly confined to its preamble and the provisions contained

there in.' In K0dar 1Yttlz B.tjei i.t V. State of (Vest lletugal,' while dealing with the validity of
the West Bengal Criminal Law Amendment (Special Courts) Act, 1919, Sastri, C.J. observed

The real issue, therefore, is whether having regard to the underlying purpose and
policy of the Act as disclosed 'by its title, Preamble and provisions as summarised above,

I. Chiimtap.mIIi Ac/main/i v. Ccp.mla Kr/st;e.i RcSIy, AIR 1966 Andh Era 51, 54 (Ekboie, I.); ?C;',j G; il a. S/Oc f IV LI., Al IS

1966 Cat 167, 177, (B. N. 5.amaerjco, J.); qimol/ng Pear/I V. Kcanploim Park ISacrcom,rs,', Co., (185 5) AC 1 ,13, 1571a r Earl of

I talsbury; Jog/it Knnoir v. Ja9lisfa Chandra, AIR 1982 MO 144 (DC).

2. Inder Si,,5h vS/ate of Il.ajasI1am, AIR 1 057 SC 510, 516.
3. IVamIkimis v. Lessee of lIe/na,,, 10 C Ed 873 at p. 885 (McLean. J.); But raises no peesuiI't nn as to the validit y ad

a, amen I adtic,a under nit Oral i,,ance. Rat,, v. Lift/c Rock, 4 C Ed 2d. 450, 487 (Stewart,

4. I'oppalIal Stats. Stile of SIn/rn. AIR 1953 SC 274, 276; sac also Tej Cohn/ar v.51.0:', 1971 All 755, Ajeuth.i Cje/iaia Co.

a'. Ant. Director oft/n' Of. ,a,n y '.t, AIR 19S7 Yet 74 (19S6)9 ECC 352: 1986 Ker LT 1 077 II IS (5087)1 K r 209 (DII).

5. (M/n.) Pimnjmb Ti,, S:a1'091 Co. V. Cntn:l Gc:arn'nant, AIR 1981 SC 57 (198.1)1 SCC 204

6. AIR 1953 SC 404.
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the classification of the offences, for the trial of which the Special Court is set up and a
special procedure is laid down, call said to be unreasonable or arbitrary and therefore,
violative of the equal protection clause."
'I he Preamble of an Act sets forth the reasons for the particular Act of Legislature and

foreshadows what is intended to be effected by the Act. It is a key to open the minds of the
framers of the Act. It is a good means of finding out the meaning of the Legislature. The
l'rearuhlc of a statute is "a key to the understanding of it'' and it is well established that it may
legitimatel y be consulted to solve any ambiguity, or to fix the meaning of words which may
have more than one, or to keep the effect of the Act within its real scope, whenevef the
enacting port is in any of these respects open to doubt,' It may, therefore, be taken to he beyond
all doubt that aid can he taken from the Preamble of an enactment, because it is that which
denotes the policy and the object behind the Act. Recourse to the Preamble becomes necessary in
order to con(rol the otherwise wide language of the provisions of any enactment conferring
executive powers and to construe the same as hein' confined in its ambit and exercisable to the
extent intended and in a manner so as to fulfil the ohject.

Not without importance—The Preamble though not an operative part of a statute or any
section thereof is, however, not without importance in a statute.'

Where Act uuanmbiguests.—Where the enacting part is explicit and unambiguous the
Preamble cannot be resorted to, to control, qualify or restrict it.' In Dee v. Brati'fhin \',' Lord
Tentordon said : 'If on a review of the whole Act a wider intention than that expressed in the
Preamble appears to he the real one, effect is to he given to it notwithstanding less extensive
import of the Preamble." This position was further explained by Lord Denman in Fellow v.
Clay.' "The Preamble is often no more than a recital of some of the inconveniences, and does not
exclude any others for which it remedy is given by the statute. The evil resisted is but the
motive for the legislation; the remedy may both consistently and wisely be extended beyond
the cure of that evil." Similarly, Tindal, C.J., observed in the well-known Sussex Peerage case'
"If time words of the statute are in themselves precise and unambiguous then no more can be
necessary than to expound those words in their natural and ordinary sense. The words
themselves alone do, in such cases, best declare the intention of the law-giver." An
authoritative pronouncement on the subject is by Lord Halsbury, L.C., in Powell v. Kempton
Park Racecourse Co.,` where his Lordship expressed himself as follows : "Two propositions are
quite clear, one that Preamble affords useful light as to what a statute intends to reach, and
another that if an enactment is itself clear and unambiguous, no Preamble can qualify or cut

1. Sisis v. Hyier Au, AIR 1955 Hyd 123 ILR 1933 Hyd 214 (FB); Dhaai Ross v. loge Ram, 59 PLR 631; Mssalisr v.
V,'nkalschohsnm, AIR 1956 SC 246

2. District Board, BhagaI;ur v, Province of Bihar, AIR 1954 Pat 529; Passari Z,71 V. Chatturbhan, AIR 1959 NIP 417, 421,
(Chalurvodi, J.),

3. Kc,,'Jm,si v, Stile of Mo,tras AIR 19605C 1080, 1097; Tirpaya v. Rasnnarayana, AIR 1961 Mys 131, 141.
4. Sn-skies, H.A. v. District Magistrate, Meerut, AIR 1956 All 453; Sos/u Prakash v, Stale, AIR 1964 All 95, Sh,sl'u v, Stoic,

AIR 1963 All 29; Hariskankoc Thta v. Me. SIOS, AIR 1954 sc 465; Kaualappara V. Slates of Madras & ,Kera!o, AIR 190)
SC 1030; Str.Lar Balm,vnt v. Pa,'as Ram, AIR 1962 Punj 147; Slohd. Shall v. District Magistrate, AIR 1991J &K 23.

5. Secretary of Slate for India v.Maharaja of &bbili, 46 IA 302, 303; see also Radha Kishen V. Ramnagar Co-operative Society,
AIR 1951 All 311,3-15 (FB) (per Malick, Q.

6. All-Gm. v. Prince Earnest Augustus, 1957AC 456,460,463 (Viscount Simon, J.).
7. (1343)4 QO 349; Cal cotta Coration V. P,mdma Delis, AIR 1957 Cat 466; Shaib Ali V. Jissss,siss, Nshsr, AIR 190 Cal 717,
5.	 (1828)7lt&C6e0.
9. (1944)11 Cl & Fin 35, 143; R.ojindra Collieries, Ltd. v, Cccl Controller, AIR 1956 Cal 736.
10. 1599AC143,157.
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down the enactment. Regarding the use which cart he made of the Preatnbli in interpreting an
ordinary statute, there is no doubt that it cannot he used to modify the language if the language
of the enactment is plain and clear. If the language is not plain and clear, then the Preamble
may have effect either to extend or to restrict the language used in the body of an enactment.

It cannot restrict see's' of Aef.----The enacting words of the Act are not 'l'vays to be limited
by the words of the Preamble and must in many instances go beyond it, and where they do so,
they cannot be cut down by reference to it.' The Preamble of a statute has been said to be a good
means of finding out its meaning, and, as it were, as key to the understanding of it, and as it
usually states or professes to state, the general object and intention of the Legislature in passing
the enactment, it may legitimately he consulted to solve an

y ambiguity, or to fix the meaning of
words which may have more than one or to keep the effect of the Act within its real scope,
whenever the enacting part is in any of these respects open to doubt.' The Preamble usually only
mentions the general object and intention of the Legislature in passing the enactment; further it
is well established that the Preamble cannot restrict the enacting port of an Act though it may
be referred to for the purpose of solving an ambiguity. Neither the Preamble nor the supposed
object of an Act can control the express language of the statute. They merely afford help in the
matter of construction if there is any ambiguity. Where the language is clear the Court is bound
to give it effect. If there is some ambiguity and if more than one constructions are possible, the
Court accepts the one which is consistent with the objects of the Act as explained by the
Preamble. 5 One of the purposes of the U. P. Land Acquisition (Rehabilitation of Refugees) Act,
26 of 1943, was no doubt as stated in the Preamble to acquire lands for the rehabilitation of
refugees from Pakistan but the enacting provisions make it clear that the object was also to
acquire such lands expeditiously.'

It cannot be said that the Defence of Hyderabad Regulation was a piece of Emergency
Legislation which could not continue to be in force eternally. No doubt, the legislation was
introduced primarily for the defence of Hyderabad but the fact that the Preamble says that it

I.	 Kcswa:,oda B:aralj v. Slate of ,k'erala, V.P., 135 of 1970 decided oem 2411m April, 1973 (por SAn, CJ); (A. N. Ra y , I . . N.
B. Khanna, I.).

2. DcI'cs.,'ra is'a,ui,i Rays. Jogc,iJra Naroin Dot', AIR 1936 Cot 593, 621, quoting Sailed s'. Johrson, (1815)2 Ex 256; Pocock
v. Pkhcriiig, (1S52)1S QB 739; Taylor v. Corpoealioit of Oldho:,,, (1S76)4 Ch D 395; L7zerocers of Cot floss v. lies, (Is53)s
AC 356; PO:relt v. Ke,,:plon Park Racecourse Co., (1897)2 QB 242; Flcichor V. Birkc,ihomd Corporation, (1907)1 KB 205;
Moist tat Singh v. Trustees for the fniprorce:ent of CnIrslla, ILR 45 Cal 343 (55). The Preamble does net control 1150
enacting provisions of the Act; An:rul v. Aft. Tli .mga ' i, AIR 1938 Nag 131, 111 (1:5); In re New Sind' AIR 1942 Sleet
65 (68); Eniperor V. Dhahm liar,, usia Rain, AIR 1941 Sind 221; Kamcshzvor Slog/i v. Ra,u1'at Thakur, AIR 1938 Pat 607;
Debt Dos v. Ma/iaraj Rap C/sand, ICR 49 All 903: AIR 1927 All 593; Co,yreatioim ofCalcuhla a'. Kunair Arun Clus:dra, AIR
1934 Cal 862, Scs ti,iyya v. Stale of Madras, AIR 1957 Andh Pra 466; see also Isdu!aI K. Yagsik v. Stale, AIR 1963 Gu( 239

(1963)4 Guj LR 209.
3. Maxwell : f,ilerpreialioo of Statutes, 9111 Ed at p.46, quoted in Official Assignee v. Cl:ins,sira,rr, 1CR 57 Bern 345 : AIR

1933 Born 51, 57; see now 3rd Ed at p. 370, para 544; Taherally v. Chanal:asappa, AIR 1943 Born 226; Arudhya v.
A,itonomulliu, AIR 1945 Mad 47, 49; Finch v. Finch, ILR 1943 lash 765 : AIR 1943 Lah 260, 264 (SB); Trit'lius'a,, Prakas/m

Nayyor v. U,so,, of India, AIR 1970 SC 5-10: (1970)2 SC) 387; t,nrat and others v. Lanjua a,id others, 1991 )LJ 23(89);
Safari Sales (P) Ltd. v. Stale of Kerala, (1968)2 Ncr LT 423.

4. Mast Let Singh V. Trustees for the Iniprovorsinl of Calcutta, ILR 45 Cal 343 at p. 365 (PB), per Fletcher, J.; Slate of

Rajasthan v. Lee/a fain, AIR 1965 SC 1296 : (1966)1 SCJ 37; Y. A. Ma,::.iele V. AuI):o;ity under the I,l:n:mura Wages
Act, (1972)2 SCC 108.

5. A1,20 Ra!mrnan v.Kuikaroi, AIR 1962 Bern 287, 269 (Patel, J . ) . It cannot be used 10 defeat the eaactiog cl,:uso, but it
tios been treated lobe a key for the interpretation of the statute, 3ohi Proud v. State of LIP., AIR 1967 All 173,376.

6. H. P. Khar,delseat v. S;aleaf LIP., AIR 1955 All 12.
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is a legislation intended for the defence of Hyderabad would not restrict its scope if the
provisions of the Regulation extended far beyond the scope of merely the defence of
Hyderabad.'

11 c,tsnust enictin the scope of the'Act—The Preamble does not extend the provisions of the
Act beyond what the enacting part of the Act contains.' "It does not follow," said Wills, J . , in
Kir;ttalrd Corp & Son/ 'that because large words are used in a Preamble everything to which
they can be referred is within the scope of the Act. They may be useful to a limited extent in
helping to interpret doubtful passage or phrases in the Act, but they do not extend its provisions
or its scope beyond what the enacting parts of the Act conain, and it is necessary, therefore, to
see, what the Act does provide for."

It cannot confer power—The function of the Preamble, it may further be noted, is to explain
and not to confer power.' -

It cannot n'slricl tl;elnnig of Act—Where the enacting words are clear, the Preamble cannot
operate to restrict that meaning.' The Preamble cannot limit or change the meaning of the plain
ss'orcls of a statutory provision.' Where the words of the enacting clause are more broad and
comprehensive than the words of the Preamble, the general words in the bod y of the statute, if
free from ambiguity, are not to be restrained or narrowed down by particular and less
comprehensive recitals in the Preamble. The Preamble can be used only as an aid to the
interpretation of the provisions of the Act itself, and it cannel be held that, if any particular
provisions of the Act are not covered by the brief language of the Preamble, the Legislature did
not intend to make provision for purposes which can clearly be inferred from those provisions of
the Act though not mentioned in the Preamble.' As stated by Dewaris on Statutes' the Preamble
Of a statute is no more than a recital of some inconvenience, which by no means excludes any
others for which the remedy is given b y the enacting part to the statute. The Carriers Act'
referred in its Preamble to the practice of sending 'articles of great value' in small compass, and
protected carriers from liability for various articles above a specified value. Glass is one of the
articles mentioned in the Act. It was held in Owen v, Burnett" that a looking glass came within
that description although it was not an article of great value in small compass.

1. Ch,mAj.sh v. C,:ll Administration, AIR 1954 Hyd 121.
2. DeFend,-,, Want,, Ray v. Jag,'ndea Na,.,j,, Vet', AIR 1936 Cal 593, 621, quoting Basset v. Basset, (1744)26 ER 916; K,,,,,aird

u'. Cory & So.',, (1894)1 KB 811.
3. (1593)2 QB 578, 5S4.

4. Sutherland Statutory Construct ion, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2, Article 4504 at 1' 3-16; Yazoo and M.V.R. Cs. v. Thomas, (I S89)132
US 174 33 C Ed 302.

5. BaIkis'r,,, v. 51st. Fat ust,uj, AIR 1938 Nag 293.
6. ,',tol:pue Za,ni,,dary Co. V. Stale ofB0,ar, AIR 1962 SC 660, 663, Re,,ukss Bat, v. flawS,! Kn,nar, AIR 1961 Pal 493; Ka,,gra

Valley State Co. v. Red,, Nat!,, AIR 1961 Push 540 (FE).
7. T,'j BY,,,dsr v. Stale, AIR 1954 All 655. Net a compelling reason if enacting words go somewhat further than the

Preamble indicates, tstakt,liar Cha,,d v. Ma,kel,n0' Co,,,,,,itice, AIR 1955 Pun) 33, 36, (Dea, J.),
S.	 Potter's Edition, 103.
9. Gepi Krishna Roy v. Raj Krishna flat, 6 IC 259, 261 (Cal), quoting Copews,, v. Gallant, I P Wins 314; Ri,,5 V. Pierce, 3

NtdaS 62 at 66; Copeland v. Davies, LBS HL 358; Fa'tleus v. Clay, 4 QB 313,3-19; Nga Hng V. Queen, 7 MIA 72; Chi,,,,,a
fliyar V. Ataho,,,,'d Fakrad;ti,, Saib, 2511-ICR 322; Qsee,,'Emn;'was v. I,,lerjil, 11 All 262; ViS,u v. Goz'i,,da, 22 B 321, 327;
R.,sl,i j :.,ei v. Stle'of Orissa, AIR 1968 Orissa tOO, 193 (lterrn.ars, C-J.); All Saints High Seine) v. Corc,-nwent of AP., AIR

- 1930 SC 1542 (1936)1 So,-s' LR 716 (SC): (1900)2 SCC -178: (1930)2 SGJ 273.
10. II Gee 1\' & I Will 4 c. 63.
It.	 Cr&51553.
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In Secretary of State for India v. Maharaja of Bobbiti,' their Lordships of the Privy Council
interpreted the plain meaning of the Madras Irrigation Cess Act, regardless of the restrictive
position of the Preamble thereof. Lord Shaw in delivering the judgment of the Judicial
Committee remarked that as the section of Act made operative provisions in excess of the
apparent ambit of the Preamble, 'it is the section that must govern and not the Preamble. A
Full Bench of the Calcutta 1-ugh Court in the well-known case of Maui Lal Singh v. Trustee for

the Improvement of Calcutta,' followed the same rule and held that the Preamble of Calcutta
Improvement Act did not restrict or control its enacting provisions. "If the Legislature has
thought fit to give protection to tenants, said Panduranga, J . , in Thatjaramnial v. Jun ii

Clietticir, l and the protection given extends to persons ether than those whom a strict
interpretation of the Preamble will embrace, it is not open to the Courts to question the right of
the Legislature to-go beyond what was stated in the preamble as the reason for legislation. The
Legislature may very well have done actually a little more than what it started to do.

If there is a conflict between the Preamble and the enacting part, the latter must prevail.'
In Rajnial v. Harnani Singh,' such a conflict arose inasmuch as the Preamble of Punjab Custom
(Power to Contest) Act, II of 1920, stated inter elm

Whereas it is expedient to enact certain restrictions on the power of descendants or
collaterals to contest an alienation of immovable property...on the ground that such
alienation...is contrary to custom.'
while Section 6 of the Act provided inter aPe

"Subject to the provisions contained in Section 4 and notwithstanding anything to the
contrary contained in Section 5, Punjab Laws Act, 1872, no person shall contest any alienation
of ancestral immovable property. on the ground that such alienation.,, is contrary to custom
unless such person is descended ill male lineal descent from the great-grandfather of the
person making the alienation..."
If Section 6 was to be literally interpreted the plaintiff had no locus st;tndi to sue. If, on the

other hand, that section was to be controlled and qualified by the Preamble, then the Act was
inapplicable to the plaintiff and whatever rights he possessed under the contrary law, they
were still left intact. It was held that the Act has the effect of limiting the right to contest an
alienation of ancestral land only to those persons who are descended in the direct male line
from the great-grandfather of the alienor.

In Tej Baliadur's case,' it was contended that the constitution of village pctncliutyats and
trial of criminal offences by them by a simple procedure was net covered by the objects of the
U.P. Panchayat Act, as disclosed in the Preamble, but considering the express provisions of the
Act the contention was rejected.

It crtiitiot override enacting pert of statute—Where the enacting part of the statute is not
exactly co-extensive with the Preamble, the former, if expressed in clear and unequivocal terms,
will override the latter! The words of operating sections of the Act must he given effect to

1.	 46 IA 302.
0.	 ILR 45 Cal 342.
3.	 AIR 1936 Mad 944,84S.
1	 Puran,nal Fniehchind Sara,','i v. 5u,hila Devi Kniishal Chad SiliOr, 1979 NIPLJ 58.

5. AIR 1928 Lah 35: ILR 9 Lab 260, 265, 267; Ccc also Sn/Sb Sine!: v. 0,1, Ram, ILR 14 Lab 203.

6. AIR 1954 All 655.
7. Ma,iilal Sing!: a. Ca/cilia l,s;'rorc:n:t Tr:it, ILR 45 Cal 343, Preamble of Calcutta I,,:proven:eni Act held not to

restrict or control its reacting provisions. Zec,iutunnisn, a. Warns Ali, AIR 1955 Cal 43 (45) (D. N. Sn,t,a, I
111-3
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irrespective of inferences to be drawn from the Preamble if the words themselves are clear, and
capable of only one irteaning. 1 When the language of a section is clear, the Court ought not to
look at the Preamble in order to cut down the effect or scope of the section.' "The Preamble may
no doubt show the object of enacting a law, but you shall not infer from it that the Legislature
did not mean to go further than the declared object."'

The Preamble may new be regarded, like the title, as part of the statute for the purpose of
explaining, restraining or, even extending enacting words but not for the purpose of qualifying or
limiting express provisions couched in clear and unambiguous terms.'

Scope of Prcattible.—It is permissible to understand the scope of the Preamble in the light of
the Statement of Objects and Reasons.'

An intrinsic aid to interpretation.—The Preamble like the title affords an intrinsic aid in
the interpretation of the Act, where the Act is ambiguous.' If ambiguous and doubtful
phraseology is used in the body of the Act, the Preamble may be referred to resolve the
ambiguity. Where the enacting part of the statute is ambiguous the Preamble can be referred to,
to explain and elucidate it! It is an excellent aid to the construction of ambiguous statutes or
statutes of doubtful meaning. It is a key to the construction of a statute, and should be resorted
to, to unlock the minds of its makers.' If any doubt arises from the terms employed by the
Legislature, the Preamble has always been held a safe means of collecting the intention, to call
in aid the ground and cause of making the statute, and to have recourse to the Preamble, which
according to Chief Justice Dyer is a key to open the minds of the makers of the Act and the
mischiefs they intended to redress.' As observed by Sir John Nicholl in the case of Brett v.
Brett," The key to the opening of every law is the reason and spirit of the law—it is the

I. im,jredd: v. Sc,'r, :0/a, AIR 1933 Mad 120, 122, per Pandalaj, J.; Rangarcdii v. D,:sradhara,uj Reddi, ILR 1938 Mad 841
AIR 1938 Mod 441, 445 (PB); BesOt Panda v. Itletuni PornO, 21 IC 538, 540 (Cal); Corporation of Cotn:tta v. Renoir

Ann Chandra, AIR 1934 Cal 862, 56-1; Altaf.-li v. jnrnsnr All, AIR 1926 Cat 638, 639; ldaC Cop.:! Paul v. State of C'cot
Bcngat, AIR 1966 Cal 167.

2. Mal harpi-assi v. I,;diralhai Chandra:earkar, AIR 1953 Born 192 ILR 1953 Born 332.
3. Anwar Ali Snni.sr V. State of West Bengal, AIR 1952 Cat 150; Cownnesiener of Labour v. Associated Cancel Cn'n panics Ltd.,

AIR 1955 Born 363.
4. Sec Nalsbury's Lutes ef England, 4th Ed.5 \'ot. 44, Para 514; Nageshu-ara Rao v. Slate of Madras, AIR 195-1 Mad 643; State

of M.nihn,: Praics!: V. Mohant Rental Purl, AIR 1965 MP 183, 185 (Pandey, J.).
5. Kc:-aichand v. State cf Madras, AIR 1957 Mad 514, 516.
6. B. M. Chack, In re, (1951)2 MU 737; l'alira,n Tukara,n a'. Baliraw Parashnam, AIR 1954 Nag 44.
7. Parer, ears A roar s'. K:ttnni Valia Stan nail tar, 43 IC 173, 174 thIad); Sits! Chandra C/ia udhari V. Altar, J . Dcitaunasu, 74

IC 450, 435 (Cal); Dcoi-gir: v. Sat vodka,: Ghosat, AIR 1954 Cal 119; Commissioner of Labour v. Associated Cement
Companies 1-14., AIR 1955 Bern 363.

8. Sha,nst:ir Ali v. Rab:aji, AIR 1952 I-Iyct 53 (FB); Patiran, Tut:aro,u v. Retinae, Parsshra,n, AIR 1954 Nag 44; Bernard
Augustine a', Krishna a Run/u, ILR (1961(2 Roe 39: 1961 Bar LJ 473 1961 Bee UT 165; ResoLe Bats Chatter/ce a', Asa'a,ti
Caesar Gupta, AIR 1961 Pal 498; See also Deaf: ,tcg!:f iv. Latrniy;: Moon.a:nnaiya, (1977)18 Cuj LIt 515; State of Rents v.
So/sours Parncicr, 1987 (2) KLT 341 (FB); Sits Dci: v. State of Bihar, (1995(2 BUJ 198 (Sc); Ra,,:eh Chaudrs a'. State of
It P, (1950)3 SCR 105 (125) is distinguished.

9. Sussex l'cew4e case, (15-11)11 Cl & Fi ll 65, 113;fai Sing!: v. LLno,: of tridS:, AIR 1993 Raj 177 (FB).
111. (1826(162 ER 456, 457, quoted by tVazir Husain, C-J., in Cedar Not!, v. Pea rcy La!, :\!R 1932 Oudh 152 (FB(; see also

4191:1:1 Power, etc., Co. V. Montreal Trust Co., AIR 19-14 PC 7, II. Their Lordships saw no reason to reject the
statement of the On Ia rio Legislature contained is the Preamble to the Act that the power to sla y the action was
given in 0:-dec that an opportunity might be give:, to all the parties concerned to consider the plan submitted in the
rc-porI of the i,oyal Cr-mv: issiso. '5-Ice teadei:cy of Con cts today is to apply an interpre alicia :vt:icti glans equal
,s'eighl to all parts of the Act, and thus the ttaea:nbte selves no uni,1::e funct i on in sta tutory interpretation. Perhaps
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atiitfluS itnpotti'flts, the intention of the law-maker expressed in the law itself taken as a whole.
Hence to arrive at the true meaning of any particular phrase in a statute, that

particular phrase is not to be viewed detached from its context in the

Indicates the irrten	 statute, it is to be viewed in connection with its whole context meaning

tins ofLe3'is!alsre	
by this as well as the title, and the Preamble as the purview or enacting
part of the statute. It is to the Preamble more specially that we are to look

for the reason or spirit of every statute, rehearsing it, as it ordinarily does, the evils sought to
be remedied, or the doubts purported to be removed by the State, and so evidencing in the best
and most satisfactory manner, the object or intentibn of the Legislature in making and passing
the statute itself. Where there is some doubt as to the enacting part of a statute the Preamble
may always be referred to for the purpose of ascertaining generally the scope of the Act.' In case
of doubt as to the true scope of the Act, the title and Preamble of a statute may be relied upon as
an aid to the understanding of the meaning thereof, and for determining the general object and
intention of the Legislature in passing the enactment where it is doubtful. Where there is any
doubt as to the true scope of the provisions of an enactment, ? or there is ambiguity in the

sections thereof' the Preamble may afford a valuable guidance The

Or where sections	 intention to exclude medicinal preparations from the operation of the

areanilrigsoss	 Madras Prohibition Act was held to be clear from the Preamble and
Section 16(1) of the Act.' In Punjab Debtors Protection Act, II of 1936, it is

significant that though the interpretation clause defmes certain expressions, the same are not
to he found in the other sections of the Act. "it is, therefore,' says Mahajan, J . , in Pirjt Safdtr

Ali v. Ideal Bank Ltd.,' "a matter for enquiry whether in the interpretation clause, any of these
expressions would have been defined if they were not intended to be an important part of the
statute. If these definitions were not an important part of the statute, then what was the object
with which the Legislature enacted Section 2 of the Act? As the statute is silent on this subject,
and the matter is not free from ambiguity, therefore in order to find an answer to this question,
it becomes necessary to refer to the Preamble which has been cited above.' If any word in a
statute has more than one meaning and is a matter of doubt as to which of

the meaning is to be attributed to the word, it is permissible to look at the

Or where a word is	 Preamble of the Act to decide which of the several meanings attaching to

capable of two	
the word was intended by the Legislature.' Where a word is capable of two

meanings	 meanings, that meaning should be preferred which is in consonance with

the most candid statement of any rule, which is in fact a denial of any rule, was made by Lord Eltenborough when
he said that, whether the words shalt be restrained or not must depend on a fair exposition of the particular case

and not upon any uniform rule of construction; King v. Pierre, 105 ER 531 (1814); Sutherland Siatsl.rry

Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2, Article 4864 at pp. 5475.

I. , Rarnchasdra V. Jarrardssrr, AIR 1935 Nag 225.

2	 ft/rob, flew v. Mst Knr:sil/a, AIR 1932 All 617, 618; lt.R 55 All 24: (FE) (i er Sulernan, C.J.).

3. . blot l/o;p.rli v. Srrrjir Rob AIR 1936 All 5e7, 511 (FE) but where the language of the section is clear a Preamble carrot

control its provisions; followed in Shah Me/rd. v. Crown, AIR 1930 Posh I; see also bladhiir' Pra.rf v. I,irttrah.:ai

Cha,rs,aorrhsr, AIR 1953 Don, 192, where a Court with Cr, exclusive jur;sd:ctiou is crealed and where the

jurisdictiois of the High Court is excluded it is perfectly legitimate to look at the Preamble in order to ascertain v. hat
was the object with which the special Court was created; ire also Trr hirer,, S.r,sila r.i,ri e. Nora,j.irt fllkriah,ra, I LR

1952 Boris 565: AIR 1952 Born 114; Commissioner of Lalioi,rs. flssecialc,t Ccn,e,,t Companies Ltd., AIR 1953 Earn 363.

4. Na,res!rrrar Ran v. State rflrtadras. AIR 1954 Mad 643.

5. AIR 1949 EP 94,99 (FE).

6. Memo/mr Le! v. Emmperar. AIR 1943 Lah 1, 2 : ILR 1943 Lah 93, per Ram Lal, J. (Referring order); Deem/mr Orb, v.

Satymmd/my.rrr. AIR 1954 Cal 119,121.
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the Preamble.' The title and Preamble of a statute may legitimately he consulted for the
purpose of solving any ambiguity or for fixing the meaning of ambiguous words, but with this
important proviso that this can only be done when the enacting part is open to doubt in any of
the respects.2

Aid can be taken from the Preamble which denotes the policy and the object behind the Act,
in order to control the otherwise wide language used in any section of the Act conferring
execztf ice powers and it will be legitimate to construe the same as being confined in its ambit
and exercisable to the extent and in a manner so as to fulfil the object.'

Cannot create on a i['iguity.—The Preamble cannot be invoked for creating ambiguity in the
Act.' As Lord Davey observed in Panel v. Keuiptoii Park Racecourse Co.,' 'There is, however,
another rule or warning which cannot be too often repeated, that you must not create or imagine
an ambiguity in order to bring in the aid of the Preamble or recital. To do so would, in many
cases, frustrate the enactment and defeat the general intention of the Legislature." Where the
terms of on enactment are clear, precise and unambiguous, it must be applied and enforced
according to its plain meaning, and it is not the business of the Court to speculate as to what
might have been in the mind of the Legislature as it may appear to the Court frOill the
Preamble or otherwise.'

Preantble of no significance if statute clear—It is well settled that the Preamble to a
statute can neither expand nor control the scope of application of the enacting clause, when the
latter is clear and explicit.' We cannot, therefore, start with the Preamble for construing the
provisions of an Act.' No limitation can be imported iii such a case by reason of anything
contained in the Preamble. It is true that it has sometimes been said that a Preamble is a key to
the intention of the Legislature. But that rule applies only when the language of the enacting
portion of any Act of the Legislature is ambiguous or doubtful or produces in its ordinary meaning
any absurdity or unreasonableness. The rule is not applicable to cases where the words of the
enactment are quite clear and no doubt exist' It is one of the cardinal principles of construction
that where the language of an Act is clear, the Preamble must he disregarded though, where
the object or meaning of an enactment is not clear, the Preamble may be resorted to, to explain it.
Again, where very general language is used in an enactment which, it is clear, must be intended
to have a limited application, the Preamble may be used to indicate to what particular
instances the enactment is intended to apply. We cannot, therefore, start with the Preamble for
construing the provisions of an Act, though we would be justified in resorting to it, nay, we will

I.	 Annsmr Ali So,har v. State of West Be':gal, 1952 Cat 150.
2. At',luIla!m Rho,, v. 8a1ra,n Rho,,, AIR 1935 Pesh 69, 72, per Middleton, C.J.
3. Sarkics v. Oistrict Magislrale,6icerul, AIR 1966 All 458,464 (KB. Astttana, J.).
4. Jnai,endra .h'atl, a. J.'du 50th, AIR 1938 Cat 211, 214; N,7,ra v. So/cr Pra,nanik, AIR 1927 Cal 763, 765; Sutherland

Sfatulcry Construct ten, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2, Article 4851 alp. 342 Article 4506 alp. 350.
5. 1699 AC 143; Sib,, Prusad Miaai a. Mst. Nurabuli, AIR 1949 Orissa 37,13 (FE).
6. Sodr, Pro's.! v. Rot,, tu'nrai,, Singh, AIR 1939 All 157, per Coltisler, J.
7. Gopi Krishna Rut y , Pa) Krishna Ran, 6 IC 259, 261 (Cal); Ahdulfa/, Kite,, a. Bahrain Rita,,, AIR 1935 Posh 69; To) Bal,adur

a. Stale, AIR 1954 All 655; Commissioner of Labour v. Associated Critical Companies Ltd., AIR 1955 Born 363; Mohammad
Ali a. Cohn! Prasad, AIR 1954 Nag 209; Bernard Augustine a. Krishnan Knit/u, ILR (1961)2 Ker 39:1961 Ker LJ 473:
1961 Ker UT 165: Ron nba Bala Chatter/ce v. Aswini Kumar Gupta, AIR 1961 Pal 498.

8. Burrr,kur Coal Co. v. Union of India, AIR 1961 SC 954, 957: (1962)1 SCR 44, 49; Saleeni v. Deputy Collector, (1958)1 KLT757 (Ker).
9. 5/:tgwan Dos a. Mo! i Cband, AIR 19-19 All 612; Vc,t ja;aswe,nj Naidu a. Narasr,si:i Risroindos, AIR 1966 SC 361 : (1966)1MU (SC) 1: (1966)1 Aadh WR (SC) 1, referred loin AIR 1993 Raj 177 (PB); fat Singh a. union, of India, (1993)2 WLC1 (Raj) : 1933 Cri LJ 2705 (Raj).
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he required to do so if we find that the language used by Parliament is ambiguous or is too
general though in point of fact Parliament intended that it should have a limited application.'

Preamble resorted to in two classes of cases.--Now it is well settled that the terms of a
Preamble may be resorted to in two classes of cases. The first class is where the text of the
statute is susceptible of different constructions. The second class of cases is that if very general
language is used in an enactment, which, it is clear, must have been intended to have some
limitation put upon it, the Preamble may be used to indicate to what particular instances the
enactment is intended to apply. That is to say, that in some cases it may be permissible to
control the scope of the enactment by the terms of the Preamble.' Trevelyan, J . , in Kristo Nab;

Koo;tdoo v. 13rozOV observed : 'It is almost impossible to deduce from the cases any very clear
rule as to how far a Preamble cuts down a statute, but I think the tendency of the cases is not to
give effect to the Preamble unless it he quite clear that Legislature can have only in
contemplation the particular mischief to which the Preamble relates, and the words of the
operative part are ambiguous. In many cases it has been held that the remedy provided in the
statute has, been intended to be more extensive than was necessary to get rid of the mischief to
which the Preamble relates."

The Preamble can, no doubt, neither cut down nor restrict nor extend or enlarge the enacting
part when the language, scope and object of such part are clear and unambiguous; the Preamble
not being an essential or an integral part of an Act but at the same time the Preamble, where it
exists, has always been described to open the mind of the makers of the law and it constitutes a
good means of finding out the meaning of the statute, as if it were a key to the understanding of
it, professing as the Preamble usually does to state the general object and intention of the
Legislature in enacting the statutory instruments. The Preamble may thus be legitimately
consulted in order to keep the true effect of the enactment within its intended scope and object,
provided of course there is reasonable doubt about its precise and true scope and effect.' Again, if
any provision of a statute is capable of two interpretations, the one which is more in consonance
with the Preamble of the statute must be accepted in preference to the other.'

Lord Blackburn's view—In Osxrseers of West 1-lam v. Iles,' Lord Blackburn observed	 I
quite agree with the argument which has been addressed to your Lordships, that in construing
an Act of Parliament where the intention of the Legislature is declared by the Preamble, we are
to give effect to that Preamble to this extent, namely, that it shows Us what the Legislature are
intending; and if the words of an enactment have a manning which does not go beyond that
Preamble, or which may come up to the Preamble, in either case, we prefer thatmeaning to one
showing an intention of the Legislature which would not answer the purposes of the Preamble or
which would go beyond them. To that extent only is the Preamble material.

t3urrakur Coal Co. v. Union of India, AIR 1961 SC 951,957; Income-tax Officer, Kanpur v. Mont Ram, AIR 1969 SC 543;

Kisho,-e Chandra Pale! 0. Stale of Or5ssa, AIR 1993 Ori 259(00).
Ranna,nmal v. Kanakaaabai, AIR 1931 Mad 629, 630 ILR 54 54 945; see also Siba PrdSad Misra v. Mat. Nurabati, AIR

1949 Orissa 37,44 (PB); AsIa fi!aI v. Board of Reve,.ae, AIR 1971 All 465,469 (R. B. Misra, J .); quoting Brorrakur Coal Co.

v. Union of India, (1962)1 SCR 44: AIR 1961 SC 954; (Ws.) Metipur Zarnindary & Co., (P) Ltd. v. Stale of Bihar, 1962

Suppt. (I) SCI1. 498: AIR 1962 Sc 660; Mohir.dar Pal v. Slate of H.P., AIR 1995 HP 15 (FB).
ILR 14 Cat 176, 133.	 .
SandIa Ram v. Paras Ram, AIR 1962 Punl 147,150; Rash! niya Mill Mazdoo, Sang.'i v. National Textile Corporation (South
Maharashtra) Ltd., AIR 1996 SC 710: 1996 AIR SCW 1.
Paramess'ararn Pi!lai v. Joseph, 1960 KLT 1073.

(1883)8 AC 386. (The contention heroin was that the construction would baffle the Preamble).
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Not conclusive on the ((tICS! ion of tire's of an Act—Whilst a statement in the Preamble of a
statute as to its ultimate objective may he useful as throwing light on the nature of the matter
legislated upon and must undoubtedly be taken into consideration, it cannot be conclusive on a
question of tires, where the Legislature concerned has power to legislate on certain specified
matters only. The Preamble has been said to be good means of finding out its meaning and as it
is a key to he understanding of it, it may be consulted to keep the effect of the Act within its
real scope with the object of explaining or elucidating its provisions or for the purpose of
keeping it within its proper limits to which its geiseral language may be found to have been
intended to apply, although it must be admitted that this can only be done when its enabling
provisions are open to doubt or when giving full effect to their meaning a Court may be faced
with the situation of having to express against its validity, e. g. on the ground of its being ultra

tires of the body which passed it. In short, the Preamble may be looked at with the object of
finding out the mischief which it was intended to prevent or suppress although it cannot
ordinarily be invoked to control or restrict the scope of such of its provisions as the Legislature
was competent to make. 5 The Court is, therefore, entitled to obtain assistance from the Preamble
in ascertaining the true meaning of an enacting part.'

Presumption in case of a consolidating Act—As thq Preamble shows that it was a
consolidating Act, the presumption is that such an Act is not intended to alter the law. If the
words are capable of more than one construction, then the Court will give effect to that
construction, which does not change the law. But this prima fade view must yield to the plain
words to the contrary.'

Rules regarding use of Preamble suninted tip—The use of the Preamble in the interpretation
of a statute may be summed up as under,

(1) Whether the purpose for which a Preamble is framed to a statute is to indicate what
in general terms was the object of the Legislature in passing the Act.

(2) Where the Preamble cannot be invoked to determine the tires of an Act.

(3) Where the enacting words of a statute may be carried beyond the Preamble if words
be found in the former strong enough for the purpose.

(4) Where the enacting part of a statute is couched in clear and unequivocal language, the
Preamble cannot control, restrict, qualify, alter, detract from or add to the enactment.5

(5) Where the general terms of the Preamble do not indicate or cover 411 the mischiefs
which are found to be provided for in the enacting provisions of the Act itself, the

Rex v. Thsudn'a, 1949 FCR 657, 671, per Patanjali Sastri, J.

Darl,.ur Pat Ota v. borate Gas, AIR 1944 Lah 302,307-308: ILR 1944 Lah 79, per Abdur Rehman, J.j see also Pirfi Safdar

Alt s'. Ideal Bask, Lid., AIR 1949 EP 94,99 (FS). Sutherland, ire his 'Statutory Construction' (3rd E 1Torack), Vol. 2,

Article 1803 at p. 352, writes "Although the Preamble has been in disuse for many years there is a modern

tendency to use it of a policy section to explain the basis for legislative action on the theory that it will assist in the
establishment of the constitutionality of the Act. The Preamble is useful in constitutional litigation where it is
alleged that the Act (1) conflicts with specific constitutional prohibitions, and (2) where the Act is alleged to be
unreasonable and arbitrary."
Re/a ppon Nair v. Payieegatee, 1961 Per LJ 768: 1961 Per LT 527, relying on Attarnry-General v. Ernest Augustus, (1957)1
All FR 49.

Besz:ick v. BeszzOk, (1967)2 All ER 1197,1209 bce Lord Guest),
In re Chacko, (197.5)2 5/t.J 737.
Ragliveeedra Single v. Psshpr'e:fra Singh, AIR 1955 VP 19; MAid. Salem v. limaji, ILR 1955 liyd 169 : AIR 1955 Hyd 113
(FB); Mo liornnuedoli v. Cakulprosad, AIR 1954 Nog 23).
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enacting provisions would override the Preamble.'

(6) Where the Preamble provides for a wider mischief than the statute in its sections
enacts, the Courts are not to give those sections a wider scope than their language
properly interpreted justify; Absolute sentential expositors non indiget. There is no
necessity to explain that which requires no explanation. The office of the Judge is pta

dicere and not jus dora, to interpret the law and not make the law.
(7) Where radical amendments are effected in an Act showing a different intention to

that expressed in the Act, the fact that the Preamble has not been amended does not
in any way, indicate that the legislative intention is unchanged.' But the Preamble of
an amending Act cannot limit or change the meaning of the plain words in the Act so
amended.'

(8) Where the text of the statute is susceptible of different constructions, help may be
taken from the Preamble for the purpose of explaining, containing, or even extending

- enacting words.
(9) Where it is clear that very general language used in the enactment must have some

limitation, help may he taken from the Preamble.
When an Act does not purport to enact the material provisions for the first time but it

purports to continue the previously existing provisions in that behalf, it would he legitimate to
consider the Preamble of the predecessor Act and relevant prdvisions in it to find out whether
the Legislature has laid down clearly the policy underlying that Act, and has enunciated
principles for the guidance of those to whom the authority to implement the Act has been
delegated.'

Neither Preamble nor statement aims and objects can be used for interpreting a statute. Both
can he used for the limited purposes of ascertaining the conditions prevailing at the time of its
enactment and finding out the purpose of its enactment (case under Nagpur Corporation Act,
1950).'

Unless the Legislature exempts certain liabilities, the Courts cannot provide for the same in
the garb of interpretation by calling in aid the Preamble.'

5. Interpretation clause—It is it practice for legislative bodies to define words used
in statutes, and to place such definition in a general interpretation of statute.' These statutes
are of valuable aid in resolving questions of statutory meaning, and they should control except
where the language of the Act, examined in the light of relevant and permissible guides to
meaning, indicates that a different meaning is intended.

It is equally a common practice to provide an interpretation or definition clause in every
statute and the normal canon of interpretation of statutes lays down that while interpreting a
particular word in a statute the best guide is the definition of that word in the concerned statute
itself.' Most modern statutes contain an interpretation clause wherein is declared the meaning

Crne',;iuie,:cr ofLa!oiev. Assacialc1 Ccrnc':l Co . Lit. AIR 1955 Born 363; ',I,'ii Rr'u v. tI,u,',: of tote, AIR 1896 Flirn Pm

24.
Uuji, AIR 1955 1 lyet 113 ICR 1055 I lyd 169 (FO).

Alolipttr Za,nj,idaoj Co. v. State of BAa,, AIR 1962 sc 660; (1962)2 SCJ 255.

But:açio & Co., Ltd. v. Uni,,n of Situ, AIR 1937 SC 473, 486.

Na51,ur Natal Oa'ncra' Aseociatia,, V. NagpurStw;icipality, AIR 1979 Born 190 (1990)2 I'AC 176.

I'oo,an,,i;,I v. SueJ,il.i Veti, AIR 1979 NIP 58: 1979 NtI'LJ 58 (1979)1 Ren CJ 337: Sac also Al! S.:iu II:yO Schu') V.

Co,--e-io,','nt 'fAn.t!:oa tRaCeS, AIR 1980 sc 1042: (1990)1 Serv CR 716: (1990)2 SCC 478:(19M)2 SCJ 273.

c-3 latempretatioci Act, ISS9; 'the General Clauses Act, 1897.

Steodat Ge;,!,,, v. RcYS,n. 1977 Rem CT 350.
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which certain words or expressions are to bear or may bear for the purposes of the statute in
question. An interpretation clause is not meant to prevent the word receiving its ordinary
popular natural cause whenever that would be properly applicable, but to enable the v4ord as
used in the Act, where there is nothing to the contrary either in the subject-matter or the
context, to be applied to something to which it would not be ordinarily applicable, taking into
consideration the setting n which those terms are used and the purpose that they are intended
to serve.' When a word or phrase is defined as having a particular meaning in an enactment, it
is that meaning and that meaning alone which must he given to it in interpretation of a section
of the Act, unless there be anything repugnant in the context.' Definitions in statutes must be
read subject to qualifications variously expressed in the definition clauses which created them
such as 'unless the context otherwise requires." Thus, all statutory definitions must be read
subject to the qualifying words 'unless the context otherwise requires', though such words are not
contained in the definition.' In other words, the definition section in an Act would ordinarily
apply to the provisions of the Act, unless any particular provision therein either expressly or
by intendment excludes it by giving to the words used a different meaning or a wider
construction) When an expression is not defined in the statute and such expression happens to be
one of everyday use, thus it must be construed in popular sense, as understood in common
parlance, and not in any technical sense.' If it is possible to'gather the intent of the Legislature
and it is then found that such legislative intent cannot be given effect because of the legislative
definition, (b.c latter should not be allowed to control the former. This must all the more be so in
cases where the definition clause opens with the words 'subject to the context to the contrary', or
unless the context otherwise requires' or expressions similar in effect.' A definition term does
not, however, enlarge the limited scope of the Act in which it occurs.' Where the definition is
exhaust;ve, it has been held to cover cases not expressly stated by understanding the definition
against the background and the circumstances that gave rise to the legislation or statutory
provision.'

In v;ew of the qualification 'unless the context otherwise requires', the Court has not onl y to
look at the words, but also to look at the context, the collocation and the object of such words
relating to such matter. This rule of ex z , i s ceiibus coins is never allowed to alter the meaning of
o hat is in itself clear and explicit, and there is no obscurity in the language of the section.,`

Uttns:eal appellt! it'll s cf words, of ceiumoit parlance—Fixing an artificial name for the
descript i on of a thing which in common parlance does not answer to that name is very commonly

1.	 Ca:'.":isrv"vrefCi3 Toe s'. V. S. C1:ctty C6,!tiar, (1971)2 SCC 741.

1	 QF'Li.t L0'Odato,a v. Jugol Klehoo', AIR 1939 All 1, 3.

3. 7 ir:,:6i'S-baigo'i Transport Co. v. Laioor Court, AIR 1961 tied 307, 303 (Ramachandra I)er, Cf.).
4. Bal., Krh':':s,, V. ,4sh.'ha Be,:k Ltd., AIR 1946 Ker 42 1965 Ker LT 1059 ILR (1965)2 Ker 64 (PB). It does net

necesarii y apple to all possible contents is which the word may he found ill a particular statute. It may otherwise
lead to en anomaly or ever, repugnanc e; Cain K, isle,:,, r. .444,'ka Bank Ltd., AIR 1966 Ker 42 (PB) (Krislinamurlt'
Ocr, I); N. K. (ci,, v. C . K. So,h, AIR 1s91 SC 1269 1991 Cr, 1)1347 (1991) Lab IC 1613: (1991)2(1 (SC) 52(2):
(1 0 412 5CC 495: 1 1,191 AIR SCW 960.

S.	 S/icier,, 1KB. v. L)Ft,jcl Ce/helm, K,w,ol, (1966)1 Andh (FR 42 (1966)1 Aneth LT 162.
5. l'i e:e9'at 0. 0. tOner, VuThyaha, v. Auth:ei)y under the Paa,,:,'nt sf Gratuity Act, 1953 Sri LJ 239 (J & K).
7.Karj.,/m- Curi,,a e. Saum,,,:.e, AIR 1951 Ker 154, 156 )FB) (Ragheva, J.).
5.	 A	 u.s,,, ch,ttor v. Assea,',,sCj Ct:rttiar, 11.14 1951 Mad 113 : )1961)2 ML) 587: 74 Mad LW 593; Kr;ssls:j,;5 Charities

v. '0 iris S/ste tCn ttcerd, AIR 1961 tiad 18,22 (Ramachandra 1 ) or , C.).).
0:0,, s' TaCk Len,! Lic:ird, Pa-r, 1977 Km LT 258 (00).

10.	 C::'::ss/"crifS5's Tax v. Linie,, ?,tcjic:,I Agrnr,, 1980 Tan 1K 1300 (SC): AIR 1951 SC 1: (1991)1 SCC 51: 1981 811
(SC) 19: i°St SCC (Tan) 24: 60 TasaIha, S (SC).
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done in statutes. Cases are numerous in which appellations are given to things, persons and
circumstances which they would not in ordinary conversation bear or be supped to bear)

Use of artificial expressions or terms of art—If the Legislature uses an artificial expression
or a term of art, then that expression or that term must be construed -according to the language
used by the Legislature. If the Legislature advisedly provides that the termination of the
service of an employee for any reason whatsoever shall be deemed to be 'retrenchment within
the meaning of the Act, there is no reason why the Court should select or accept certain reasons
as coming within the meaning of the definition and certain other reasons as not coming within
the meaning of the definition.' In interpreting a sord it is true that the particular definition
giveli to it by a statute must be followed, but where an artificial definition is given, there must
be a clear indication that this artificial definition is intended to take away the natural
meaning of the word!

The connotation of a term in one portion of an Act may often be clarified by reference to its
use in others.'

Definition binding on Court—When a word or phrase is defined as having a particular
meaning, it is that meaning and that meaning alone which must be given to it, in interpreting a
section of the Act, unless there be anything repugnant in the context. , When a Legislature
defines the language it uses, its definition is binding upon the Court and this is so even though
the definition does not coincide with the ordinary meaning of the word used. It is not for the
Court to ignore the statutory definition and proceed to try and extract the true meaning of the
expression independently of it! If the Legislature's intention is clear and unambiguous, it is
obviously outside the jurisdiction of the Court to correct or amend the definition in the
interpretation Clause.'

Definitions apply wllerei'er expression occurs--The definition of an expression given in an
Act applies wherever that expression occurs in the statute) Where a particular wQrd is defined
in the Act, which narrows and restricts its ordinary meaning, the meaning given in the
definition must be applied to the word wherever it appears in the Act, unless the contrary is
clearly indicated.0

1. McCann v. Butcher, 23 CLR422, 424.
2. K. N. Jo2'!c,ar s'. B. L. 	 Co., AIR 1955 Born 295, definition of retrenchment' in Section 2(oo) of the Industrial

Disputes Act, 1947.

3. AIM Ali v. State, 19.53 All LJ 333.

4. United States v. Cooper Corpo ration, 85 L Ed 1071, 1076: 312 US 600 (Roberts, J.) .	-	 -
5. S. K. Gupta %,. K. P. fain, (1975)3 SCC54; Dial Sing/i v. Gurdwara Sri Akal Takht, AIR 1928 Lah 325, 328 per Tek Grand,

J. Where a Statute gives a definition for an instrument, that definition may net be controlled by the undo -stand ing

of the common people with regard to it." per Coutts Trotter, C.J., in Official Assignee v. f/asudec'adess, AIR 1925 Mad

723, 724 (obiter).
6. Sutherland: Sirtutor.5 Construct ion, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2, Article '1314 at p.353 if, however, the definitions are arbitrary

and result in unreasonable qua lificalions or are uncertain, then the Court is not bound by the definition. At page
224 : Where a definition clause is clear it should coil rot the meaning of the words used in the remainder of the Act,

for that is the legislative intent. Where the definition is not clear then the Court should use all intrin s ic and

extrinsic aids to ctelerni:te the tegislatis-o intent but presumption uftotOd he that a fair interpretation 1 the
measirig of tvords as defined in the definition unction should con trot; Hamri Sit5!t v. Vijy Siglt, 1963 MPLI 235.

7. NunS Ran v. Arr,nrac:alont, AIR 1940 Mad 385; (Sort,) Knturi (deal) by Ms. v. Goon Ssi'hn, (1989)4 SCC 55.

5.	 Morth;cj Siult v. Site of V.P., AlP. 1954 VI' 24.

9. Arrant Sadistic iArxdit v. iU;noçiri (it/ca, 51 Born LR Sit; Sai!u Pa/ui v. Pc/tn COck, AIR 1954 Pat 367; i/has/ar 7'aroyart

'. Oaiihonrai, AIR 1371 B, 158, 192 (Padhye, J).

10. Gist C/ansi s'. t/.;Iu1c.r Singh, AIR 1961 Put:( 161; Ks,:, Pi!tai v. Panfaja/.hi, AIR 1960 Ker 158,163 (Vadialingem, J,).
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Definitions apply to all sections nit/tout exception—It is a well-settled rule of drafting
that the same word or term is used in an Act in the same meaning throughout, and, where in a
particular place it is necessary to use the same term in a different sense from that which it bears
in the rest of the Act, a special definition is added. In Immigration BAird v. Got'ind Switrtiy,'

Lord Dunedin observed "It is a novel and, to their Lordships, unheard of idea that an
interpretation clause which might easily have been so expressed as to cover certain sections and
not to cover others should be, when expressed in general terms, divided up by a sort of theory of
applicana singula singulis, so as not to apply to sections where context suggests no difficulty in
its application." A statute should be construed according to the intent of the Legislature7 which
passed it and that intention has to he gathered from tBe words which the statute employs.
Where the words used in a statute are not defined, they have to be understood in their
grammatical or popular sense? unless the words are technical in which case the special
meaning attached to them in their particular fields would be attached. The subject-matter of
the statute, the object of the legislation, the mischief the enactment seeks to remedy or the
declared intention of the Act, would be factors throwing light on the precise import of
expressions used in the case of any ambiguity. Where however, a word or an expression is the
subject of statutory definition for the purpose of a particular enactment, that definition should
be adopted for the construction of that word or expression in that enactment, whether the
definition accords with its popular or etymological meaning or not.'

Definition to be substituted for the word 'defined ' —A definition given in an Act must be
substituted for the word 'defined' wherever it occurs in the Act.' But there is a well-known
canon of construction that in certain circumstances when a strict adherence to the rule would
lead to an anomaly or repugnance, the rule will apply only when there is nothing repugnant to
it in the context,'

Wider definition prevails where some n'ord defined differently in two cognate forms—If

the same word is defined differently and there is nothing in the context to show that a
distinction was intended, the Court will apply the wider definition unless there is something
repugnant to it in the context of the application. The Court cannot cut down the definitional
amplitude in a statute.' Thus the terms 'Jagirdar' and 'Jagir' as defined in Section 2(c) and 2(d)

of the V. P. Abolition of Jagirs and Land Reforms Act, 1953, are cognate terms, the former being
the holder of the interest and the latter the interest itself and hence when the term 'Jagirdar'

has been defined very extensively and comprehensively an apparent narrowness in the
definition of Jagir is not of any material consequence.' The definition of the phrase 'member of
the family' in Section 12(1)(r) of the M. P. Accommodation Control Act, 1961, is restrictive and

1. Moha,urn'ad J:s!il v. Assistant Custodian, AIR 1958 All 679, 6S1.

2. AIR 1920 PC 114, 116.11 is remgnised in England to be a rule with regard to the effect of interpretation clauses of a
comprehensive nature such as we have here that they are not to he taken as strictly defining what the meaning of
a word must be under all circumstances, but merely as declaring what things, may be comprehended wilhiis the
term where the circumstances require that they should; Etnperer v. Braz H Do' Souza, 12 C LJ 426,428: 13 11cm LR
494; see also Qs,'eri v. Janice of Ca,s&ridgeshirc, (1828)7 Ad and E 460, 491, per Lord Denman; Ateux v. Jacobs, (1355)7 E
& It App 431, 493, per Lord Selbome, Mayor of Pertswoutk v. Smith, (1835)10 AC 564, 575, per Lord Watson.

3,	 Stale of U.P.v. At/s. Korea (India) Ltd., 1976 U) (SC) 876.
4. 'Hindu' v. Their Workers, (1957)2 Lab LJ 275 : (1957-58)13 FJR 68 (Mad).
5. Jagnl Chandra v, Boe,hay Prosier,,, AIR 1950 Born 144, per Tendotkar, J.

6. Vanguard Fire e General Insurance Co., Lid. v. Fraser & Ross, AIR 1959 Mad 336, 339; (599.) Puehpa Dm5 v. Milki Ran,,
-	 (1990)1 Rent CR 33-1 (SC).	 -

7,	 Slate of Weal Il'nçaI v. S,,dhir Chandra Chose, AIR 1976 SC 2399: (1976)4 6CC 701.

8.	 . ?tordhss'aj Smgh v. SlaU of V.P., AIR 195-1 VP 24.,
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not exhaustive, and the words or any other relation dependant or heir do not take within its
sweep widowed daughter-in-law and grand children, without proof of actual ç(ependence.

Definition not limited by Schedule—Words defined in an Act cannot be limited by
reference to some item in the Schedule.'

Use of word 'denotes—If the word 'denotes' is used in contradistinction to the word
means', the definition in the interpretation clause does not purport in the strict sense to be a
definition of that particular word.'

Use of words 'includes', 'shall include' or 'shall niean and include'.—As pointed out in
Craies on Statute Law,' where an interpretation clause, defines a word to sicirtt a particular

thing, the definition is explanatory and prima fade restrictive and where at interpretation
clause defines a term to include something, the definition is extensive. While an explanatory
and restrictive definition confines the meaning of the word defined to what is stated in the
interpretation clause so that wherever the word so defined is used in the particular statute in
which that interpretation clause occurs, it will bear only that meaning unless where as is
usually provided the subject or context otherwise cequires, an extensive definition expands or
extends the meaning of the word defined to include within it what would otherwise not have
been comprehended in it when the word defined is used in its ordinary sense. Article 12 uses the
word includes'. It thus extends the meaning of the expression the state' so as to include within
it also what otherwise may not have been comprehended by that expression when used in its
ordinary legal sense.' It has only an extended force and does not limit the meaning of the terms
to the substance of the definition.' The term include is used in interpretation clauses where it
is intended that while the term defined should retain its ordinary meaning, its scope should
be widened by specific enumeration of certain matters which its ordinary meaning may or may
not comprise so as to make the definition enumerative, and not exhaustive, 5 and when it is so
used these words or phrases must be construed as comprehending not only such thing as they
signify according to their natural import but also those things which the interpretation clause
declares that they shall include.' Not being exhaustive, its meaning has to he understood in the
light of the context and the purposes of the provisions in connection with which the sale has

Gopirrath Nai,msxkh v. Girdhardans Visheshwardaso, 1977 MPLJ 358 :1977 Jab LJ 207.
Sanzvaldas Got'indrani v. Stale of Bomhoy, 55 Born LR 478.
Manikranm v. Emperor, AIR 1916 Pat 133, 135.

7th Ed. Page 213
Central In/and Water Transport Corps. Ltd. V. Broja lath Ganguty, AIR 1986 SC 1571 19S6 Lab IC 1312: (19S6)3 SCC
156 : 1965 2 Supreme 479 : 1905 SCC (Lab) 429: (1906)2 Cur LR 322 : (1986)2 Cur CC 335 (1936)2 Lab LJ 171
(1986)2 SCJ 201 : (1935)2 Serv LJ 320:(1986)2 Sew. LR 345 : (1986)69 FIR 171 : (1886) Lab LI 382: (19S6)3 Camp.
LJ I : (1986)60 Cons. Cases 797: (19S6)50Fac LR 523; London School Beard v. Jackson, (1881)7 QBD 502; DiIa'orlli v.

Commissioner of Stamps, 1899 AC 99; King v. B. C. Fir & Co., 1932 PC 121; Bansgopal v. P. K. Emncrji, AIR 1949 All 433,
435; fit re Strauss & Co., AIR 1937 lIon 15; Fatehchand v. Akinsaddin, AIR 1945 Cal 103; Province of Bengal v. hogs!

Kusnari, AIR 1946 Cal 217, 221; Central United Bank v. Madras Corporation, AIR 1932 Mad 474 401; Bishwarralh V.

Official Receiver, AIR 1937 Pal 185; Official Assignee, Bombay v. Chandu La!, AIR 1924 Sind 89,90; jerars Das v. Emperor,

AIR 1934 Sind 96, 97; (MIs.) Maha!akshmi Oil Mills v. Slate of Andhra Pradesh, AIR 1989 SC 335: (1988)27 Sm 22
(1988)4 JT (SC) 161: (1988) STC (SC) 115: (1988)71 STC 288: (1988)3 SCJ 537:(1959)I3ECC 25: (1988)38 ELT 714

(1989)1 8CC 164 : (1989) STJ 8: (1989) SCC Tax (56); A. Pc.ornachasidra Rao v. Govt. of A.P., (1932)1 API,J 106.
Rash/al C. Shah v. Charity Cor,z,nissianer, (1975)16 Guj LR 594; A. Poornachandra Rao v. Cost, of A.P., (1982)1 APLJ
106.
fri the matter oflhe politico of Nosibun, ILRS Cal 534, 536; Pan chraraiharn Psi/at v. Ens perr, AIR 1929 Mad 437; Papa

ViOzaf v. Secy af State. AIR 1932 Born 370; Province of Bengal v. hogs! Kunsari, AIR 1946 Cal 217, 224.
A. Poarnachandrn Rao v. Coot, of Al'., (1982)1 ALT 119: (1962)1 APLJ 106.
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been used, The expression 'shall also include' in Section 3 of the Public Accountant Default
Act, 1850, defining a 'public accountant', makes the definition prima fade extensive. The
meaning is enlarged, and it is not necessary, that is, person should have been appointed as an
accountant, but any person who by reason of any office held by him the State Service is
entrusted with receipt of money, is accountable for loss or defalcation if he is a Public
Accountant.' Again, where a term is interpreted in a statute as 'including', the comprehensive
sense is not to be taken as strictly defining what the meaning of the word must be under all
circumstances but merely as declaring what things should be comprehended within the terms
where the circumstances require that they should. , The inclusive definition cannot be stretched
to ejusdem generis.'

'Including' is a term of extension. It imports addition. It adds to the subject-matter already
comprised in the definition.' It is not an inflexible rule that the word 'include' should be read
always as a word of extension without reference to the context.' It is true that in some instances
the word 'include' may be used in a restrictive sense by way of illustrating what has been said
before.'

In Dilworth v. Commissioner of Stamps,' it was laid down that the words 'include' or 'shall
he deemed to include are very generally used in interpretation clauses in order to enlarge the
meaning of words or phrases occurring in the body of the statute, or where it is intended that
while the term 'defined' should retain its ordinary meaning, its scope should be widened by
specific enumeration of certain matters which in its ordinary meaning may or may not comprise
so as to make the definition enumerative and not exhaustive, and when it is so used, these
words or phrases must be considered as comprehending not only such things as they signify
according to their natural import, but also those things which the interpretation clause
declares that they shall include. Sometimes the word 'includes' though it may extend the
meaning of the term in one sense, may in another sense restrict it.' In State of Tamil Nadu v.

Adhiyaoian Educational and Research Institution," it was held 'means and includes in Rule
2(b) of T.N. Private College (Regulation) Rules, 1976, confines the definition to only those
species of the genus which are specifically enumerated in the definition.

Where the interpretation clause in a statute uses the word 'includes', a Court in construing a
statute is bound to give effect to the direction unless it can be shown that the context of the
particular passage, where the particular word is used shows clearly that the meaning is not in

1. Sorndult v. Slate of LIP., 1976 All LR 529.

2. Chatur Singh v. Asstt. Collector, Vary, 1950 Jab Lj 405 (DB).

3,	 calico Mills Ltd. v. Slate of i'tadhya Praicslr, AIR 1961 NIP 257, 259; S. M. James v. Abdul Khan, MR 1961 Pat 242.

4. Cheerpireddy Pul!a Redly v. K. Afami0i Nn.sn:me, AIR 1953 AT 374 (1987)2 APFJ 11(C) 420 (1987)2 Andh UT 875

(1968)1 Ren CR 411.

5. A.C. Patel V. Vishwanath, AIR 1954 Born 204.

6. South Gujarat Roofing Tiles Masufaclurers Association v. Slate of Gujarat, (1977)18 Cuj CR 633 (SQ.

7. Sankarasana Rarnarroja v. Slate of Oriaaa, AIR 1957 Orissa 96, 100 (Narasimharn, C.J.).

8. . Lucknow Det'elopnicrtt Authority v. M. K. Gupta, 1993 (6) JT SC 307: (1994)1 SCC 243; Delhi Judicial Service Association,

Tis Hajari Court, Delhi v. Slate of Gujarat, AIR 1991 SC 2176)1991)3 IT 617: 1991 Cri Lj 3056: (1991)1 CC 406: 1991

AIR SCW 2419 :1899 AC 99, followed in Sujdicrarn v. La! Shyarnsha&, AIR 1956 Nag 67, holding that as the term
'Magistrate' in the General Clauses Act is not limited to Magistrates appointed under the Cr. P.C., it is permissible
to find out its meaning in the ordinary sense.

9. Bapu Vithal v. Secy. of Slate, MR 1932 Born 370,374; Masrab Khan v. Deb,rath Mali, AIR 1912 Cal 321; (Mis.) Madras
Rubber Factory Ltd. v. Rahber Board, Kollaynm, AIR 1982 Kee 257.

10. 1995 AIR SCW 2179 (SC).
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this place to be given effect to, or unless there can be alleged some general reasons of weight
why the interpretation clause is to be denied its application. The words'include' and Ishall
include are very generally used in interpretation clauses in order to enlarge the meaning of
words or phrases occurring in the body of the statute, or where it is intended that while the
term defined should retain its ordinary meaning, its scope should be widened by specific
enumeration of certain matters which its ordinary meaning may or may not comprise so as to
make the definition enumerative and not exhaustive, and when it is so used, these words and
phrases must be considered as comprehending not only such things as they signify according to
their natural import, but also those things which the interpretation clause declares that they
shall include.'. The words 'shall include' do not generally amount to 'shall mean and include. '
But the word 'include' may be equivalent to 'mean and include' and in that case it may afford an
exhaustive explanation of the meaning which for the purposes of the Act must invariably be
attached to these words and expressions.' Ordinarily, when it is intended to exhaust the
significance of the word interpreted the word 'means' is used by the Legislature. The use of the
word 'means' shows that the definition is a hard and fast definition and that no other meaning
can be assigned to the expression than is put in the definition.

It follows that the word 'means' is restrictive and the expression includes is expansive.
Both the words may, however, be used simultaneously, and in such a case, it is the restricted
meaning which should primarily be assigned. But when the expansive meaning can be applied
without violence to the Act that meaning may be given.'

'Includes' or 'means '—'Include' is very generally used in interpretation clauses in order to
enlarge the meaning of the words or phrases occurring in the body of the statute. When it is so
used, these words or phrases must be construed as comprehending, not only such things as they
signify according to their nature and import, but also those things which the interpretation
clause declares that they should include. The word 'include' is susceptible of another
construction which may become imperative, if the context of the Act is sufficient to show that it
was not merely employed for the purpose of adding to the natural significance of the words or
expression defined. When it is mentioned that a particular definition 'include' certain things,
it should be taken that the Legislature intended to settle a difference of opinion on the point or
wanted to bring in other matters that would not properly come within the ordinary connotation
of the word or expression or phrase in question; but it cannot he taken to be exhaustive! The
Legislature uses the word 'means' where it wants to exhaust the significance of the term
defined and the word 'include' when it intends that while the term defined should retain its
ordinary meaning, its scope should be widened by specific enumeration of certain matters which
its ordinary meaning may or may not comprise so as to make the definition enumerative but not

I. A. Poornachandra Rao V. Corcr,i,ncnt of Andhra Pradesh, (1982)1 An LT 119 (1902)1 APLJ 106; (In i:','rsal
Cmnim,n j,,micolio,m Sy5f1'nm V. 51010 of UP., 1995 (2) JCLR 239: (1995)2 LBESR 123 (All) (DO), relying ems 31/s. Day Pick
Syslenm (P) Ltd. v. Union of India, AIR I9S8 Sc 792 and P. Kasili,gam v. P.S.C. College of Ierl,uologs, 1995 (3)JT 193;
Slate of Bombay v. Hosj:ilal , 1,1azdor S.ol, AIR 1960 Sc 610; 5CR. 71cs Mmi:j.ctneing Ltd. v. SIaIe a! Gufar.mt, AIR
1971 Sc 90.

2. Chandra Mohan v. Union of/sOlo, AIR 1953 Assan, 193, 195.
3. Ii re Strauss & Co., Ltd., AIR 1937 lIon, 15, 16.
4. DiIs,oelh v. Con,n,inioncr of Stamps, 1899 AC 99, 105-6; See,d ,'s'an1lo, v. AlulI:ssrcaniy, AIR 1920 Mad 427, 433;

Jcrajn,Ias V. E,n1,s',or, AIR 1933 Sin/Is 96, 97.
5.lL'955,1 5a v. bn,'s',or, AIR 1915 All 163, 170.
6. Section 3, Christian Marriage Act, 1872.
7. A. l'oOr,m.ichrii,tra Rio V. Gn,, ime,t of All//iS l'ra,/,-s/,, (1982)1 An LT 119: (1902) APIJ 106.
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exhaustive

Use of words 'that is to say'.—The words that is to say which follow the word 'land' in
Entry 18 of List II of the Seventh Schedule to the Constitution of India are really not wo..rds of
restriction but words of illustration indicating instances which may furnish guidance and clue in

particular cases. , In Wasudeo Gulal,rao Deslimukh v. State of Mahariishtraf it was held that

the words 'that is to say' have to be construed in context of each statute; reference is made to
Rajathan Roller Flour Mills Association v. State of Rajasthan.'

Deeming provisions—The word deemed is used a great deal in modern legislation.
Sometimes it is used to impose for the purpose of a statute and artificial construction of a word
or phrase that would not otherwise prevail. Sometimes it is used to put beyond doubt a
particular construction that might otherwise be uncertain. Sometimes it is used to give a
comprehensive description that includes what is obvious, what is uncertain and what is, in the
ordinary sense, impossible. , Legal fiction treating something not done as done requires
legislative authority and cannot be indulged in by Court without it.' But see Pratap h,Tarniii v.

Rain Narain/ where legal fiction was adopted without legislative sanction, and it was
observed "It does not stand to reason as to why the concept of legal fiction should he confined to
the sphere of legislation and why the Courts should bereft of the power to adopt a legal fiction
in order to do substantial justice." Where the Legislature says that 'Something should he
deemed to have been done' which in truth has not been done, it creates a legal fiction and in
that case the Court is entitled and hound to ascertain for what purposes and between what
persons the statutory fiction is to he resorted to and full effect must be given to the statutory
fiction and it should be carried to its logical conclusion.' Where in defining anything the
Legislature uses the word 'include' or 'includes' the rule of interpretation is that it was used as

Tajrni/ial Flol,'l, Seennlerihrd v. Ce, n:isieru'r of I,ico,n,'-Iaa, AIR 5969 Andh Pra 54, 86 . 87 (Venkaieam, J.); s,'r' aIs

Ah,neddli, v. Mr,Jizndtiri, AIR 1973 Gauhnii 56(5. N. Sarnia, I.); Saul/i Gujarat Roofing Tiles v. Sine of GqSrni, (4976)4

SCC 601; Bolos/al Nail, V. Slate of Tripsra. (1991)2 Gan LR 46.

BA) Blmk,i,i v.5.0.0., SLoan, AIR 1935 Pal 1, 15.

AIR 1995 Born 390 (DII).

JT 1993 (5) (SC) 135; Royal; F/al Cheries (F) Lid. v. State of And/i. Pro., IT 1993 (6) Sc 243; BhoIa Prasad v. Emperor,

AIR 19-12 PC 17; Meg/i R.ij v. Allah Ba/Au, AIR 1947 PC 72 and Ainrariro V. Stale of Pnnrrjab, AIR 1939 SC 519.

Si. Aurhyri V. Attorney-General, 1952 AC 15 : (1551)2 All ER 473; Lord Radcliffe. Commentin g on those remarks

DanckwerIs, I . said "This seems to inc to resemble the methods of Humply Dumply mentioned by Lord Atkin in

.Lin-ersidge v. Anderson,, (1941)3 All ER 338 at 361. It is not necessary for me to import Alice in Wonderland for the

purpose of this case. Sri//ice it to say, that a deeming provision is not always used in a 510101, is aid of an artificial

construction as Lord Radcliffe himself recognised. In my opinion, the deeming prevision is used ri Subseciioni (2)

of Section 20 in underline sefral is obvious and to make doubly certain ehai is certain." See India Tobacco Co., 113. v.

L3'psls La/our Co,nrsiss/,rni,'r, 75 LaN/S 217, 225 (S. K. Nluklrcr(ea, J.); Section 20(2)la), Industrial Disputes Act, 1947.

Quoted in Cti,;rpirig, etc., Ltd. v. Za,nbre, AIR 1969 B. 271, 261; Cosoolidaled Cuff/S Lid. v. Coffee Board, Boigalore, AIR

1930 SC 1468 1980 Tax. LR 1723 : 1950 Sit (SC) 293 : (1980)3 SCC 358:1980 SCC (Lax) 279.

Gbns!ani )Ao,la v. Stale of LIP., AIR 1964 All 353, 335 (Desai, Cl.).

1951 All LI 762 (DC).
s'. R. B. S,n/'l'iroyori, (1990)1 LW 70 (DC); Sine of Bornl'iy v. Cha;rniIk.rr. AIR 1953 SC 244; fln:ar Sinnt,Ji v.

Slate of Rajasllrari. AIR 1935 Sc 504, 525; Rnnl/n.i Kisse,i v. Dnnrça Prasad, AIR 1940 PC 218; Cenrnessierier of t,,cos:eiax.

Jtr'rnr!'r:J 5'. (tOlstOy Corparaiiorr. AIR 19311 PC 54; Trilrkn,ilii V. State, AIR 1930 All 657, 639; Errrpn'ror v. At 31

Oem 450, 490; Rnirnd,ioil V. S/si,i/nnr Lil, AIR 1951 Hvd 140 (FU); Stalnadcasa E',ikarrn,rrisni v. Depots Co,,irrnisu,'rior,

A,,rr,noli, AIR 1934 Nag 217; /,,ean,,'-iar Of/Se, v. A/frI. AIR 1952 SC 663. Assessee inclrncles his legal representative

and can he pen.rlised; Sin,' ,/f Cuffs v. l5n'xnn,r!,,! Six Li 'elsns/ nil Co., AIR 1963 Cr, 1 60:/Sandal on',: v. Ce,,',e,issienn,'r

of f,,eonne-f ax, MO., 1972 NII'Ll 324, 323 (Naik, Actg. C. J.); Si,,le of Borr,lrny V. P,nrn,t,,rni,,g Vj,,ay/S, AIR 1953 SC 2.1-I.
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a word of enlargement and that it ordinarily implies that something else has been included

which falls outside the general language and which does not naturally belong to it.' In

construing the scope of a legal fiction it would be proper and even necessary to assume all those

facts on which alone the fiction cars operate.' In the word of Lord Asquith, "If you are bidden to

treat an imaginary state of affairs as real, you must surely, unless prehrhtted from doing so, also

imagine as real the consequences and incidents which, if the putative state of affairs had in

fact existed, must inevitably have flowed from or accompanied it. The statute says that you

must imagine a certain state of affairs, it does not say that having donooso, you must cause or

permit your imagination to boggle when it comes to the inevitable corollaries of that state of

affairs."' When a statutory fiction is enacted, it must be given its full effect and one must not

allow ones mind to boggle on the ground that some apparent anomaly may arise from the

assumption stipulated.' With respect to the law relating to the application of statutory

fictions to facts, the Court has got in the first instance to determine what are the limits within

which and the purposes for which the Legislature has created the fiction. This may be

determined from the actual words used in creating that fiction, and those words must be given

their literal and full effect, unless in doing so the purposes of creating the fiction are not

achieved. 5 It is rule of interpretation well settled that in construing the scope of a legal fiction

it would be proper and even necessary to assume all those facts on which alone the fiction can

operate.' When a statute declares that a person or thing shall be deemed to he or shall he

1. Ch.':ienso a'. Sasoon Ifaligila, AIR 1969 Ker 11 (FB),-see also Delhi Apparea Alachali V. Oiganit'cr Goz'i,rdrao, AIR 1969

Bern 361 Kesr:s, Redd j a'. Er-c: se Divisional  Officer, Annula1'ur, (1966)1 And: LI 255; see also Alin:iya Mahor,rd,siaa a'.

Sect Mahanjoad Baquir, AIR 1968 Cu) 257; Prernrrarayis V. Zeuob tlai, 1968 MPLJ 257.

2, Ieco:ne-lax Commissioner, Delhi a'. Tejo Sing!:, AIR 1959 SC 352, 355, following East End Dwellings Co. Ltd. v. Firrshary

Lrco'agh Council, 1952 AC 109, 132 If you are bidden to treat an imaginary state of affa i rs as real, you must surely,

unless  prohibited leers: doing so, also imagine as real the coufequences and incidents ss lOch, if HIQ putative stale of

a//aim had in fact existed, most inevitably had Bowed from or occ n:paniect it. See a leer Sheik J:, rn eli a'. S. B. Br:rrrjce,

I'S OWN 691 (Fe); Coci':Ja Iyer a. Vittrrpu: an: Municipality, AIR 1962 Mad 290, as to the effect of Section 290 and

Section 321(11) of the District Municipalities Act; Jrsuaati a'. S. B. Sarrerj9c', AIR 1962 Cat 525, 528 (1`5) ISirha, /; C.

V:s:,analii,rrr v. Her: tIe Speaker, Tarsii Nods: Legislative Assembly, (1996)2 SOC 183 (1996)1 SC 323, referring to M.

I'cr;ugopal v. Divisional Manager, LIC, (1994)2 scc 323 1994 scc IL & S) 664 (1994)27 ATC 84; Md. hibA AirIer

Sheik and olhcrs a'. State cf Mahnreshtra, 1996 IIC 499 (SC) (1996(1 East Cri Cases 516,

3. In the mailer of reference inado by Stsri Ravi N'andan Sahay, Sessions Judge, Patna, (1993)1 FUR 755 : (1993)3

Recent Cri R 456 (Pal) : 1993 Cr1 Lj 2136 (F0); Vertrsgepal, M. v. Divisional At.rrragcr Life I,rsura:rce Cem6'e'rati:':: cf India,

M.rchilipatr;ant, Al?., (1994(2 LW 23 (SC); Co;'erning .O.rdyuJPaiam:ranairda College, iloia ,garlr V. State of Omdssi, (1992)73

Cut UT 451; East Emrd Dave/hogs Cr' ltd. a'. Fi:rsl:sry Borough Cer:m:cil, 1952 AC 109 at pp. 132-33, quoted in Alnnod lIaza

Rho:: a'. LilroIa I'rasnd, (1979(27 OUR 699 at 705 (DO).

4.8; i,r Ditto A1l V. LI,riorr of India, AIR 1982 Delhi 5119.

5. Alaha:teosa Maka:namrsa v. Deputy Commissioner, A,nraoli, ILR 1954 Nag 341 AIR 1951 Nag 217; Ahmnat finn, K iss:: V.

She/a I'rasad, (1979)27 OUR 699 (DC).

6. S/Sb) Rai a'. Stale of Br/tar, AIR 1991 Pat 110 (FU) (1990)3 BLJR 719: 1990 B1.J 470, over-ruling tOo/a C/roMpj V. Stole

of SOar, (1985) PUJR 692.; S. Peangavaj a'. R. R. Srsbbatsam: and others, (1990)1 LW 70; S. Ap 1 rsrkarllar: a. Thnrrdiyr) /oss/i

Amnrna, AIR 1988 Sc557r)19s8)I IT 154; Kriah,aa Bh.rga'a,: a. State of Bihar, AIR 1969 Pat 217 : (1999) Pat U)R (I !Q

507 (P13); Rant Pursed Char:dhary a'. Slate of UP., AIR 1987 All 169 :19S6 All U) 916: 19.96 All Cri R 124 : 1956 All WC

19S: 1986 All Cri C I86 (PB); Oriental /rssurarrce Co. Ltd. a. Dinaha,rdhr: Peoih:ra, AIR 1904 Ori 177 (DC); Connrissioner of
Isee::re-ta.r, Delhi s'. 7e1a Sirrgl:, AIR 1959 SC 352. quoting East End Dwellings Co. Ltd. a', Fiasl:rrry 13	 5/j Ce:sncil, 1952

AC 109, 132, Lord Asqu itlr: if yea are hidden to treat an imaginary slate of affairs as real, you ernst surely, Unless

prohibitedIron: doing so, also in:a gino as real the consequences and incidents which, if Irs: putative slate of,: Ito irs

had in fact existed, roust inc', itS lily had flsn'.'ed Irom or accompaniedit...Ttl:e ste IUn saps I/rot )'orr rr:uet inragi:ta a

certain state of a tfa ira; it tee's not say th,t tra via0 lone so, you must cause or per::: it 0ar r irs, agi nalio:r Ic,
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treated as something which in reality it is not, it shall have to be treated as so during the
entire course of the proceeding. If an order under Section 4(1) of the Assam Urban Areas Rent
Control Act, 3 of 1946, has to he regarded its tantamount to a decree for purposes of appeal, the
order on appeal will have the same status as though the appeal were from a decree and
therefore notwithstanding the absence of any express provision for second appeal in Section 9
the effect of carrying the provisions of that section to their logical conclusion would be that the
order under Section 4(1) which has to he deemed as a decree would result in an appellate decree
if appealed from and therefore a second appeal would lie it the case is covered by the
provisions contained in Section 100, C.P.C. The case is also governed by the principle that when
a dispute is referred to an established Court without any limitations, the ordinary incidents of
procedure in that Court, including any general right of appeal from its decision, attach
thereto'

A legal fiction could validly be carried to its logical conclusions; and to hold that the
fiction embodied is the expression 'as if it were a decree passed by heir' amounts to making an
order of eviction a decree of the Munsiff and therefore of a Civil Court, is only to give full play
to the fiction and the object of its section. This construction would attract not only the provisions
of C.P.C. but also of Limitation Act.' The effect of a legal fiction is that a position which
otheris'ise would not obtain is deemed to obtain under these circumstances.'

In Industrial Supplies Pet. Ltd. v. Lltuon of India, the Supreme Court has tersely put thus
'It is now axiomatic that when a legal fiction is incorporated in a statute, the court has to
ascertain for what purpose the fiction is created. After ascertaining the purpose full effect joust
be given to the statutory fiction and it should he carried to its logical fiction. The court has to
assume all the facts and consequences which are incidental or inevitable corollaries to giving
effect to the fiction. The legal effect of the words 'as if he were in the definition of owner in
Section 3(n) of the Nationalisation Act read with Section 2(1) of the Mines Act is that
although the petitioners were not the owners they being the contractors for the working of the
mine in question were to he treated as such in fact they were not so.'

As Explanation 11A has been specifically provided for giving greater thrust to the
intendment of the legislature, the Explanation warrants a liberal and purposive interpretation
so as to fulfil the object of the legislation and comply with legislative intent.'

All that Section 193(4) of Punjab Municipal Act, 1911 says is that the unsanctioned plan
will be treated as duly sanctioned. It is a case of deemed sanction. The statute introduces a legal
fiction for certain purposes and it would not be legitimate to travel beyond that purpose. Fiction
is an assumption or supposition of Law that something which is or may be false is true, or that a
state of facts exists which has never really taken place. The state of things does not accord

when it comes to the inevitable corollaries of that state of affairs. When a statute requires that something shall he
deemed to be that which it is not, it is frequently not difficult to conjure up illustrations which may seem to reduce

in absurdity the requirement of the statute; but that does net relieve a Court of its duty to make the hypothesis
which the statute demands;" R. v. Cox, (1961)3 All ER 1194, 1199 (that the motor vehicle was being driven on road
in England whereas it was in fact being driven on a road in Germany).
Matct,a,m,f V. Surmlolat, AIR 1954 Assam 177; Commissioner of I,,csme-tax, Bomba y v. Bombay Trust Corporation, AIR

1930 PC 54; CImi;'ptmmg etc., Ltd. V Zombie, AIR 1969 Born 271, 2S1.
M. V. Ali v. KumOamsm,nn,a Philipose, 1975 Ker LT 527.
K. Kaniraf Nadir v. Kummju Ttmerar, AIR 1958 SC 687.
AIR 1980 SC 1SS8: (1980)4 SCC 341.

S. Appnkntlamm v. Tlmsndiyil Janoki Anima, AIR 1998 SC 557: (1938)1)1 154 and Krishna Bhagnnrm v. State of thEir, AIR

1939 Pat 217 : (1989 Pot) LJR (i-IC) 507 (FB).
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with the actual facts of the case. 'the fiction in the realm of law has a defined role to play and
it cannot be stretched for a point where it loses the very purpose for which it is invented and
employed. The fiction is strictly limited to the present and is introduced for the sake of justice.
It does not import the doctrine of relation back. It has no relation with the past. If it is held
that the plan will be deemed to have been sanctioned in 1971, it will work injustice and shall he
contrary to the real truth and substance of the thing. It will object the beneficial purpose for
which the fiction has been employed.'

When by a legal fiction, a manager is deemed to be an owner of the endowment, it is
immaterial whether he is lawfully in management or unlawfully.' In the absence of a specific
provision it is notproper to import a fiction in favour of the State and to so interpret the fiscal
statute as to cause hardship to the tax-payer by increasing the burden of tax upon him.'

When the Legislature says that rules, regulations and bye-laws which have been framed
under the statutory power conferred by the Art shall have effect as if enacted in this Act', it is
adopting the well-known device of legal fiction whereby we are bidden to treat 'Rule' not
framed under the Act as the 'Rules' framed under the Act. In such cases canons of construction
which are usually applicable for interpreting legal fictions will have to be resorted to,' In the

case of Go;'ittd Praaad v. [itJlonI'i Lal Jindal,' it was held on facts that the legal fiction created
was not applicable and that such a construction did not render the section nugatory.

If the deeming provision is invalid, all the ancillary provisions fall to the ground along
with it. And if the latter Act is entirely dependent upon the continuing existence and validity
of the earlier Act, which is held to he unconstitutional and has no legal existence, the
provisions of the latter Act are incapable of enforcement.' When certain provisions of an Act are
by means of a legal fiction deemed to have been imposed under the provisions of another Act,
and the structure of that Act is thereby made applicable, what the courts reall y have is an
instance of referential legislation by means of a legal fiction and not of incorporation proper of
one statute in another.'

Rules of construction is 'hunt in pairs' so in construing a provision creating a statutory
fiction, two rules operate the statutory fiction should be carried to its logical conclusion but the
fiction cannot he extended beyond the language of the section by which it is created or by
importing another fiction. The solution is found by harmoniously applying the rules.'

Once a fiction arises, full effect to that legal fiction will have to be given and as observed
by the House of Lords 'imagination would not be allowed to boggle' because of a peculiar
situation which arises by the operation of the fiction,' The only limit on the power of a

(Mo.) Dana War i ti Painj V. New Delhi Municipal Coni,nitiee, AIR 1982 Delhi 334 (DII).

I.	 Balskrish,ia,nurthi v. Ssint'oyya. AIR 1959 Andh I'ra 186, 191 (Ranganadhanu Chatty, J.).

I.	 Rajs.hri Pictures v, Inco,00-hiX Co,nn,issioner, AIR 1963 Re) 251, 255 (Dave, J.).

1.	 Slate of Madlo,ni Wadeshi v. A. K. fain, AIR 1958 Mad 152, 155.

i.	 1981 All LJ 342.

i	 Deputy Com,r,isnio,:e'r v. Gangs Na! ;!, (1963)1 SCR 561, 590 (Bachawat, 1.).

7. Maki. RoSin v. Asslt. Collector of Central Excise, AIR 1962 Mad 85,93 (FB) (Ananhanxranayan, J . ); Neil hangs v. Anti.

Collector of Central Excise, AIR 1963 Manipur 1,4 (Tinarnalpad. J.C.).

t.	 Commissioner of I, i co,ne-I,ia V. CtAolelal Kanliiya!sl, (1971)211) 3-17,351 (C. P. Singh, I.).

8. Union of India v. Jalysis Udyog, AIR 14 SC 88 1(1987)32 ELT 697 (Born) and (1987)34 RUT 118 (Cal) over-ruled); see

also 5yitab.ad Tea Co. Ltd. v. Stile of Biluar, (1983)1 SCC 30, where logical effect was given; Chandubhat Jesnatbhai v.

c;at Stile Co-n1'. Los,'d L)az,'l'pnent Ba,,k Ltd., Senkl,eda, (1981)22 Gui LR 807;M. V. Ali N. Kunjai i sramtn.i Philip-se,

1975 Ker LT 527.
1nI.-4
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Legislature to create a fiction is that it should not lranscend its power by its creation. A
deeming provision cannot be pushed too so far as to result in a most anomalous or absurd
position.1

It must be remembered that legal fictions are created for a particular and definite purpose,
and they are to be limited to the very purpose for which they are created. They should not be
extended be yond that legitimate field.' The fiction should, of course, he carried to its logical
conclusion, but must be within the framework of the purpose for which it is created. A part is
always a part and never the whole, and no amount of fiction can alter that fact. 5 Fiction cannot
be resorted to for the purpose of interpreting statutory provisions.'

Legal fiction.—It is a settled rule that a deeming fiction should be confined only for the
purpose for which it is meant, said the Supreme Court while interpreting Section 5 of the
Prevention of Corruption Act!

Dotihle fiction--The creation of statutory fictions may compel the Court to adopt the
principle of niutatis ntutand,s. For instance, there may he two fictions created by a section of an
Act one, that the Act shall be deemed to have commenced on a particular anterior date, and
the other, that the notification issued under the earlier Ordinance shall be deemed to have
been issued under the later Act. Unless the word 'Ordinance' herein is read as an 'Act', the
Court cannot give full effect to the twin fictions created by 'the Act.'

Meaning conclusive—Where in the same statute the Legislature defines the meaning of the
words used, it expresses most authoritatively its intent and its definitions and construction is
binding on the Courts. If the rules applicable to a matter contain an interpretation clause and
such clause provides that the rules shall be taken to mean what the President may interpret
their meaning to be, it would seem to follow that the party subject to those rules shall accept
the President's interpretation of the rules and that what the party is really governed by is not
the rules, as such, but the rules as interpreted by the President.' Such internal legislative
construction is of the highest value and prevails over executive or administrative construction
and other extrinsic aids.°

t.	 Chand,ana & Co. v. Slate of Mysore, (1972)2 SCR 344,351 (Mathew, J.).
2. Asld Am5,, l'ae,nar V. Co,min;iooionrr of Police, Boi64ara City, AIR 1987 Ga) 117 1537 Cr1 Lj 896: (1987) Cr1 LR (Cmi))

33 (1957)1 Cu) LII 240 1997(1) 20 Guj LR 5S0 (1987)2 Rec Cri R 89 (tB); K. S. USa ro:aJaton v. Central Goecr,,mnc,it,
1979 Ker LT 821 (SC).

3. Bengal lmnmm:nnity Co. Ltd. v. St8tc of Bihar, AIR 1955 SC 661.
4. Comm:miscion,'r of lm:ronie-lax, Cobra! v. Eat Vina, (1965)6 Guj LR 593; Mohainniad Jaffar Sahib Y. Palaniappa Chettiar,

ILR 1964 Mad 34 (19(,4)1 NIUJ 112 : 76 NILW 582; Novnit Lot Pita,,,l'ardas v. Bhigzaa.las Cord ha,i Dos Gandhi, 1977
Mt'LJ 115.

5. Sanm;ati:komnarj a. L8,h,nj Animal, ILR 1962 Mad 852 75 MLIV 659 : (1962)2 NIL) 461; Merchants Bank, Ltd. V.
Ular,,maa,,harlhani AIR 1966 Mad 26,29 (Raniarnurlhi, J . ); Vadital v. Co,nmiosiomn'r of l,:co,ne-tax, Gofarat, 86 ITR 28
(SC); Co,,:mniiojo,mcr of Income-tar v. A,naerha,,d, 1963 (Sup) 1 SCR 699.

6. Sesl,am,im,u v. Rania,toteswara, AIR 1953 Andh Era 280, 294 )Bhirnasa,,karsm, J).
7. K.S. Dhar,nadata,m a. Central Coz'crnnient, (1979)4 5CC 204,' see also Co7mit-,,5 (1ecl,ic Supply Industrial Co. a.

Comn,nissicner of Income Tax, Gsfarot, (1978)2 SCC 6-44; Rio,, Chow,, v. Stale, AIR 1979 All 114: 1979 All Lj 166 1978
\','C 677 : (1978)1 All UK 819 (PB); Rornasshaj a. Vaghasai, AIR 1979 Cu) 149 : (1979) 20 Cu) I.R 269 (FB); Achary a.
ROM: ai, AIR 1979 Ker 34 : 1979 Ker LT 130 (FB); A,nsalal V. Mangatbhai, AIR 1978 Cu) 208; Nan:! Kish,re v. Mahab(r,
AIR 1970 Cri 129: (1977)44 Cut LT 505: (1977)2 Cut WR 667.

8. Jute & Gunny ((rAces, Ltd. v. Nan e,,tral Jute Mitts Co. Ltd., AIR 1959 SC 509,572.
9. Basanta Kn,nar Pat a. Chicf Electoral Englr.rer, 62 CWN 765.
10. Sutherland : Stat obey Cou1 curt ion, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2, Article 3022 at pp. 222223. 'Ihe Word 'define' does not muon

'enumerate'. Ills equivalent to 'declare'; Dill v. Marptiy, (186-1)1 Moo I'CC (NS) '187,511.
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Caution—A statute is passed as a whole and not in sections and it may well be assumed to

be animated by one general purpose and intent. It is thus not safe to adopt the process of

etymological dissection and after taking words out of their context and applying definitions

given by lexicographers to proceed to construe the statute on the basis of such definitions.

Parliamentary enactments must be construed as a whale and their meaning attributed to words

should, as a general rule, be inspired by the context' and the nature and object of the subject-

matter, for the words may be enlarged or restricted to harmonise with the provisions of the

statute

The problem of definition, however, is not an easy one—for it never stops. Inevitably, the

definition must itself he defined, and the definition itself will need interpretation. Thus Lord

Denman said P We cannot refrain from expressing a serious doubt whether interpretation

clause will not etnharrass the Courts in their decision rather than afford that assistance which

they contemplate. For the principles on which they themselves are to be interpreted may

become matters of controversy; and the application of them to particular cases may give rise to

endless disputes.

Interpretation 'f definition—It is a settled principle of law that if a term stands defined

in the Act, the said Dim is to be given the same meaning wherever it is needed in the Act,

unless a contrary intention is expressed.' A phrase having been introduced, and then defined,

the definition prints Jack' must entirely determine the application of the phrase; but the

definition must itself he interpreted before it is applied; and interpreted, in case of doubt, in a

sense appropriate to the phrase defined and to the general purpose of the enactment.' There is

no doubt that when an Act itself provides a dictionary for the words used, we must look into

that dictionary first for an interpretation of the words used in the statute, and if that word is

defined, then it will ordinarily have that meaning assigned to it in the definition clause.'

"Whereas in a definition section of a statute a word is defined to mean a certain thing.

Wherever that word is used in that statute, it shall mean what is stated in the definitions

unless the context otherwise requires. But where the definition is an inclusive definition, the

word not only bears its ordinary, popular and natural sense whenever that would be applicable

Viks'noi Yv,n/i;sssnl v, Eknaiis Teiesbsk Gosfaksir, 1977 blab 0) 520.

Css)z,tos Singh v. Tef Knin, AIR 1961 Punj 288, 291.

Reg. N. Justices, 112 ER 551 (1838), ncr Sutherland Statutory Cosistrnctinn, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2, Article 3002 at p. 223. This

unwillingness to be bound by legislative decision has led Courts to ignore ctebnnos sections, to hold that the 'words

of the Act control the definition section, or to hold that definition is an usurpation of the judicial luedlien lOgds

v. Blscklc,IG', (1501)2 CusseS (6 US) 272 2 L Ed 2761, Those positions, so far as definitions contained within the

challenged Act are concerned, are not only unsound, but are outrageously so. To ignore a definition section is to

refuse to give legal ethel to part of the statutory law of the State. To hold that "The words of the Act control the

definition section is 10 declare thaI the legisllive intent is madly the opposite of that declared by the Legislature.

To hold Iha 1 a definition incorporated into an Act is an usurpation at the judicial function is to hold that intention

is a judicial question.' Fortunately the modern decisions reflect better underslandieg of and greater desire on the
part of the Courts co-operate with the Legislature in the proper integration at the legislative and judicial

functions. Sutherland Slalniary Cossslrr,clio,r, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2, Article 3002 at pp. 323 .324. "The whole object of an

interpretation cl,use." observed lord Greene in J-f,xxl Bares s. !.R.C., (1946)2 All CR768,773, "expressed in this way

I should have thought was to give a word, which, for the sake of convenience, is used in the body of the section,

nra extended meaning ss'hicls it would 1501 otherwise bear."

5/ryars VirSrrig)s s'. Stats' of U.!'., 1978 All WC263.

Cot jo ljsr,so v. 3,1mm A1'prs, AIR 1939 PC 63, 65, per Sir George Rankin.

Stale of Psssfals v. Kcea,i Chasid, (1987)1 Recent Cri R 297 (P&t't) (CC), retyi n; on Comics on Statute Lass, 70 Ed. page

213; Pvhr:r.1a' Shg,r, P.mSk,s v V C. PaUl, (1973)16 Guj LR 963.
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but it also bears its extended statutory meaning. At any rate, such expansive definition should
be so construed as not cutting down the enacting provisions of an Act unless the phrase is
absolutely clear in having opposite effect.'

We are not concerned with any presumed intention of the Legislature; our task is to get at
the intention as expressed in the statute. It is true that an artificial definition may include a
meaning different from or in excess of the ordinary acceptation of the word which is the subject
of the definition; but there must then be compelling words to show that such a meaning
different from or in excess of the ordinary meaning is intended.' Where, within the framework
of the ordinary acceptation of the word, every single requirement of the definition clause is
fulfilled, it would be wrong to take the definition as destroying the essential meaning of the
word defined. A definition clause, however, does not enlarge the scope of the Act containing it.'
Where the definition of a word gives it an extended meaning, the word is not to be interpreted
by its extended meaning every time it is used, for the meaning would depend on the context.
Thus, the word 'tenant' does not always include a 'sub-tenant." If the context so requires a word
or expression may be given a meaning not covered by the definition clause.'

Definition has to he understood in the context and its light of the phraseology used.,

The phrase duly sealed not defined anywhere in the Act or Statute though the word
'sealed has been defined as meaning 'sealed with sealing wax'. The phrase has to be
understood in context of this definition it would mean 'duly sealed with sealing wax'.'

The phrase 'essential supply or service' being beneficial in nature is given wider meaning.'

There is another way of looking at the problem. Let us assume that the definition clause is
so worded that the requirements laid down therein are fulfilled, whether we give a restricted
or a wider meaning : to that extent there is an ambiguity and the definition clause is readily
capable of more than one interpretation, what then is the position? We must then see what
light is thrown on the true view to be taken of the definition clause by other provisions of the
Act or even by the aim and provision of subsequent statutes amending the Act or dealing with
the same.' To define a word by using the word 'defined' offends against all canons of
interpretation.

It would be clearly wrong for a Court to lay down a rigid definition and thereby to
crystallize the law, when the Legislature for the best of reasons, has not defined that
expression.'

1. S. K. Cu;:!,, v. K. P. lain, (1979(3 SCC 43: AIR 1979 SC 734 quoted in N. K. Jain v. C. 	 Shah, AIR 1991 SC 1289:1991
Cri LJ 1247: 1901 Lab IC 1013: (1951)2 lT52 (2): (1991)2 SCC 495: 1991 AIR SC\V 960.

2. 1Iaoi;:,'aad v. A. D. Di:elta:r, AIR 1957 SC 121.
3. Pappat ii An; ' 'a;! v. Null,, PilOt, AIR 1964 Mcd 173 (F6).
4. Kanluul:;I v. C:;,,cohhai, 1963 MCLI (Notes) 228; Hazuri SingS v. S.srd,,r Vijay S6gb, IUR 1963 Mcdl, Crc 132: 1963 lab

LJ 71.1.

5. 24/s. Bhioat Steel Tubes 1 0. V. State of ililryana, (1977)79 l'unj UK 310 (FB).
6. Adn,inistea!or, RoOSt Upaf Ma,,dt v. Stale of M.P., 1962 (LI 684.
7. K. R. P. Singh v. Au :adhcsh Pratap Singh Uniacruily, Paean, AIR 1986 Mi' 115: 19S6 MCLI 169: 1986 Jab U) 294.
8. Vec,'a Raj v.5. 1'. SOcIaL';;, AIR 19S5 Del 300: 1984 Raj LR 353: (15S5(8 Del Rep J272: (1995)27 DLT 340: (1985) Cur

CC 005.
9. iIanip'asad v. A. U. I)t:Thr, AIR 1957 SC 121, 126-7; see alSO Ran, Sure,;, a'. S. P. Sa!;i, AIR 1959 SC 951, 958.
10. Madon, De;',ol/;a,:a',, v. Al,fura AluIici;aliIy, AIR 1928 Mad 569, 570 : Ii.R 51 Mad 301.
11. K, tel;,;:, Cha,au, IIar,,au, a', Saul Canoe Das, ILR 44 Cc 1162, 179, per Nla;;I,......'a, J.
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It should not disturb plain meaning of words—Interpretation clauses are not to be construed
as positive enactments. An interpretation clause is not meant to prevent the word receiving its
ordinary, popular and natural sense whenever that would be properly applicable, but to enable
the word as used in the Act, when there is nothing in the context or the subject-matter to the
contrary to he applied to something to which it would not ordinarily he applicable.' But there
is nothing to prevent the declaration of a particular meaning to a word in an interpretation
clause also containing in it a positive enactment. A definition may he in one part declaratory
and a positive enactment in the other part. 3 The definition should be used only for interpreting
words which are ambiguous or equivocal and so as not to disturb the meaning of such as are
plain. It is true that an artificial definition may include a meaning different from or in excess of
the ordinary acceptation of the, word which is the subject of definition, but there must he
compelling words to show that such a meaning different from or in excess of the ordinary
meaning is intended. Where, within the framework of the ordinary acceptation of the word
every single requirement of the definition clause is fu'filled, it would he wrong to take thecr

definition as destroying the essential meanin g of the word definedd
It is recognised in England to be a rule with regard to the effect of interpretation clause of a

comprehensive nature that they are not to he taken as strictly defining what the meaning of a
word must be under all circumstances, but merely as declaring what may be comprehended with
the term where the circumstances require that they Should.' In Meux v. Jacobs,' Lord Selborne

said It appears to me that the interpretation clause does no more than say that, where you
find those words in the Act, they shall, unless there he something repugnant in the context or in
the sense include fixture. Dos, J . , in Pra tap Singh v. Gttlzari La),' quoted Craies on Statute

Law as saying 'another important rule with regard to the effect of interpretation clause is,
that an interpretation clause is not to be taken as substduting one set of words for another or as
strictly defining what the meaning of a term most he under all circumstances, but rather as
declaring what may be comprehended within the term where the circumstance require that it
should be so comprehended."

but merely as declaring what may be comprehended with the term where the circumstances
require that they should. 5 In Meux V. Jacobs,' Lord Selborne said : "It appears to me that the
interpretation clause does no more than say that, where you find those words in the Act, they
Shall, unless there be something repugnant in the context or in the sense include 'fixture'." Das,
J., in Pratap Singh v. Gtilzari La)," quoted Craies on Statute Law as saying "another important
rule with regard to the effect of interpretation clause is, that an interpretation clause is not to
he taken as substituting one set of words for another or as strictly defining what the meaning of

AlmS, Kiln Ahir v. E:peror, 33 IC 964 (Patna); Bormer)i (TLL) Interpretation, p.205. r. 7.

)	 Com,niss;OlI'r of C)fi Tax v. Cell3 Chelliar, (1972)1 SCP, 736,742(1 Iegde, J.).
I.	 Prjtj.rl Sisi ,çh V. Chief co,u,ni,sioncr of DeS,), AIR 1966 Pun) 4 ILR (1965)1 I'oaj 223 (FS).

1.	 Refit!);,'; State Electricity Board v. Labour Court, Refts)ha , AIR 1966 Raj 56.

9 Queer; v. Jre in', of Ca,ubnil,'esSine, (1836)7 Ad 0 P 4S9, 491, per Lord Denman; Mei,x v/aceS,, 1373 LR 7 HI. 481493,

per Lord Selhorne; Mayor of Parturnoiiilt v. Smilh. (1 S85)I0 AC 391, 375, per Lord Was ton; E,,;;'enon v. De'Sou:a, ILR

33 Item 412, 417, per Scott, C. J.
9.	 1.973 1  7 DL 431.

7.	 AIR 1942 All 30,65 ILR 1942 All 135 (FB).

S. Qu:.';; v. Joel ices of Cao,l,nidgeshine, (I838)7 Ad & E ISO, 491, per Lord Denman; M,'ux v. Jacobs, 1875 LR 7 HL 431, 493,

per Lord Sclherne; Mayor of Partsn,oiilli v, Smith, (ISSS)lO AC 394, 375, per Lord Waston; Emperor v. De'Sou:a, ICR

33 Item 412,417, per Scott, C. J.
9.	 2373 LR 7 DL 431.

10,	 AIR 1942 All 30,65: ILR 1912 All 133 (PB).
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a term must he under all circumstances, but rather as declaring what may be ceinpi chended
within the term where the circuntstamcs require that it should be so comprehcndd

His Lordship proceeded to observe "But I do not understand it to be the law that
interpretation clause must necessarily apply wherever the word interpreted is used in the
statute and in spite of the fact that there are indications in the statute and in the section where
it occurs to centre.l and modify and explain the meaning of the word in a different sense than
what is borne out by the interpretation clause. It is by no means the effect of an interpretation
clause that the thing defined shall have annexed to it every incident which may seem to be
attached to it by any other At of the Legislature.

It elwu!d not be lcpttgllint to context.—Definitions given in the Act should be so construed as
not to repugnant to the context and as would not defeat or enable the defeating of the purpose of
the Act.' The definition in a statute must be read in its context and in the background of the
scheme of the statute and the remedy intended by it. All these control the definition.' A
definition clause in a statute does not necessarily apply in all possible contexts of the other
previsions of the statute.'

It is an established principle of construction that statutory interpretation clauses or
definitions should be read subject to qualifications therein expressed. This is so even where the
definition is exhaustive. So, where the defined nerd means or includes a certain thing, it may
well be otherwise if the subject or context in any pert of the statute so requires. Therefore,
normally definitions are enacted subject to qualifications such as 'unless there is anything in
the subject or context." But it is quite unusual to say that a statutory definition does not mean or
include what it plainly means or includes, particularly when its application to the various
provisions of the Act does not present much difficulty.'

Words like unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context' are usually inserted
in modern drafting. Even if there be no such words used they are always to be implied and little
weight is to he attributed to such an omission. Seine such words are to be implied in all statutes'
where the ea.prossions which are interpreted by a definition clause are used in a number of
sections with meaning sometimes of a wide end sometimes an obviously limited character.'

An interpretation clause of a comprehensive character is not to be taken as strictly defining
what the meaning of a word must be under all circumstances but merely as declaring what things

1. U,'w.:an Sag v. .Sjodanuisrn Oboe, ILR 12 Cal 130, 433.
2. Ka,:,:0o;s v. lnco:':c-tax Officer, (1968)68 ITR 244 (SC) :1196812 SCR 153; Pushpa Dei v. MOAt Sam (died) IW his LRs,

(190')2 5CC 134; Cc,nmisa/oser of Income-tax v. J.M. Ccli, (190S)155 JTR 323 (SC) (1955)4 SCC 543; Slate of Sara/a
V. .',CTho;:a Mauoro,na, (1994) Ker LT 992 (SC); K. V. S. Vms Bros. v. Official Liquidator, Associated Ban/i',5
Crro:i;". of India, Ltd., A/R 1952 TC 170; Official Liqa:i;tor v. legal Oohore, AIR 1939 All I; Suboil, Chandra D.,s V.Pa,::':a (A;',, ILR 33 Pat 49 AIR 1954 Pat 367.

3. Enq'Io'aers cf the Os,na,,Li University v. lnde't riot Tribunal, AIR 1953 AC 388, 391.
4. R. B.,!.Aris q ,,a Baa v. H.qi Abdul/a Suit, (1980)1 Real C) 170 (SC).
S.	 S.K .a/) a'. K. P. Jour, AIR 1979 SC 754 alp. 743: (1979)3 5cc54:1979 Tax. LR 2053: (1979)2 SCR 1164: (1979)49

Corn Ces 242; Th.,kur Monmohan Dea v. State of Bihar, AIR 1990 Sc 189; Stole of Bombay v. Hospital Macdear Sal/ia,
AIR 1960 SC 610.

S.	 MaiOya Pr; irs/i Stale Read Transport Corporation v. Industrial Corn!, AIR 1971 MP 54, 57 (Pandey, j. ); quoting India',
I'u:r:graCr, Tract Board v. Govindaswsmy, AIR 1920 PC 114, 116.

.	 M.;cio,,n S°an,uhujji,, v. KJ,uohi/ol, 1978 U) (SC) 723 alp. 726.
). K,.S5lsbridae Eatote Treat v. Byrne, 1940 AC 613; Part;p Sing), V. Cul qrj (Al, AIR 1942 All 50, 65; Emperor v. B. H.De'5:an, ILR 35 Born 412, 417; Bapu Vithol v. Sccrciarp of Slate, AIR 1932 Bo,o 370, 374; Knrtik C/;a,,dra a'. Hats/i69:0:1, AIR 1943 Cal 345, 354; Moh;rnn;id Manlura( 30:que V. Biseou'ar, AIR 1943 Cal 368; Narai,, Dos v. (AruchiA/R 1933 Stud 258, 259.
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may he comprehended within the term, where the circumstances require that they should.'

Section 2(3) of the Madras Shops and Establishment Act, 36 of 1947, mentions hank as within

the definition of commercial establishment and Section 2(6) defines establishment as
meaning a commercial establishment. Therefore, banks are clearly establishment as defined
in Section 2(6). It was contended for the appellant that under Section 2(3) it is not all banks
that are commercial establishments but only such of them as are also 'establishments and
that as the appellant is a bank but not an establishment as defined in Section 2(d), it is outside
the mischief of the Act. 'The argument', it was pointed out, 'involves that the definition of

'establishment' in Section 2(6) should be bodily imported into the definition of 'commercial

establishment' in Section 2(3) and that accordingly when the definition enacts that a
'commercial estallishment' means an 'establishment' which is a clerical department of a
factory or industrial undertaking or which is an insurance company, joint stock company, hank,
broker's office or exchange, it should he read as 'commercial establishment', means restaurant,
eating house, residential hotel, theatre or any place of public amusement or entertainment,
which is a clerical department of a factory or industrial undertaking or which is an insurance
company, joint stock company, bank, broker's office or exchange. To limit clerical department of
a factory or industrial undertaking or an insurance company, joint stock company, hank, broker's
office or exchange, to those which are restaurants and the like would yield no sense and would
render the provisions altogether nugatory......that the interpretation contended for by the
appellant is not correct will be plain from Section 2(6) which defines 'establishment' as
including 'commercial establishment'. That clearly shows that the definition of 'commercial

establishment' in Section 2(3) is not qualified by the word 'establishment'. If it is construed
otherwise, the result would be that while under Section 2(3) a 'commercial establishment' is a

species of the genus 'establishment' according to Section 2(6) which defines 'establishment' as

meaning a 'commercial establishment', the genus would mean the species."
Again, in construing the word 'business' used in the Employment Exchange (Compulsory

Notification of Vacancies) Act XXXI of 1959, it was held that the expression need not
necessarily be associated only with the carrying of an activity which included profit motive,
but that a wider meaning should be given to it so as to include a club run for the benefit of its
members also as coming within the scope of the provisions of the Act.'

Definition in other Acts—It is always unsatisfactory and generally unsafe to seek the
meaning of words used in an Act of Parliament in the definition clause of other statutes dealing
with matters more or less cognate, even when enacted by the same Legislature. 4 Even otherwise,
the definition of an expression contained in one enactment cannot furnish any safe guideline for
determining the scope and contents of the same expression used in a different context in a
separate enactment. This is all the more so than the two enactments have been passed by
different legislative bodies.' So far as the Courts are concerned they have to gather the
intention of the Legislature from the words used by the Legialatue in the particular enactment.
If the meaning put-on those words does not do violence to the objects and purposes of the Act and
the language is plain and unambiguous, the Courts will not be justified in putting a different
meaning on the words merely because a sister Legislature has in its wisdom thought to enlarge

1. S.I. Bank v. Pichultiayappafl, AIR 1954 Mad 377, 378-79.

2. 5.1. Bank v. Pichuthayappafl. AIR 1954 Mad 377, 378, 79.

3. Cosmopolitan Club, Madras v. District Ernplo,vsnent Officer, 1967 MQ 474.

4. Adamson v. Melbourne Beard of Works, AIR 1929 PC 181, 183 per Anglin, C. J.; Jatnarayan Ramkishan v. Mali Ram

Ganga Ram, AIR 1949 Nag 34, except in General Clauses Act; Bisii'anih Naik v. Shaikh Dilbar, 23 Cut UT 6; Khazan

Singh v. President of India, AIR 1968 Pur.j 473, u'.'here it was eberved that such reference is unwarranted.

5. Sales Tax Officer v. P.K. Nair, 1980 Kar LT 910.
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the scope of these words.' 	 -

Where a special statute, e. g., revenue or tenancy legislation, lays down the definition of a
word or class of persons the meaning so given must he given to that word or category of persons
wherever it occurs in the statute unless in the context in the same statute it is otherwise
indicated.

The definition of expression used in in Act with reference to another Act "ould remain
effective even after the other Act ceases to exist. In other words the operation of the former 

Act
does not depend upon the continued existence or otherwise of the former Act.'

It should be cottfitied to the particular Act.—Where a definition is given in an Act, it should
be confined as a general rule to interpret the word defined for that Act only and not explain the
meaning of the word in other statutes particularly when the two statutes are not in pan,l:alerja.t The definition given in due statute is for effectuating the provisions of that statute
and not for effectuating the provisions of another statute. Definition for expression given in an
Act cannot he used for purposes of another Act.'

It may be applied to statute in pari materia.—When a phrase used in an Act has been used
in another Act in pari materia in which it is not defined, it should be given the same meaning
as in that other Act.'

It does not create rights—The effect of the interpretation clause is to give the meaning
assigned by it to the word interpreted, in all places of the Act, in which the word occurs and not
to create rights.' Afortioni must it be so when resort is had for the purpose to the enactments of
other Legislature.' But power can be conferred by means of a definition clause, it does not need a
separate and independent clause to do so.,

Definition by court—The material language of the Section has to be always borne in mind,
for if a court is prone too much to indulge in exposition and attempted definition, there will be
substituted for the language chosen by Parliament some other form of words and in an attempt at
wide survey some essential factor be omitted or sense inessential factor be substituted or added.''

Definition—The frame of any definition is more often than capable of being made flexible
but the precision and certainty in law requires that it should not be made loose but should be
kept tight as far as possible."

	

I.	 Rulia Ross v. Fetch Sisigh, AIR 1962 I',, rsj 256, 260.
2. Iccvaoii;gkji v. Members of Tsifu,ul, AIR 1957 Bern 152, 155.
3. Narollam Dos v. Slate of M P., AIR 1964 Sc 1667.
4. T,,lsira,,, V. Show and P C. Pal, LI,!, 99 Ct.J 127; Cur,, I'raa:d V. Ply. Board, (1973)77 C\VN 219, 254 (B.C. Mitra, j.).
5. Chat,,! Ltd. v. U,,ias of India, (1950)21 Guj LR 294 (05).
6. I9amacjottj v. F,'lera! Co,,e,,is , io,scr of Tooaties,, 29 CLR 49, 53.
7. Lingo Bid v. Ba,eifol, AIR 1935 Hyd 27 (FB). Definition of Sliikonidar in Section 2(2), Land eve,,uu Act, did not

entitle a Paltedar who has failed to get mutation effected in his name to claim a prescriptive right of Sh,Lmidarj
under Section 67.

8. Ada,,,oht v. Melbo,,rs,e Board of Works, AIR 1929 PC 151, 183, per Anglin, C.J.; Jois,araya,i Ro,,,kiha, i v. MoIi,a,sGossgoram, AIR 1949 Nag 34, except in General Clauses Act.
9. Vc,:hata Ra,uaiali v. Stale of Andhra Pradesh. AIR 1964 Asdh Pra 416 (Bassi Reddy, J . ) .10. Menna u'. LcI;t,,,,as, AIR 1960 Ben, 418, 423. ftis seems peculiarly applicable to matrimonial offences of desertionand cmetly, causes relating to ,vhid, are by far th e most common of the matrimonial causes contested before the

courts. The circumstances vary infinitely from case to case and the modes of life involved at times present sharp
Contrasts. The importance, therefore, of satisfying the language of the unction cannot be everstressed inn breads of
the law which has been predominantly judge-made.

	

II.	 S.K. Gupta v. K.P. lois,, AIR 1979 Sc 73 .1:1197913 SCC54;l579 Tax LIZ 2053 : (1979)2 SCR 1184: (1979)49 Con, Cas842; Ro!ya v. Ge,,da, (1976)1 SCC 354.
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The word includes is generally a word of extension' 	 -
As the words person and residence in Kerala Land Reforms Act, 1964,1.
Definition of an expression in one particular Act cannot be imported into another Act if the

latter does not define that expression.' It is not only impermissible but indeed dangerous while
interpreting over Act to travel beyond the 501115 and apply definitions of oilier Acts except those
of !/t, Genersi clauses Act or to seek the meaning of a word used in an Act in the definition
clauses of another statute even though dealing with cognate matter by the same Legislature.'

Definitional clause in a statute is a small dictionary'. Meaning given to a particular
expression by this clause is always subject to the context.'

6. Headings—Akin to Preamble of an Act—The heading prefixed to sections or set of
sections are Preambles to those sections ,t Pollock, C.B., in Bryan v. Cliildl observed "The
question is whether the 137th Section may not be construed differently, by reference to the mode
recently introduced in statutes, namly, by having certain clauses connected by a sort of
Preamble to each separate set of clauses, which Preamble may really operate as part of the
statute. The question then is whether the introductory Preamble to that set of clauses, beginning
with the 133rd section and terminating with 136th Section is to be read as incorporated with
each of those sections. In my opinion it must, in order to ascertain what the meaning of the
Legislature was, and so reading the statute, there is no difficulty in construing it." "As might
have been expected,' opined Baron Channell, as one of the Judges summoned to the House of
Lords in Eastern Counties Ry, Companies v. Francis Marriage, t "the enactment contained in the
statute embraces various objects or purposes'. Headings are not analogous to marginal notes of
the sections in an enactment but are descriptions of the articles mentioned in that class.'

Heading of a fascicul:is of sections—It is well sallied that the headings prefixed to sections
or entries cannot control the plain words of the provision, they cannot also be referred to for the
purpose of construing the provision when the words used in the provision are clear and

1.	 5 ':Os Cit/soot /ts'efi':g Ts/'s \'. Gssfas;:t Stale, (1976)4 SCC 601.
ASia. v. AK V.S. Sa,,,,t!,j, AIR 1979 Ker 113; 1979 Ker LT 1 (I'S); see also Suit Situ, v. AI:vI,l in, AIR 1970 5/ad 27

(1977)1 \Iod LJ 255 ; (1977)90 Mad UV 319; S/ins charism V. Stale, AIR 1976 Pamij 262; Han/dos M:,,s,tiaa V. A/sAul-in,
5\/R 1975 Cal 357; Gus/il v. Slate, AIR 1975 Pssa( 159.

3. U's:i.'mefts:tia v. IS C. la/sm, AIR 1981 SC 951 (1981)2 SCC 309; (1981)1SCWR 376; (1981(2 SC) 58; (1981) Lab IC
1"S; P.;rea/i/-.sj v. Alatss ashlra I/eec,, ic Tnst:ns:at, AIR 1995 I/cm 19,

4. ,U,,,:slosj Lah's'ssr Co-op. Society Ltd. v. State of 5ihar,hIR 1986 Pal 242 ; 1986 BB C) (HC) 290 : 1986 BId (Rep.) 106
1986 Pot LJR 837 IFS).

5. S. Unicorn Kiss v. D. China, AIR 1980 Andh Pea 191 : (19SO)1 And!, Pra LI 928: (1950)1 AnJI, LT 466 ; (1980)2 And/s
tAR 86.

6. Os5ic;a( A,s5i5,,ce V. Chs,,,ira,sm A/stuD!, AIR 1933 Born 51, 5 7 : ILR 1933 Son, 316, see Mansvll ; IsuIes,,et,utios, afSI.;Iutcs,
128, Ed.; see also Mel. Sau'stri Devi V. Da'anka Proud, AIR 1939 All 305, 307; Du,rçuusta, v. Stale, 56 Ibm LR 18$; i/dhcn
n hl:rke,;hc,tt Corpenaliosi, (1907(1 KB 205, 218; MarCus c'. Finder, 1926 AC 746, 750, per Lord Darling; Us:i,nm Stc.:snship
Co. ci ,'1 ;,' Zealand V. Aldbo:,r,sc Harbour Tries! Cers;:s:isio,:er, (1884)9 AC 365; //ass:ash:a,:i;rr v. Sins/ri lie,, F:'si,u;tu, AIR
1966 Cal 512, 530; So/a:,,,, Al. hja,,a:mcrv. Md. Aa,çarn;ld is, AIR 1995 And!, fDa 312, referring to il/tin/si v. C/u,a', Sfs:hm,
AIR 1959 SC 960; 1959 Cr1,) 1223:1959 All Li 557 (SC).

7. (1850(5 Ends, 355 at p. 374: 19 ILI Ex 264.
S. (1862)9 t!LC 32 at p.41, approved by Lord tb'cns!eyda)e; quoted i n Jan/i Si,: ,1!1 V. logan Na/h, AIR 1918 Pat 398, 1163

(FB); MsIt;iarjnna Rao v. Official Rc:'c'h'er, ILR 1938 Mad 1063: AIR 1938 Mad 449, 453, 454; Cls,,,,n,Ia! V. S/n's CAin::,,
Lit, AIR 1925 All 797, must be read in the light at Dsirça v. Nssau,t, ILR 54 Al! 220: AIR 1931 All 597, 559 (IC).

9.	 See M,:,sicipal Con;,,,, for Greaten !boesbay v. Macopal C/:e,,,icn:'s Pvt. Ltd., AIR 1988 Born 217 : 198$ blat, Li 353
(198S(25 Reports 294 : 1988 Mah LR 884 :(198S)2 Laud l.R 334 ; (19SS)3 Born CR 197 (FB), uverralissg AIR 1987 Is's,,
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unambiguous, nor can they be used for cutting down the plain meaning of words in the provision.
Only in the case of ambiguities or doubt the heading or sub-heading may be referred to as an
aid in construing the provision, but even in such a case it could not be used for cutting down the
wide application of the clear word, used in the provision.'

Heading and title—That the heading fails to refer to all the matters which the framers of
the section wrote into the text is not an unusual fact. The heading is but a shorthand reference to
the general subject-matter involved. While accurately referring to a particular subject, it
neglects to reveal that the section also deals with cognate and allied matters. But headings and
titles are not meant to take the place of the detailed provisions of the text. Nor are they
necessarily designed to he a reference guide or a synopsis. Where the text is complicated and
prolific, headings and titles can do no more than indicate the provisions in a most general
manner; to attempt to refer to each specific provision would often he ungainly as well as useless.
As a result, matters which deviate from the falling within the general pattern are
frequently unreflected in the headings and titles. Factors of this type have led to the wise rule
that the title of a statute and the heading of section cannot limit the plain meaning of the text.'
For interpretative purposes they are of use only when they shed light on some ambiguous word
or phrase. They are but tools available for the resolution of a doubt. But they cannot undo or
limit that which the text makes plain.'

Heading 'Miscellaneous '—The part of the statute placed under the heading
'Miscellaneous' indicates that the sections in that part cannot be allocated wholly to a part
dealing with specific subjects, for the reason that the section entirely fall outside the other
parts or for the reason that they cannot entirely fall within a particular part.'

As key to the construction thereof—In different parts of the Act there are to be found
classes of enactments applicable to some special object. Such enactments are, in many instances,
preceded by a heading, special no doubt in one sense, as addressed to the object or purpose, but
where not otherwise provided for, general in its application to the enactments passed to
accomplish the object. These various headings are not to be treated as if they were marginal
notes, or were introduced into the Act merely for the purpose of classifying the enactments. They
constitute an important part of the Act itself. They may be read, I think, not only as explaining
the sections which immediately foLlow them, as a Preamble to a Statute may be looked to, do
explain its enactments, but as affording as it appears to me a better key to the construction of the
sections which follow than might be afforded by a mere Preamble.' The title of a chapter is not
a determining factor regarding the interpretation of the provisions of a section in the chapter
but the title certainly throws considerable light upon the meaning of the section and where it is
not inconsistent with the section one should presume that the title correctly describes the object
of the provisions of the Chapter.' Chapter headings unlike marginal notes, are admissible in

ri's Frick India Lit. v. tin/u,', of India, AIR 1990 Sc 689. Si/a Shankar Sal,,, v. Ulkal Asbestos Dd., (1994)1 OLE 165

lOrissal.
Ch,uuh'aii Pus '. C.I.T.,A'.tk 1920 sc 15S2,

Gcdu'j & Bo p: 0lf,c. Cu. PcI Ltd v. Municipal Corporation of Greater Llo,nI'ap, AIR 1092 Born 104 1992 Mat, LJ 827;

R.,jlroa,t Trai,nu,'u v. 5,1/inure and Ohio Railroad Co.. 91 L Ed 16-16,1652: 331 US 519 lper .\tiicptsy, J.); see also Cornell
\'. Coyn, 192 US 418,430:13 L Ed 504, 509; Stoathearn etc. Co. v. Oil/a Dillon, 252 US 348, 354
Raja Parirsh.,,, t,rnucl,.,ri 3.l.ihs5anh v. Slate of M.P.. 1983 MO LJ 68 (00); Alshij,blia/ Slaha,,bhui v. Patel Atan,bhai,

AIR 1963 SC 1477.
C,a/os on St.,!nt Iui:,'; Lil,inku t'. Char.,,, Smgh, AIR 1959 Sc 960; R,,n.'cnh Ki"nar V. State of MR., 1983 MPUJ 204.

Run:eni, Kso,r Atis!,r,, v. Stale of MR., 1983 Jab LI 353; B/n,sh.,i, I_at 5.0,, V. j.iisni.tas Sukhs'ani, 19S3 Jab LI 722;

L3euka Pus/St v. B. Ray, AIR 1950 Cal 349.
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the construction of a statute.,-

Cannot restrict tiie meaning of sections.—If the language of a section is lear, loadings are
not to be taken into considerat i on.' Though there is authority for the proposition that the mere

heading of a Chapter is to be dealt with as though it were a Preamble, yet it cannot be used to
cut down the clear words of the section which are contained in the Chapter? Although the

headirig.of a section or a marginal note could not control the clear language of the section, a due

consideration must be given to the heading and the marginal note for the purpose of arriving at

a conclusion as to what according to the Legislature was the purpose of enacting the section.5

Thus, limited use of the heading as an aid to construction may be made.' Lord Sumner in Abdul
Raiiini Molid. v. Municipal Coin,nissiot;er for the City of Bombay/ observed 'Preservation of
Regular line in Public Streets' is the heading to group of sections beginning with Section 297, but

this cannot be expressed into a constructive limitation upon the exercise of

the powers given by the express words of the Act. The title of a Chapter

OrScluinnle	 cannot be legitimately used to restrict the plain terms of an enactment.'

Nor to legislatively invalidate it, if they are otherwise valid.' Seine is the

case with the heading of a schedule, 0 which are only descriptives and are given by way of

broad classification. The circumstance that the two provisos bear identical headings cannot

furnish any assistance in the construction of the provisos.

Useful aid in cases of dc:tbt.—No doubt, headings in the body of an Act are of some help in

clearing up obscurities when there is an ambiguity, but they cannot control the provisions of the

sections when they are unequivocal and clear. , ' The headings are like Preambles which supply

a key to the mind of the Legislature but do not control the substantive section of the enactment.:

Ba/inner v. !.B.C., (1967) Ch 145; Fisher v. Ravcn, 1964 AC 213; Blnmcnhan: fat Sal,:: v. Jannna,ian Sskh:cani, 1963 Mf't.J 743.
Kalyanji v. Ran: Dcc,: L:la, AIR 1925 Mad 609,612: ILR 49 Mad 395; Sho.tanchandra s'. Shco,,nrn:in:n Gn'131'r:i, II.R 60
Cal 936 AIR 1933 Cal 696; t?.:rprosad Sing!: V. Dial,ict .'nla,ç3f:ain', AIR 1949 All 403; Bnn: Chandn: Dcc v. ilhota
I'alna:k, AIR 1955 Orissa 125, 127 (FB); R. v. 9,,rrcu, (1947)2 All S R 276; (PangaIani v. VaIc;Iat,i 1966 Ml_J (Notes) 13.
In cc Ao,:nda La), ILR 59 Cal 529 AIR 1932 Cal 346, 358, per Rankin, C.J.; I,: re Tripura SIn'dcra [link, Ltd., AIR 1950
Cal 240; Ourg, Dan v. State, 55 Son: LR ISS; SuIakI,a,: Sing!: v. Central Bank cf t,:dia, 55 Pun( LR 319 AIR 1951 Pun 66;
Dnnrya Dan v. Told Ron, AIR 1955 Born 82; ace also Slate a. Macsi, AIR 1954 Ben: 55a1 p. 56.
Na,luda I'rasad v.Stdc of/i 1'., AIR 1991 NIP 151 alp. 110 1901 Jab Lj 294 (Fs).
M.,da,: Lot a. Cl:.:ng.fco Sog.nr Cilia, AIR 1958 Bairn 491 at p. 496; ttannahci: a. jpeii, Lid., AIR 1959 lIce: 211; l'n'a:irkha,:
Ste rkt,a:: a. Propnicler, 1,1/s. Si:,i0cisl,na Cya,,o:tot,a Cottage Induolrics, 1979 Mat: U) 325 (DII); Rclnn'1:'e Coo1'c:aiioe
Housing Society Ltd.,7n'c;o Dc/:i a. H,mlu,is Singh Bhaoi,mA1R 1952 Delhi 335 (Fe).
Ra:noraa a. She':ti Bai, 1577 Jab U) 147 (PB).
AIR 1919 PC 20: ILR 42 Born 462 at p. 473 (PC); see also Secretary of State s' Maok & Co., AlIt 1910 PC 105 at p. tüt.
lnco,oc-lax Conn,nissicnOr i'. ,Ihn,ndbhai Llonarlthai & Co., AIR 1950 SC 131 at p. 141 1950 SCR 335 alp. 357, per
Pa[a:sjati Saslri, I . , 1tIowing Ttn.:k:rrai::'Balrnj Roar a. Rai !agot;aI Sing!:, 31 IA 132 at pp. 142-43, per Lord
Macna ughten.

9.	 Tare Prasad Sing!: a. Union of fin/iC, AIR I9SO SC 1652 (1580)4 5CC 179.
111.	 Inland Rei'e,::ne Co,nn,issiancrs v. COlas, (1920)1 KB 563, on appeal (1921)2 AC SI (I-tI.); Surcc3 K 	 Sc.!,anlat a'. l's::',:

tn:proventcnt Trust, Bhc'oI, 1975 Ml'LJ 413 1975 Jab UJ465.
II.	 India Explosion's, Ltd. a'. Ci,:por Kaçar Mn:lnapalika, 1982 AL] 1140 (DO).
12. Sandal a. Stole of Madhya Pr,:,/csi:, 1972 MPLJ 763, 767 (C P. Singh, J.).
13. Yogc,,dra Kin,: :'. Sl,:Ie of 5:6.:,', 1993 I'd UJR 214; Snot. Asha Dc;'i Ja::turi a'. S,nt. Shad.: Dcii, 1977 All WC 517.
'1. Dnnrgn: That/or.: a,. N' .c . :1: Tt:c!hcra, -SIR 1931 All 597 at p. 599 : ILR 54 All 220, p.r Solomon, Ag. C.].; )PnIn!co Kwon a'.

KnnsI,i Chon,or, AIR 1926 All 312 (earlier case); Deli Dan a'. Mal:anij Pup CI,a,D, tI.R 49 All 903 : AIR 1927 All 903;
la'aro/j ,nnns:n'a::ni Pond,: a'. Ra'p.:s;:-..-nnn: Nub, I I_H 49 Med 716 : AIR 1926 Mad 749. Out no reliance can: be placed upon
lie 'head hogs' of Chapters or descriptions given onf aertin,ns specially ii: Acts :ahict, cannot ['a tnh,t to be a model of

good dratting; .-hjo.nsm P..... v. J 3 iyag Sung!:, 45 1C 531 (,\:n) :eisrring to'Agra Tenancy :901, II Of 19::1.
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Even though the heading prefixed to a section cannot control the plain word of a statute, they
can be used as a key to the interpretation of the section and for explaining ambiguous words.'
Accordingly the heading in a statute can be referred to for the purpose of finding out the
meaning of a doubtful expression in a section.' While however , the Court is entitled to look at
the headings in an Act of Parliament to resolve any doubt they may have as to ambiguous
words, the law is clear, that those headings cannot he used to give a different effect to clear
words in the section where there cannot be any doubt as to the ordinary meaning of the words.
They may he usefully referred to, to determine the sense of any doubtful expression in a section
ranged under a particular heading. 3 or as indicating the general drift of the clause, and
affording a key to better understanding of its meaning.' If there is any doubt in the
interpretation of the words in a section, the heading certainly helps its to resolve the doubt,'
and may he referred to as an aid to construction.' In Queen v. Local Goternniet,t Board,' Brett,
L.J., observed "1 cannot come to the conclusion that the heading of a series of sections introduced
into an Act of Parliament is not to he considered as part of the Act. I think that the word
appeal at the head of the section may properly be-considered as part, and used for the purpose
of construing any doubtful matter in the section under that heading.'

7. Marginal notes—In order to find out the legislative intent, we have to find out what was
the mischief that the Legislature wanted to remedy. It is now well settled that marginal note
is a part of the section. It is a key to open mind of the Legislature affording guidance in
understanding their intendment.' The marginal note may also give an indication as to exactly
what waE the mischief that was intended to be remedied.' A marginal note is merely an
abstract of the clause intended to catch the eye" and furnishes a clue to the meaning and
purpose of the section." It can afford little guidance to the construction of an enactment,"
specially when the language is plain and unambiguous." There has been considerable

Copa!akretna K,,r,,p v. Karaya,,a flyyar, 19S0 Rot LT 852.

Emperor v. lsn,.,i/ Sa5.214,hih, AIR 1933 Emi 417 IER 57 Born 537 (FB), per Beaumont, C.J.; F/ct cR, v. Burke,,he.,d

Corporation, (1907)1 KB 205, 213, per Collins, SIR; Ramcha,,d,a Dea V. Bl,al,, Patnaik, AIR 1950 Orissa 125 at p. 127

(FB); Rio, Sea,, Dos v. Et/,o . sat Preset, ILR 51 Al! 411 AIR 1929 All 53, 58, as giving a contenperaitea expesit o of the

moaning of a section; Gekul Chit Fu,,.ls and Trades (I'.) Lid. v. Rod,,, Oseph Varied, 1976 Ker LT 747; Laxn,i Prasad

Tan,ra!ur v. ,',ls,,ici1'al Corporalior, Rai;,r, 1930 lab Lj 616.
Ka,,,ct Singh Sharma v. State Bank of India, Agra, 1938 All LI 177; R. V. Surrey Assessment Cn,n,,,itto, (1947)2 All ER 276,

278; Fletcher v. Birkenhead Corporation, (1907)1 KB 213; Ha,,,n,ers"tith and City Ely. Co. v. Brand, (1869) 1.R 4 HE 171.

Union of India v. Ra'na,, tm,, Foundry, AIR 1974 Sc 1265 :1974 SCD 507: (1974)2 SCC 231.
Stale Bank of India, Staff Association v. Election Coo,n,ission of India, (1994)1 BLJR 128; Krishna Nand Singh V. The

Con,o,iss,oner, Varanasi Dicision, Varanasi, 1937 All Lj 1236; Bhu,,ka v. C!,ara,, Singh, AIR 1959 SC 96001 p. 956; Kcsara
P,llai v. Pancati Amnia, 1968 Ret Lj 736.
5,,roh K,,rnar Soha,,l:,l s'. To,,',, 1,,,j,rore,nent Trust, Bhopal, 1975 RIPE) 413.
(1932)1 QItD 309, 321; but see Kalyanji v. Pam Dee,, Lola, ILR 48 Mad 395 : AIR 1925 Mad 609, 612; see also Q,,alter,

IIaO & Co. V. Beard of Trade, (1961)1 All ER 210; on appeal, Floe v. Withers. (1961)3 All ER 389 (CA).
Vide The FR,,, Eol,ibukers Gu ild s'. State of A,,dhra Pradesh, AIR I987AP 110 (1987)1 A.ndh UT 154 : (1907)1 APLJ (HC)
330 (FB).

9. Commissioner of Income Tar, Gujarat v. Vadelal Loloob/,at, 1973 SCC 17, 23-24 (Hegde, 1.).
10. Vad!an,udi v. Stale of An,lhra Pradesh, AIR 1961 Andh Pea 448,451-52 (Anantanarayana Ayyar, J.); see also Jayalakshmi

etc. Co. v. C IT., AIR 1967 Aedh Era 99,101.

up Narnagai Transport and l,,d,,st,-ieo Ltd. v. Parikh, AIR 1965 Guj 105, 109 (EN Bhagsvati, J . ) : The marginal note to the
amended section clearly indicates the drift of the section; Jaznn Sinhji V. BaIbhadras)hji, AIR 1963 Cuj 209,219 (rN.
Bhagwali. I.); Bengal hnmur,ity Co. Ltd. v. State of Bihar, AIR 1955 SC 661.

12. Beard of Muslim Waifs, Rajastiv,,, V. Radii Rih.,,,, AIR 1979 SC 289 alp. 295.

13. P. Uda'ja Sha,,keev. Ant/ira Bank, 1954 Lab IC 149 (Mad) (DB); Shakuntala v. Mal,esl, fltn,ora,,, Ba,t/a:,i, AIR 1989 Bern
353' 1989 Mah LI 332: (1989)1 Born CR575: (1959)1 Hindu UR 705; Sluiraf Shah KU,,, v. St.,te of An.th,a Pradesh, AIR
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divergence of judicial opinion upon the question whether marginal notes ought to be relied Upon

in the interpretation of a statute. If the marginal note or heading is any indication it certainly

is a relevant factor to be considered in construing the ambit of the section. The marginal note of

Section 35 of Bihar Shop and Establishment Act does not necessarily control the provision.'

Marginal notes cannot, in any manner, limit the meaning of the plain words of the section.'

The divergence of judicial opinion has been settled by the pronouncement of the Supreme

Court in S. P. Gupta v. L1,tien of India,' in the following words

Whether the marginal notes would be useful to interpret the provisions and if so to

what extent depend upon the circumstances of each case. No settled principles applicable to

all cases can be laid down in this fluctuating state of the law as to the degree of importance

to be attached to a marginal note in a statute. If the relevant provisions in the body of the

statute firmly point towards a construction which would conflict with the marginal note,

the marginal note has to yield. If there is any ambiguity in the meaning of the provisions in

the body of the statutes, the marginal note may be looked into as an aid to construction.

It is well known that a marginal note cannot take away the effect of the substantive

provision.' The Supreme Court has since laid down Nothing turns on the marginal notes as it is

usually not resorted to for construing meaning of a section, particularly when the language is

plain and simple."

In the first instance, if the words used in a section of the enactment are clear and

unambiguous the marginal notes cannot control the construction of the section.'

/6/v'S sect/ass dear	 There can be no justification for restricting 	 the contents of the

section by the marginal note.'

1963 Andh Pra 314 at p. 322 (Krishna Rao, I.); quoting Fagga/!ay L.J. in Attorssey . Gcsscral v. Grail Las/cu: RsiI'.sy Co.,

(1879)11 Ch 0449, 461; Lord Macnaughten in tOUrsj Kss,swar v. Ja5atp:sl Singh, 31 IA 132 at p. 142; s.c a/so Bangalore

c/r. Co. Ltd. v. Cos-)orat ion of Bangalore, (1961)3 SCR 707, 711 (Kapur, J.).

See S/sr-er Sajjas: Mills Ltd. s'. Con:sniosiassrr of lxcanse-tae, Bhopal, M.P., AIR 1986 SC 464 : toss Tax LR 48 (1905)23

Tasman 37 1935 Taxation 79 (3) 173: (1985)49 Car Tax Rep. 193 (1965)4 SOC 590 : (1985)19 Tax Losx' Rev. 341
(1985)42 ITJ 1109: (1905)156 1 F 565: 1986 SCC (Tao) 82 (19S6)2 Supreme 45 (1986) UI'TC 706.

See Badrj Prasad Gupta v. State of It//sr. AIR 1986 Pat 186 (PB) 1986 Cvi Lj 699 : 1986 Pat L)R 246 1996 IILJR 244

19S6 RU 484 1986 BI3CJ (I-IC) 187: 1906 East Cr10 388 1956 EFR 524.

S/sir!ekar. L.S. v. Agaras'ai, DL., AIR 1968 Born 439; Gtssgadhar Narsingdas Agaru'aI v. Assisla,st Collector of Cssstossss, AIR

1968 Goa 105; Seh/:oS/: Ganpalrao Ltuty v. Mar-ott Kriohssnji Das-tikar, 1975 Mah U 244 (PB).

AIR 1982 SC 149 (para 1096).

MIs. S/sr/ram Bear/rig Ltd. v. B/tsar Slate Electricity Board, AIR 1982 Pat 91 (DB).

Kalasrali Bat v. Soriya bat, 1991 AIR SCW 1525: AIR 1991 SC 1581 : (1991)3 SOC 410.

Ctsassdoji Rao v. Cessssnisoioncr of Income Tax, (1971)1 SCR 422, 425 (Grover, J.); see also I'Ja:/i:s:t EEc/Sic Co., Ltd. v.

Ned/ad Municipality, AIR 1970 Cu) 194, 201 (Mehta, J); Kxvas/t Pestotsft V. Rastoxsjt Sorobji, AIR 1949 Boni 42, 46, per

Chogla, C.J.; OOsoIa tidayor v. Se/at Uth:yan, ILR 1939 Mad 977 : AIR 1940 Mad 8, per Lear/s. Cl.; Natissstisya Bysack

v. Shyarn Sunder Haldar, AiR 1953 SC 148; Pheku C/samar v. Nor/oh Chandra, 1953 ALI 197: AIR 1953 All 407; Boscs/sss'ar

Day:,! v. Mat. B/sagwati Devi, 1954 All U 421 : AIR 1954 All 742; State of Bombay v. Hessso,st S,ssst LA, 53 Basis LR 837:

AIR 1952 Boni Slate v. Massst Karusxsi, (1952)55 Barr, LR 717. See also Consrn/soio,ser of i,sca,,sc-ttsx v. Sa,'dar 0. S.

Augre, 1965 MPLJ 682; Rassrasrs:gra/t i/sa y . Slate o( Bihar, AIR 1966 Pat 97; Bashtt Oil Mills v. State of Isl.s/:arash/ra. ILR

1961 Boni Born LR 751 :1961 Nag Lj 309; Union of Isis/ia v.5/sri Lablt Chand, AIR 1963 11/six Bra 12; S:s-arast

Singh v. Municipal Cosnsxsittee, ILR (1963)2 Pan) 320: AIR 1963 Punj 427; Western India 3/scot rca Ltd. v. Municipal

Cos-oporat ion of the City of Pocssa, AIR 1959SC5S5.

Ens peror V. Sadas/siv, AIR 1947 P082,84; 'Marginal sole is not an operative part of the section'; per Lord ilsasskertosx;

6/ct/see Mar v. S/ate, 1953 ALI 243; .4 'ss,-/ ra,, v. flord of Revess sic, AIR 1965 MB 237, 245 (FIt) (Newaskar, J.).
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The marginal note cannot he referred to for any purpose in connection with the construction of
the section to which it is annexed. 1 In any case, it plays a very little part in the construction of a
statutory provision.'

If there is discrepancy between the marginal note and the enacting part of section, the
Section overrides the marginal note.'

But in case of ambiguity or doubt, the marginal note may be referred to.'
It is settled law that reference can he made to headings of sections or marginal notes when

difficulty arises in interpreting the scope and meaning of a provision.'
In St:ttc v. Mnnsi Karntnsi,' it was pointed out that the marginal note in the case -is not

quite correct for Clause (J) of Sub-section (1) of Section 61 of the Bombay Municipal Boroughs
Act, tic., 'Milk shops', in terms refers not only to places at which trade or business is clone in
nsilk, but also to places, at which trade or business is done in sweetmeats, butter, and other milk
products, and to places for stabling much cattle.

IVJ:nt not assented to by Legislature.—Secondly,, on the assumption that the marginal note
is not put there by the Legislature or is assented to by them, it does not form part of the Act, and
accordingly cannot be used in the construction of such an Act.' In case of ambiguity, marginal note
can he looked into indeed, the Supreme Court, referring to this rule, used it in P. S. Josh) v.
Ajit Mills,' and tvladnr,ai Cents Ltd. v. Workmen,' Lord Macnaughten observed in T/takt:rnitt

13:tlt;tj K:tnu':tr v. Pin Jngnt Pal Singh, °'It is well settled that marginal notes to the sections of
art Act of Parliament cannot be referred to for the purpose of construing the Act. The contrary

1. Boldho: Si,:h v. t'Jabi Bux, AIR 1962 All 43, 51; Pras:d v. State rfMysore, AIR 1960 islys 230; Beard of Musl i n: IVakJh a.
RxdC, Kish::,:, AIR 1979 SC 259 at p. 295.

2. Res::::':.::ida Bharati v. State of Kerala, (1973)4 scc 225 at p.469 (Hedge, J.).
3. N:Csatd:ya B5,sack v. Shaym,: Sunder H.;ldar, AIR 1953 sc 148: 1953 SCA 191 1953 SCJ 201 1933 SOS 1057;

J,:yal.:kshn:i Rice and Oil Mills v. Con,,nissioncr of lnron:e-t:s, AIR 1967 Andh Era 99:(1967)1 Andh WR 192.
4. Sri: felt:: S ingh ; The District Magist rate, Varanasi, 1959 JtC 45 (All) (relying on Nandini Salpalhy v. P.L. Do,:), AIR

1976 SC 1025); Model Electric Oil Mills a. Corporation of Calcutta, AIR 1960 cal 388, 390; see also Woof  Alu fibS
Ks:;a,:Sor:ta Al,n:od Lllla/i Klan v. Ba/ak Singh, (1965) All 9VR (NC) 381 1965 All Lj 645; Theran:s!pod V. Ens/man, AIR
1958 Mad 117,121 (Rarnaswami, J.).

5. Keesla Housing Beard v. E. A. Yt:ssf, AIR 1964 Roe 112.
6,	 AIR 195-1 Be:,: 55; R.S. Joshi v. Alit Mills, (1977)4 SCC 98; SLidurai Coals Ltd. v. Workmen, AIR 1977 SC 449.
7. R. Kelp;-,a:: v. Stale of Kerala, 1990 Cri Lj 697 (Eec); Clsodon v. Green, (1863)37 LJCP 226 alp. 230, per Bovil C.).; A. C.

v. Groat Eastern Railway Co.; (1879)11 Ch 0449, per Ehaggally, L.J. "Is it not mere abstract of the clause intended to
catch the eye", asked James, L.J.; Sutton a. Sntto,t, (1882)22 Ch D 511, 513, per Jessel, M. K. litinha v. Emperor, AIR
193.3 Sind 9, per Rup Chand Bilaram, AS C.).; tlaisji Singh V. Gn,:gsra,,:a, 1927 Mad 83, 87 per Devadass. J. (even
when section is not clear); see also Nawab Bo/:od::r of Murs/:idaiiad V. Cepi Not/i Ma,,dal, 6 IC 392,393 (Cal); Srijmoh.an
Stngh v. Tulsi Ra,n Sakharam, AIR 1942 Nag 377; lEE 1912 Nag 53; Anandrao V. Board ofRez'e,:::e, AIR 1965 RIP 237,
245 (FB) (Newaskar, 3 . ) (given on convenience or reference).

8. (1977)4 SCC 98.
9. AIR 1977 SC 449.

10. 31 IA 132,142-43; 11 Boni 516: 1 AU 38-1: 8 CWN 699: 14 ML) 149 (PC); Duk/ti Mullah v. Hal::'ay, ILR 23 Cal 55;
P:,sari:'e Norain a, Rn,',, Sorup, lEE 25 Cal 858; Hou'r,:h Municipality v. Levis and Co., ILR 47 Cal 809, 812; Emperor v.
Al) :e:niya Husain, ILR 28 Born 129,142; She/spar Spinning nd Wearing Co. v. Pandhaninalt:, AIR 1928 Boo, 341, 313;
Sheik): Chama,t v. Emperor, 21 CrLf 143 (Pat); Ja,n,:odas Gordltandas V. Da,n:'dardas, AIR 1927 Bons 424 (cannot lie
taken as an index to what the section was meant to apply to). 1,t no Ralan)i Rarna(i, ILR 1942 Boss 39 : AIR 1941
Ban, 397, 402 (Sn), per Kania, J. (rJ) Ra,nes/:war Prasad v, Ehihmn Nurai,: Singh, tUE 20 Cal 609: "The Slate publication
of the Indian Acts being framed with marginal notes, such notes may he used for the purpose of interpreting of the
Act", following in Emperor v. Wallace FlourMitt Co., ILK 29 Bor,, 193, 197.
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opinion originated in a mistake, and it has been exploded long ago. There seems to be no reason
for giving the marginal notes in an Indian statute any greater authority than the marginal notes
in an English Act of Parliament. Following this dictum of their Lordship of the Privy Council,
their Lordships of the Supreme Court, in Commissioner of Income Tax v. Ahtnadl'hai Utnarl'Itai

& Co, held that the marginal notes in an Indian statute, as in an Act of Parliament, cannot be
referred to for the purpose of construing the statute.

Drift of the section—In Bushell V. Humtnottd, 2 Collins, M. R., observed : The side-note
although it forms no part of the section is of some assistance inasmuch as it shows the drift of
section. Similarly, in In re A. B. Smith,' Krishnan, j., was inclined to think that it was
legitimate to look at the marginal note to see what the drift of the section itself was.
Marginal notes can", observed Beaumont, C.J., in Secretary of State v. Bombay Alit icipality,4

"as it has been said, be looked at in order to see the general trend of the section and here the
marginal note is certainly of consequence when we have to consider whether the general trend of
the section is validate past Acts or to deal ony with future Acts". The opinion of Collins, M. R.
mentioned above was quoted with approval by Nasim Ali, J . , in Murrndati v. Secretary of

State.' Narasinnham, J . , in Rantachandrn Dee v. Bhalu Patnaik,' agreed with the view. It is no
doubt true that the marginal note cannot be relied upon as an aid in interpretation of a section
but it can certainly be referred in as indicating the drift of the section.' Though the marginal
heading of a section is not an aid to its construction, it can be relied upon as indicating the 'drift
of the section.'

When assented to by the Legislature.—Thirdly, where the marginal note is inserted by or
under the authority of the Legislature, it forms part of the Act and as such like the headings of
Chapters or the headings of groups of sections can properly be regarded as giving a
cotttert:portrIct expositio of the meaning of a section, when the language of the section is obscure

1950 SCR 335 at p. 353, per Patanjali Sastri, J.; C.I.T. LLrt:Iuy V. Almiedbhai U tarbhal & Co., AIR 1930 SC 134, 141; see

rIse 1. M. D'Sou:a v. Reser,,' Bank of India, AIR 1946 Son 010,512; Dha,'rear Urban Bank v. Kr isbn:, Rao, ILR 1937 Born
293 AIR 1937 Born 19S; Aladhab v, Emperor, AIR 1926 Son, 382; Pa:lanrsi Naraua:t v. Collector of Thai:.,, ILK 16 Born
366: AIR 1922 Ben, 161, 165; Snshil khonar v, Emperor, AIR 1943 Cal 489, 494, following I lalsbury's lanes of England,

2nd Ed., \'ol, 31 at p, 464; ('The modern view is that these (side-notes) are not part of the statute arid the Court
trill not regard them''); see now 3rd Ed., Page 373, pa ra 54S (authorities not unanimous); Syatr:o v. E'trperor, ILR 55
Mad 903: AIR 1932 Mad 391; In re Nalesa btudaliar, ILR 50 Mad 733: AIR 1927 Mad 156; Kesan'a Chc;ty so Secretary

of Stile for Itr,lL,, 1CR 42 Mad 451, 453; Slreffi,'ld Wa,'erzeorbs Co. v. 13c,r,tclt, (1872) LR 7 Foals 109; IV. I. Theatres v.
Atonie:pal Corpr2l ian,, Poetic, AIR 1959 SC 508 at p. 553; (if the section is otherwise clear and trnanirnous). See
Sh,obl'ir l'ali,,rn v, Chancellor, Ut,irerslly of AhIa!wba1, AIR 1966 All 45; Bsd:thart Singh v. b,'abi Btrx, AIR 1962 All 43 (PB)
ILK (1962)2 All 321 : 1961 ALl 536; l0ariias Mn,r,tra v_Rational & Crindley's Bank, AIR 1963 Cal 132 : 67 C\VN 58;
S!torf Shalt K/ia,, v, Stole of A,,dhra Pradesh, AIR 1963 Andh Era 314: 1CR 1962 AP 96.
(1901)2 KB 563; B.M. Uesni v. ltarrrarrrtrrtliy, AIR 1959 Born 89 (unless language of the section is clear); The Pod,L'rr

Mills Lt,t, s'. The Slat,' Bank of India, 1991 (1) Sorts CR82 quoting K. P. Vcrghese v.1. T. Officer, Errrakalar,n, AIR 1981 SC
1922; K. Ora:ecnr:a v, Slate of Koala, 1993 Ncr 1,1 291; Salaam 34, Baz'a:ier so A:arr,ddin, 1995 Attdlt I'ra 312.
AIR 1924 Mad 389; Narayattszr'attti v. Rrntgaonoanri, ILR 49 Mad 716: AIR 1926 Mad 749.
AIR 1935 Sots, 347, 349 : ILR 59 Eons 651; see also Emperor v. boa,!, ILR 57 Born 537: AIR 1933 Born '117; State of

Barn,l'ay v. I-Senior, Sa,,llaI, 53 Born LR 637: AIR 1952 Sons 16; Datlalraya Moliran, v. Stale of Bo,rrl'ay, 55 Boat ER 323
AIR 1953 Sons 311.
AIR 1939 Cal 313: ILK (1939)1 Cal 425; See also Co/t s'. Emperor, AIR 1919 Nag 17, 20 (ES).
AIR 1950 Orissa 125 at p. 127 (PB). Sc,' also Visi.'r:tas L'rchnntan:dos o', Emperor, AIR 1941 Sind 1, 13 (PB).
Coz-i,,d Sir:5!, V. Subb,,rao, AIR 1971 Guj 131 at i' 144 (Bln.sgwa/i, C.).); Jntdi,trt Ahtrn:i,rttinr Co. s', Nero/a F/cell Li/a O'eri,

AIR 1975 SC 1967.
l,rdi,r,t Ali a,,i,tt,innt Co. v. Kerala Elect, icily Bo:nrol, AIR 1975 SC 1967.
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or ambiguous)

The marginal note to Article 286 is 'Restrictions as to imposition of tax on the sale or
purchase of goods, which unlike the marginal notes in Acts of British Parliament, is part of the
Constitution as passed by the Constituent Assembly, and prinrnfacie, furnishes some clue as to
the meaning and purpose of the Article.' Although a marginal note is inserted merely for
convenience of reference and although, generally speaking, it is inadmissible as an element
bearing upon the intention of the Legislature, it is entitled to some consideration as indicating
the intention of the Legislature by which it was adopted.' While the marginal note to a section
cannot control the language used in the section, it is at least permissible to construe the section in
the background of its general purpose and the mischief at which it is aimed, keeping at the
same time the marginal note in mind.'

Of little assistance—"The best argument' writes Crawford,' "against permitting
consideration of the various heading is that they are inserted for convenience of reference and
are not therefore essential parts of the statute. Furthermore, due to the probability of
inaccuracy, in most cases, very little, if any, reliance should be placed upon the heading in order
to control the statute's construction. Moryittal notes, in a manner similar to headings, may also
he considered, if they constitute a part of the original statute but apparently not if they have
been inserted for the sake of convenience." Instances in recent times are unfortunately not
uncommon when a Court of law has come across a misleading marginal note. The Supreme Court
has also frowned upon attempts to derive assistance in statutory construction from marginal
notes.' Marginal note plays a very little part in the construction of a statutory provision!

Hints on drafting—In Russell's Legislative Drafting and Forms' it is observed, "Marginal
notes should he framed with great care. Their object is to give a concise indication, not a
summary, of the contents of the Sections, and to enable a reader to glance quickly through them
relying upon their accuracy". They form the basis of any index dealing with the Act. Although
there are decisions of the Courts purporting to disregard them, they should not he considered

Rmasar:au,f.as v. h'largusu Pr-mad, AIR 1929 All 53, 55 IUR 51 All 411 (FO). (It was found that in modem statutes
marginal notes are assented to expressly or tacitly by the Legislatures.); Cf. Stain NutS v. Par,a,, Ma!, Il.R 1942 All 45
AIR 1912 All 19 (FIt) Sac' also Gurapa! P.O Daji v. Emperor, AIR 1932 Nag 174; Emperor v. Lnk,'raarr, AIR 1927 Sind 39,
43; Errap:'rar v. Fra!:ai!aai B!,ut,N'aai, AIR 19-10 Born 363; Emperor v. /at,amtxz Hussain, AIR 1935 Oudh 337 (FS); Ar,:,:
!tha,s.'rau Roy v. Hari Saut.ar Pal, ILR (1945)1 Cat 240. Sac also B.ashit 0:1 Mills v. State of Maluraotatra, ILR 1961 Born
1944:63 Scan: LR 75: 1961 Nag LJ 309.
Bcog.aI Is:xar:saty Co. v. Slate of SPur, AIR 1953 SC 161, per S.R. Has, Ag. C.J., Bose, Bhagwati & Imam, )).
(\'cntiatarama A)yar. J . , dissenting), (held that the issargiaaat note to Article 256(1)01 Cannot he referred to for
construing the EspI sara lion. It is clearly mad naissitale for cutting down the plain meaning of the words of the
Constitution)
Ft.a,aurxi S;xgh V. State of Paar:jab, AIR 1960 Puar) 06,190.
Na,ra'a,draa Ksaa::ar A lc!at, v. Seat. Sunj MeI,ta, AIR 1952 AF 10; S;cpiaans v. CncSjleLf Rrar,,t District Council, (1960)2 All tiPs
716,720: Aa,,sta:as:r 1',.rs.rf V. Atas'i Lat, AIR 1961 Pat 2S.
Slatuh'n:i Construct::',:, 1940 Ed., Article 207 at pp., 360-61. Ntasscell a Interpretation of Statutes, 9th Ed. at p. 45;
(considers 'It,,, I the rule regarding their rejection for the purposes of interpretation is now of imperfect obligation.")
See SteeP Ct,ax.t Cts':a':lhaary v. State, 62 Cal tiN 94.
Sta.r1'l'ir Patina., Dr. (Mrs) v. Allnt,at-a.f University, AIR 1966 All 45 at p. 53 )t!. S. I'athak, J . ) quoting Com,sissioraer of
lsco,,:e T.a.r v. itS,: r.1l'9.ni Uxaarhlraj & Co., AIR 1950 SC 134 a 1930 SCR 335; Milt  Rho/a v. Stayaara Sma,fcr, 1953
5CR 110 .1; i.oa:0,f,a,: G rifr7ih	 . SrsiIJ:. (1951)1 KB 209.
K'a.a;aa,,.a,:.S: tt,t:,aasalj s, 51:0 ef Kerr!,,. (1973) .1 5CC 225 at p. 40) ft lapeL', 1). (march less importance in conrxtraairag 'n
ca ustrtaatioaral provision).	 -	 -
-lila E11. at
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trivial or unimportant , since most people are likely to accept the guidance of a marginal note.
And the marginal note, though it forms no part of the section, is of some assistance, macmuch as
it shows the drift of the section.

Anic/idinent of section without amendment of marginal note—In the old Section 84 of the
CalcOtta Port Act, 1890, the words used were 'previous sanction'. The word 'previous' was
omitted from the section as amended in 1951, but retained in the marginal note. The dropping of
the word 'previous' was deliberate and the marginal note could not govern the substantive
provisions.' The marginal note of a section after amendment cannot affect the interpretation
when the avowed object of the Legislature is not changed.'

Marginal noiss in different statutes—There is no authority whatever for making a use of
the change in the marginal note when the enactments are not the same, but are statutes which
can possibly said in pari inateria.

Side-notes or side headings—Side-notes cannot be used as an aid to construction. They are
mere catch words", observed Lord Reid in Clundlcr v. Director of Public Prosccitioi;s,' "and I
have never heard of it being supposed in recent times that an amendment to altar a side-note
could he proposed, in either House of Parliament. Side-notes in the original Bill are inserted by
the draftsman. During the passage of the Bill through its various stages amendments to it or
other reasons may make it desirable to alter a side-note-In that event, I have reason to believe
that alteration is made by the appropriate officer of the House--no doubt in consultation with
the draftsman. So side-notes cannot he said to be enacted in the same sense as the long title or
any part of the body of the Act." Headings are treated differentl y from side-notes. The Courts
are not entitled to look at the side-headings of statute. The Legislature is not responsible for
the side-heading.5

8. Sections—Sections constitute the principal or enacting part of a statute. Leery section of
a statute is substantive enactment in itself. One section may contain more than one enactment.
Each section in each Act must, for its true meaning and effect, depend on its own language,
context and setting. In Nutli v. Tamp/in,' Jessel, NI. R., obserevecl : "Now any one she contends
that a section of an Act of Parliament is not to he read literally must be able to shon' one of two
things, either that there is some other section which cuts down its meaning, or else that the
section itself is repugnant to the general purview of the Act,'' and yet, if Ave find a latter section
in such Act repugnant to a former one, the latter must be accepted as repealing the former. ! ' -

The words in a section have to be given their plain grammatical meaning to find out the
intention of the Legislature and this intention cannot be found out by calling into aid any outside

1.	 tRio/ic!! v. Hae,,,,o,m.1, 73 U KB 1005; 8,1w v. Lee! Go er000, SenGi'rn t',oy hic,'o, 1929 AC 679.
2	 N',m0','n,fra Rooms Roy v. Conriissioiosrfes Port of Co.'cii!to, 58 CWN 527.
3	 J.R loon & S/c,-! Co. Lid. s. Income Ta., Of/ices, AIR 1967 All 248 at p.252 (Satist3 Chandra, i,).
4.	 Stole of [lonbn v. Vishaomk.mnt Shr[UrnI Pandit, 55 Born UP 719.
5.	 1964 AC 763, quoted b y C. K. Slitter, J . , in t/o,u., S/u,,Uo Preset v. Slots) tre'm Fouutuj, AIR 1906 Ca! 512 at p. 530.
6.	 3!isz.'.Stchd. ,Sfc'a! Beg v. Stat', AIR 19391 & K 77 at p.79 (l''azir, C.J.).
7.	 K. v. ,\'eo'ask 9'on-Trent (l,,la!,i!.,,,!o), (I S24)3 Barncw,o!! and Cress,veIls Reports, King's Bench, 59, 71 Hobbs ry's

Lana of En, 'Lmo.f, 4th Ed. Vol. 44, para 821.
8	 Sine of U. P. %. ToN!, AIR 1958 SC 414 at p. 419; Corn,,issia,,cr of Ioco,ucl,cv, Na 07'eo v. Soda, O.S. Aoe,a, 1965

51011 6S2.
9	 (19.31)9 QOD 2-17,233
!J	 Croaford 5;i.'ot.',,t C,'-Osocti,',,, at p. 671.
Int.-5	 -
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consideration.'
A section has only one interpretation and one scope; a process resulting in more than one

interpretation and scope is clearly erroneous.'
Every section must be considered as a whole and self-contained, with the inclusion of saving

clauses and provisosd "it is an elementary rule", says Subharao, J . ' that construction of a section
is to be made of all the parts together' and that 'it is not permissible to omit any part of it
Sub-sections in a section must, therefore, be read as part of all integral whole and as being inter-
dependent, each portion throwing light, if need be, oil the rest,' and harmonious construction
should be placed on their for the purpose of giving effect to the legislative intent and object! So
also, a sentence should he construed in its entirety in order to grasp its true meaning! It is not
always a necessary inference that if opportunity is expressly provided in one provision and net
so provided in another, opportunity is to he considered as excluded from that other provision.'

9. Sub-section—All sub-sections of a section must be read as a 'parts of an integral whole'
interdependent. Repugnancy between them must be avoided and they must he reconciled to the
extent possible. (Kantnattkn Rent Cntre1 Act, 1961).

10. Rules—Rules made under the Act must he consistent with the Act and construed
harmoniously with provisions contained in it. In the garb of corrigendum, a rule cannot be
altered and/or changed

The dictionary meaning of the word 'corrigendum' means things to be corrected.'
11. Punctuations and brackets,—In England—Prior to 1849 no punctuation normally appeared

in the Acts oil Rolls of Parliament in England. But since 1849 punctuation has been inserted.'
Wills, J . , however, remarked in C1,i9,datz v. Grecn' : "I desire to record my conviction that this
change in the mode of recording them cannot affect the rule which treated the title of the Act,
tile marginal notes, and the punctuation, net as forming part of the Act, but as a tcttmper;ti;cmi

v'oefti. The Act, when passed, must be locked at just as if it were still entered upon a Roll,
;,-hich it may be again if Parliament should he pleased so to order; in which case it would he
without these appendages, which, though useful asa guide to a hasty enquirer, ought not to be
relied upon in construing an Act of Parliament.

A, ' ;eric,mt, ricw.—Punctuation is a most fallible standard by which to interpret a writing; it
may be resorted to when all other means fail, but the Court will first take the instrument by its
four corners, in order to ascertain its true meaning; if that is apparent on judicially inspecting

I.	 SSrj 5ai:1 Ran, v. Qin Prakas6, 1983 Sri ILI (J & P13.
2. 5. VcnLi!aiw.i,nj Nadu 'a. Narasran,, AIR 1966 SC 351.

3. Tahiridao Singh v. State of U. P., AIR 1959 Sc 1012 at 5. 1022.

4. Gorn:ej Sing/i 'a. Pralop Singh, AIR 1960 sc 122 alp. 124 (1960)1 SCR 909.
5. 6th' of Ri/air v. lOon/at, AIR 1960 SC 47a1 p. 50.
6..Yadni:laI Fakir Chand 'a. Changdeo Sugar Mills, AIR 1062 sc 1543 at p. 1551; Pain Stag/i 'a. Rain Koran, AIR 1965

h/adS Fra 261.
7.	 .SsliarJi Lot v. Llaard of Revenue, 1977 ASiC 454.
S.	 Slate of Kerala 'a. Malaya/am Plantations Ltd., 1960 Per ST 976 (FIt).
9.	 Rat/ia Kant YnAio V. State of Bihar, (1995)2 Sat SIR 699, relying oil L. Pa poor V. Jagmo/ian, AIR 19S1 sc 1361.
19..1. t/ntarom v. M. S. l'asanth, AIR 1978 Kant 102; sai also Su.thir Bala Roy v. Stale, AIR 1981 Cal 110 (1980(2 Cal I/C

516: (1991)1 Cal LI 29 (1981)85 Cal WN 273 (sometimes all sub-sections need not be read together).
11.	 V/do l'?ir L3.Narao.oman V. Gc':co.ol /.5a;aigcr, 70a/r,:o TeL:p';es, AIR 1935 Mad 290.
12.	 Vide floor;, Rajyck Udyog Parrot Sang/in V. State of Aooa:n. (1996)1 Gau LR 236.
13.	 Taohrv. Clunks t/kar,1i, [_R39 Boor 152, 159.
14.	 /16651 5t13 CS 511, 522; one also [nla,it t4c:o7:a,' C a:ohoj,'uoo 'a. I-murky, 1965 AC 749, 765.
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the whole, the punctuation will not he suffered to change it,' For the purpose of arriving at the
true meaning of a statute Courts read with such stops as are manifestly required.' Punctuation is
a minor, and not a controlling, element in interpretation, and the Courts will disregard the
punctuation of a statute, or re-punctuate it, if need be, to give effect to what otherwise appears
to bc its purpose and true meaning.' Punctuation marks are no part of an Act. To determine the
intent of the law, the Court, in construing a statute, will disregard the punctuation or will re-
punctuate it, if that be necessary, in order to arrive at the natural meaning of the words
employed.'

Regarding old enactments in India—But though the punctuation of an Act cannot he
discarded wholly, it would be unsafe to allow it to govern the construction. In President of Shire

of Charlton V. Ruse,' Griffith, CT, observed "I think that stops, which may be due to a
printer's or proof reader's error, ought not to control the sense if the meaning is otherwise
tolerably clear." Dealing with Regulation VIII of 1819, Lord Hobhouse in Maharani of

Biird wan v. Murtonjog Singh' opined that it was an error to rely on punctuation in construing Acts
of the Legislature. It is from the words, and from the context, and not from the punctuation, that
the meaning of the statute is to be collected! The punctuation is altogether secondary.'
Referring to an enclosure Act,' Lord Esher, M. R., observed in Duke of Devonshire v. O'Connor':

"It has been said that there are brackets in it, but that we must read it as though the brackets
were removed to some other part of the clause. But if notice is to be taken of the brackets, it must
he subject to the language used, and then it may he shown that either at both ends or at one end
of the parenthesis the bracket must have been erroneously placed, and that the brackets must he
pot in the right place according to the sense and construction of the language used. To my mind,
however, it is perfectly clear that in an Act of Parliament there are no such things as brackets
any more than there are such things as stops." Maclean, C.J., agreed with the contention of the
counsel for the appellant in Secretary of State for India in Council v. Rajliicki Debi,' that
looking, if one may look, at the punctuation of the section," and at the section grammatically,
his Lordship was inclined to take the view so submitted as the correct construction, but his
Lordship did not regard that as really material for the purposes of that decision.

Parsons, C.J., in A (wifc') v, B. (husband)" made a pointed reference to a 'colon' separating
the proviso from the prior clauses 91 the section. But he was in error as was pointed out by
Strachey, Cj., in Caston v. Casten," that there was not a colon, but a full-stop, and their
Lordships constituting the Full Bench followed the dictum of Lord Hobhouse, which, in the
view of their Lordships, was in accordance with many English authorities,

1. The Lessees of Eosp V. Bowel, 9 L Ed 624, 630; casio,, Zoo. Te!tiv'osrt, 77 LEd 350,353: 287 Us 350 (not derisive).

2. U.S. v. Lacher, 33 L Ed 1080, 1083 (Fuller, CJ); Hanirnock v. Faewevs Lea,, & Trust Co., 26 L Ed 1111, 1113 : 105 US 77,

81.
3. Borreli v. Van Pelt,Pelt, 69 L Ed 857; Chicago dr. Co. v, Voelker, 129 Fed 522, 527.

4. Ibid.

5. (1912)14 CLR 220, 229.
(I	 (1887)14 IA 30, 35,
7. Gordon v. Gorden, LR 5 HL 254, 276.

8. Preside,,l of Sl,ire of Chsrllo,i v, Ruse, (1912)14 CLR 220, 229.

9. 38 Goo. 3, C 18.
10. (1890)24 QBD 468, 478.
11. ILR (/697)25 Cal 239, with whom 0' Kinealy and Travelyan. LI.. agreed.

12. 424 &old C.P.C.
13. ILR 1898 Bern 460, 451 (referring to Government of India, Legislative Department, Edition 1857, of Act IV of 1896).
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is laxoell in his ltttetprettttiott of Stat a tes,' had opined that punctuation was not a very sale
guide in the interpretation of a legislative enactment, but Krishnasss'ansi A yyar, J . , in
Veer;trag/woulu v. Presidcnl, Corporation of Ahtdras,' considered the punctuation in the old
Madras Act of 18S4, as furnishing a clue to the interpretation of a corresponding section of
Madras Act, III of 1904. In Secrete,1 of State v. Kaleklut,t? the construction of Section 421 of the
old Code of Ci' ii Procedure' came up for consideration as in Secretary of State for India in
Council v. Rajiucki Debi," in which it was argued before the Bench that punctuation could not be
taken note of in considering the statute, Sundara Ayyar, J . , thereupon observed "There is no
doubt authority in English cases for this proposition but no Indian case has been cited to us, and
it may be permissible to express a doubt whether the consideration which induced Judges in
England to lay down such a rule would he equally applicable in the construction of statutes in
this country. The question, however, does not depend on the punctuation alone." In Taylor v.
Chric Betel,,' the 3rd clause of Section 37 of the Divorce Act, IV of 1S69, came up for
consideratton wherein the material words were "order that the husband shall, to the
satisfaction of the Court, secure to the wife such gross suns of money, or such annual sum of money
for any term not exceeding her own life, as having regard.......etc. Scott, C.J., observed thereon
'I can see no reason why the punctuation of the editions of the Act issued by the Government of
India should he disregarded for so far as I am aware there is not in India a-ny • unpunctuated
original Statute Book. The position is not the same as in England where in Stephenson v.
Taylor, Cockburn, C.J., said 'On the Parliament Roll there is no punctuation, and we therefore
are not bound by that in the printed copies.'

A lode rn i'ie;t'.--In Barrow v. lVadki,t Sir John Romilly, M. R. said "I suppose I should not
loans much on the subject from the inspection of the Roll of Parliament, but, as it was in my
custod y, I have examined it. It seems that in the Rolls of Parliament the words are never
punctuaiod and accordingly \'ery little is to be learnt from this document". Hayward, J . , in the
sense case, after referring to Maxwell : ln lei prcttin of Statutes and the refusal of Lord Fry in
Duke of Detettshire 'a case to 'pause at those miserable brackets where the sense was strong',
proceeded to observe 'It should be no matter of surprise therefore that the old rule be applied
to the old Regulations promulgated in this country and it will be found that the Privy Council
remarked upon a consideration of an old Bengal Regulation of 1819 that it was an error to rely on
punctuat i on in construing the Actof the Legislature in the case of the Maharani of Bttrdn:ttt v,

LR (lS69)22 All 270,277 (F) (referring to C.i:d!eef India, 6th March, 1869 at p. 375).
lI.st.burys 4th Eel., hot. 44, para 823, Maxwell l:;te,pwt,,tia,t cfSiststi's, 12th Reprint Ed. 13. (In America it was
ehsers ad : 'Punctuation marks are no part of a statute; and to determine its intent the Court ins construing mill
.'OreSrd punstmnatmon, or wilt repunctuate, if that be necessar y, its order to arrive at the natural meaning of the
ward unplayed'); U.S. v. Sl:rcmncport Groin & Elc;ur Co., 287 US 77; 77 LEd 175; Hammock v. Loom: & T. Co., 105 US
77,54,261. Ed ttlt, 1114; U.S. v, Lecher, 134 US 624, 628:33 L Ed 1983, 1983; U.S. s' Ore5's,: &G.P. Co., 254 US 526,
S11 :41 L Ed 5.11, 545 : ( Punctuation is a us her, and not a controlling, element in interpretation, ![)it the Courts
mitt disregard the interpretation of a statute or repurrctoate, it necessary to give effect to what otherwise appears
to ha the purpose and true meaning of the statute); lI.:rtt %I. 1'1i Pelt, 268 US 85; 68 L Ed., 887.
(191St 1LR 34 Mad 130.
119141 ILR 37 Mad 113, 115.
New Section S of Ct'C of 1903.
Lit (t397)25 Cat 239,

(1914) il.R 36 Bout 182, 185, 1S9-90.
(I551)111th S 101. 106.
(1Se21 fleas' 327, 330
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Krishna Karnini Dosi,t But whatever may have been the practice under the old Regulation, the
practice would appear since the constitution of regular Legislatures in India to have been to
insert stops in Bills before the Legislatures and to retain them in the authentic copies of the Act
signed by the Governor General and published in the Gazette of India, and Maclean, C.J.,
ventured to look at the stops in such an Act in the case of Secretary of State for India in Council
v. Raj!ucki Debi and so did Parsons, C.J., in the case of A (wife) v. B. (husband), though the
action of the latter was reprehended by the Full Bench of the Allahabad High Court in the
case of Edward Caston v, L. K. Casten, relying on the remarks of the Privy Council. With du
deference to that Bench there would, however, appear to me no sufficient ground in view of the
fact that it was an old Regulation under consideration of the Privy Council and in view of the
deliberate insertior of stops by the regular Legislatures, for refusing the assistance of the
punctuation where the sense might otherwise be doubtful in Acts of the regularly constituted
Legislatures of India." The use of a hyphen was taken notice of by a Full Bench of seven Judges
in Isap Ahnied v. Abrahatnji Ahmadi) Ips Gale v. Gale,' the decision turned on the
interpretation of the last paragraph of Section 3(1) of the Indian Divorce Act, IV of 1869,

within the local limits of whose ordinary appellate jurisdiction or of whose jurisdiction
under this Act, the husband and wife reside or last resided together", Sir Arthur Reid, C.).,
with whom Kensington, J . , concurred, put the matter thus 'The punctuation of the words above
cited 'the husband and wife reside or last resided together' indicates clearly that 'together'
must he read with 'last resided' only. Had the intention of the Legislature been to make
'together' apply to 'reside' we should have expected a comma after 'reside' and after "resided',
Rattigan, J . , who agreed hesitatingly with the majority opined; "Legal documents in strictness
should not he punctuated, and I take it that the rule applies equally to Acts of Legislatures, and
it may have been for this reason that the comma was omitted after 'reside' ". The same
expression came for consideration before Morton, J . , sitting singly in Bergen/us v, Bargosi/ia,'

who on account of conflict of authority considered himself entitled to act oil own opinion of
the Act and did not report the case of the Chief Justice for hearing by a Bench of two or more
Judges. 1-Ic, however, arrived at the same conclusion, as was arrived at in the Punjab, nine years
ago, though despite an adjournment the counsel did not cite the Punjab Full Bench case before his
Lordship who proceeded to observe : "Looking at the sentence from a purely grammatical point
of view, I think it by no means follows that the word 'together' governs 'reside,' If the printer
had put a comma after the word 'reside', it would, I take it, he clear that 'together' would not
govern 'reside'. But whether or not there is a comma in the original Act, I do not propose to let
nay decision depend on the punctuation which the printer thong/it fit to adopt." In Mani La! v.
Trustees for Iuspror'cnien 1 of Calcutta.' Chaudhari, J . , referred to the punctuation, while
agreeing with the majority while Chatterjee, J . , in his minority judgment followed the rule laid
down in Mi/ia rani of Burdwan 'a case in rejecting the aid of punctuation. In a Rangoon case,' the
Bench did not consider it always safe to rely on punctuation as a deciding factor in a question of
construction. Schwabe, C.J., was, however, more emphatic in Board of Revenue, Madras v. S. R.

1.	 ILR 14 Ca l 363.
2	 (1917)ILR4I Scm 585, 613, 614 (FB); cf. Shah, J . , alp. 617.
3	 47 PR 1911 (PB); s,',' also Lsaslan V. L'a,to,i, AIR 1926 O,idh 319. (The georaI rule is that a qualifying word shall be

doomed to qsiali ly the word nearest to it).
(1920) ILR4-I Barn 921, 925, 932; Gcl',ir:tha,i J,'shi . Sl:s;,'rf Sitar, AIR 1957 Pal 3-10 at p. 348 (.'\hmad, I.,) (commas
ii,s not form part of the statute.)

5.	 (1917) ILR 13 Cal 313, 371, 427 (FB).
Jirpi,'r Insurance Co. v. /,t'dal A:):. AIR 1923 Rang 185, 1S6: ILR I Rang 225.
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Al. A. R. Rama,iadiirtn Chettiar,' and said :........The Statute has been punctuated, and we must
take the punctuation marks, as part of the statute." In Pugh v. Asliu tush Sea,' their Lordships
of the Privy Council observed : 'The truth is that, if the Article is read without the cOmmas
inserted in the print, as a court of law is bound to do, the meaning is reasonable clear. In Nisz

,412mad v. Parscttant Chartdr.' Sulaiman, J . , felt that the difficulty was caused mainly by the
punctuation and following the dicta of the two Privy Council cases ignored the comma. S. K.

Ghosh, J . , however, in Birendra La! Chaudhary v. N1agendra Nath Mukherjre,' observed : No
doubt there is an old rule that punctuation is not a part of the statute, but where it is not
contended that the punctuation is wrongly placed, there is no reason why the punctuation
should not be taken as a good guide for the purpose for which it is there, namely, to understand
the sense of the passage.' Kania, J . (as he then was) held in Indian Cotton Co. Ltd. v. Han

Poonjoo,5 after taking into consideration the previous Bombay case and the two Privy Council
cases above referred to, that in considering the plain words of a section punctuation could not be
relied upon. In it in Bombay, viz., In re Krishnaji Gopal,' their Lordships made full use of
the comma after the word 'conditions' and of the omission thereof after the word 'circumstances'
in the expression 'shall in such circumstances and under such conditions, if any, as may be
specified in the order... enacted in Section 21 of Bombay Public Security Measures Act, 1947. In
the Lahore high Court, Dalip Singh, J . In BhoIn Singh v. Ra,unn La!,' opined that a 'statute
must be interpreted without regard to punctuation'. And in a later Full Bench case, Gurnlukh

Sirigli v. Commissioner of !ncoine-fax, Munir, J. observed "In the interpretation of statutes
punctuation, net being a part of the statute to he construed, is not the determining factor and if
the provision, as punctuated leads to an absurd result or conflicts with some other provisions of
the statute which is unambiguous and free from doubt, the punctuation must yield to an
interpretation that is reasonable and makes it consistent with the other provisions of the Act."
So far as the Acts of the Indian Legislature and the Constitution of India are concerned, it has
been held that in India, the punctuations in the statutes should not be ignored.' It is of course
said that punctuations do sometimes lend assistance in the constructions of sentences, but they
are always subordinate to the context and Court may legitimately punctuate or disregard
existing punctuation or re-punctuate in order to give effect to the legislative intent. Even where
.a may be considered and given weight, for the purpose of discovering the intention
of the Legislature, it can be done so only where a statute has been very carefully and accurately
punctuated when enacted, and where all other means have proved futile." In Gopalan v. State

of Madras," Chief Justice Kania took notice of the comma in construing Sub-clause (7) of Article

1.	 AIR 1924 Mad 455 (Wallace, J ., concurring.)

3.	 AIR 1929 PC 69, 71.

3. AIR 1931 All 154 156: ILR 53 All 374; sac also Mrr,rra v. Mat. Audio, ILR 55 All 700: AIR 1933 All 521; Bijibat

SaIdh,,,a s'. )th,,ra M.ruohnr, AIR 1969 B 103, 108, (Ba), J.).

4. (1935)39 CWN 910, 912.

5. AIR 1937 Oem 39,41: ILR 1937 Born 763.

6. AIR 1910 Bern 360.

7. AIR 19.11 Lai) 28, (TeE Chand, J . , agreed thereto).

S.	 AIR 1941 LaIr 353, 3 1,, 7: ILR 1944 Lah 173 (FB).

9.	 Li.riri,rar,rir, V. SIC,', AIR 1959 Raj 6.1.

03.	 Sf.rle s' Site, ii, Oar, AIR 1959 I'unj 497.
II. AIR 19513 Sc 27 at p.45 : 1950 SCR 88 alp. 126. The better rule is that punctuat

i
on is a part of the Act and that it

may be corasid eurd in the interpretation of the Act but may not be used to crests doubt or 10 distort Or defeat the

intention of tIre Legirla lure. When the intent is uncertain, punctuati on,iolr, it it affords some indication of the true

intention, may be loobed 10 as an aid. In such a care lire punctuation nrey be disregarded, transposed or the Act
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22 of the Constitution of India and observed "The use of the word which twice in the first
part of the sub-clause, read with the comma put after each, shows that the Legislature wanted
these to be read as disjunctive and not conjunctive." When a statute is carefully punctuated and
there is doubt about its meaning, a weight should undoubtedly he given to the punctuation.
Hence punctuation may have its uses in some cases, but it cannot be allowed to control plain
meaning of a text. Punctuation is after all a minor element in the construction of a statute and
very little attention is paid to it by English Courts, There is no rule which says that two parts
of a sentence separated by a semi-colon cannot deal with two different states of affairs.' To
construe Acts according to punctuation works, or according to absence of punctuation marks, or
completion or incompletion of brackets, would be to constitute legislative enactment according to
the intention of the draftsman, and not according to the intention of the Legislature.' It is well
settled that punctuation forms no part of any Act.'

Punctuation marks do not control the meaning of a statutory provision if it is otherwise

obvious.'
To summarise, while marks of punctuation contained in a statute will not generally be

wholly ignored by the Court in interpreting a statutory provision, it may not always be safe to
rely on punctuation as a deciding factor. Great importance will be attached by the Court to the
language employed by the legislature and if it is found that the word used in the section when
read as a whole, clearly furnish a clue to the legislative intent underlying the section and they
admit of an interpretation consistent with the said legislative intent, any punctuation work
which is inconsistent with such construction will he disregarded and the punctuation will not he

allowed to control the plain meaning of the text.'
12. Illustrations—An illustration to a statutory provision merely illustrates a principle

and cx Jn/peflieCi it cannot be exhaustive.' It is illustrative of the true scope and ambit of a
section.' It must be read subject to the relevant provision in the section itself.'

may be re-Punctuated if the Act as originally punctustud ,tees not reflect the true legislati e l`,; rpcs.rr
should be read as pernctua ted unless there is seine runes to the contrary, and this is specially true 1, 1 1 -0 1 ,' 515 sec

has been repeatedly re-enacted with the same punctuation, Sutherland Statutory Ce,istuctian, 3rd Ed. \'I.2,

Article 4939 at pp. 447, 473; But see Sac/u Singh v. Gsrdu'ari,, AIR 1963 Him Pra 9 and Sy iiu.spad.r 5.nieii

Assistant Registrar, Co-operative Societtes, AIR 1964 Cat 190; sec however R,ajni Kant Resin'S Bhn,,dqrj v. Stat,', AIR

1967 Goa, 40.
As/mini Rursar v. Ar,tbiiido Bose, AIR 1952 SC 369; ted/a Sugars & Refineries Ltd. v. Slate, AIR 1960 Mys 326 at P.

335; Hari Das Mi,n,Ir.i v. Nit tonal Gniintlay'u sank, 67 CWN 53. But see Ru/ui Kant v. Slate, AIR 1967 Go;, 43 at p.44

(Jolley, J.C.); Rajkusnar Singh Ji v. Commissioner rf Enpeu,tilur,' Tax, AIR 1968 NIP 137 at p . III (Share, I.);

SA,l/,ansu v. Rains Is lane/ran T/namrs Misna, AIR 1969 Born 103; C,angri Pu,sdalsk lVaçhn'ans' N. J'ond.n.';k ,',l.sno i

tVuy/rns're, 1979 Mah LJ 862 (DC); Dada/i v. SukhdcolsI'n, AIR 1980 SC 150.

Ps-u,'ila Bose v. Rupenstra Dub, (1964)1 SCR 69 at p. 79 (Sarkar, I . ) ( the word but' after the semi-colon does not show

that ss'hat follows it must contemplate the case dealt by the words preceding it.)

Jethunand v. Nagar Palika, 19S0 Jab LI 194.

Daulat Rain v. Lt . Gerer,,or, Delhi, AIR 1982 Delhi 470 (178).

D51i/i v, $,,khdeutrabs,, AIR 19S0 SC 150; see also A. Aenamu/as v. S. Animal, AIR 1979 Stud 235; V. U. Li;tarO ii 5.

Stale, AIR 1977 Born W.
M . G. Kollank,,lasi v. CIT.. 1977 Ker LT 990(06).

B .,nra Jena V. The State, AIR 1953 Orissa 106 at p. 105; Goreruuse,tt of ,4nsthra Pradesh v. lctohans,se,l flaunt A/I il bins &

Co., (195S)1 Andh WR 299 (PB) 1955 Andh LT 185 (when the main provision imposed a tan in regard to a

transaction between licensed dealers, the illustrations cannot be construed to take in transactions between other

persons); (Dr.) AIr/tush Clrannd S/tinner v. (Snit.) Raj Knr,e,ri Shun,nsr, AIR 1996 SC 669; (1996(1 JCLR 726.

Aley Ahusad Ahli s. Tniblnssruanr bath Seth, 1979 All LJ 542

Bhagahat v. ,'rtudtu,sud,isi, AIR 1965 Orissa 11 at p 1 (Barman, J.(.
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For use of unhainc,l Ji tdtci.t ty. —II ii st rat ions merely illustrate a principle  and what the
Court should try and do is to ded rice the principle which underlies the illustrations.' An
illustration is a simple statement of facts to which the section itself has got to be applied.' It
only exemplifies the law as enacted in a statute.' Stuart, C.J. in N:inak Run v. Me/tin La!,'
offered the following remarks about the illustrations inserted in the Acts ill I al/ride to
those illustrations which the Government of India in its legislative capacity have thought fit
of late years, and no doubt with the best and most considerate motives, to add to its legislative
enactments. These illustrations, although attached to, do not in legal strictness form part of the
Acts, and are not absolutely binding Oil the Courts. They merely go to show the intention of the
framers of the Acts, and in that and in other respects, they may be useful, provided they are
correct. In th is country, where the administration of the law is for the most part conducted by
persons is ho are not only not professional lawyers, but who have had no legal education or
training in any proper or rational sense of the terms, the Legislature act with wisdom and
salutsry consideration of the interests of justice by putting into the hand of judicial officers
appliances such as the illustrations in question for the guidance and direction in the
performance of their duties. But, for myself, I call say I have never experienced their
utilit y, and I fear they sometimes mislead, and I observe they are more regarded in the
subordinate Courts in these provinces, and even by the pleaders of the High Court than is the
paramount language of the Act itself, of which, however, as I have remarked, the, strictly
speaking, form no part. W	

y
With respect to the present case, plainer language than that used in

Section 127 of the Contract Act, it would be diffierilt to imagine, and why it should have been
thought proper to illustrate it at all I do not very well comprehend. In the construction of the
Straits Settlements Evidence Ordinance, Lord Shaw of Dunfermline, delivering the opinion of
the judicial  Conusittee in .°t 10/Ill iii med Syedel At ift)ii v. 'O'oli Ott Cs k,' observed On the
second point their Lordships are of opinion that in the construction of the Evidence Ordinance,
it is the dut y of a Court of law to accept, if that can be done, the illustrations given as being
both of relevance and veiuo in the construction of the text. The illustrations should, in no case,

he rejected because they do not square with ideas possibly derived from
L1sc,! eu	 another sysinm of jurisprudence as to the law with which they or the sections

deal. ,ad it would require a very special case to warrant their rejection on the
ground of their assumed repugnancy to the sections themselves. It would be the very last resort
of construction to make any such assumption. The great usefulness of the illustrations, which
have, although not part of the sections, been expressly furnished by the Legislature as helpful
in the working and application of the statute, should not he thus impaired:'

It is not to be readily assumed that all illustration to a section is repugnant to it and
rejected.' Illustrations are only aids to understanding the real scope of an enactment. If the text

I.	 v. 3t09.io ,fle,la/jj AIR 1917 Born 122, 130, per Ctegla, C.J.
2. V. E. .5. Ct:OljrarFjrn i v. '31", JOi.:ung AIR 1935 Rang .120, 429, per 050gnley, J.
3. Ci:0e; L:t v. King-E,nperor, AIR 1925 All 220; Kris!:,':e.Os v. Dw-U.,las , lEE 1937 Born 679 AIR 1936 Boos 459. 462,per B. 	 ISadla, J.
1.	 ILR (1877)1 All .1S7, 495.
5.	 43 IA 255, 263. Sec also Jn,oa v. je'h lOop & Sons Ltd, 	 1918 LB 97 99; J9alloppa v. haj p. lEE 46 Born 943:AIR 1922 Barn 415; Vor9a lOiya v. Durga Pa/o; ILR 55 Cat 151 AOl 1928 Cal 201; He,,, CLon:Ira v. N:irendni N,ii,LB 61 Cal 149: AIR 1931 Cal 402; Paousuaniy Paltoro/j V.	 ks3erj, AIR 1962 Per 313: ILR (1962)2 Per 132: 1962

Per LI 394 (FE).
1.	 jeao .tO,ul,3f,,,,a v. Kc21:e,:2:,:d,a LNa'i::t,, AIR 1962 SC 917 at p.951; foIIoavtngi.tA,/, SycdaI Arifjit: v. Yea',0:1 CuB, 43 tA 256: AIR 1916 PC 2.12.
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is clear, and the illustration beyond it, the illustration cannot extend or limit the scoe of the

text. In all other cases, the illustration is explanatory of the section.' It may ho rejected on the
ground of its absolute repugnancy to the section itself.'

Higher i's/ne than that of marginal note--Being part of the statute,' and not standing on

the same footing as marginal notes,' they go a groat way to explain the intention of the
Legislature

Beasle y, J . , In Ramalittga Mudaliar v. Muthussc'aitu Ayyar,' after referring to Ariffin '5 case
and Bit/It Ala/I 'a case expressed 'I do not take either judgment to mean that under every

circumstance an illustration must he taken as part of the statute. All that in my view is inesnt is

that Court should not lightly disregard the illustrations merely because they do not seem to be

in accord with generally accepted ideas as to the law in other places. Their Lordships of the
('rivy Council again in Sopher v. Adnunistr,tter-General, Bengal,' ruled that the 'section must,

of course, be read and construed in connection with the illustrations to be found in the Act,"

Higher i's/tie than that of headings—A clue or, guidance can be had from the scheme of
arrangements or heading of parts and chapters in the Act only if the language of the section to

Lie interpreted is not clear enough but where the Legislature has itself tried to make its meaning

clear by providing illustrations under the section, then those illustrations may appear to
furnish it 	 clue to the meaning sought to be conveyed by the language of the section than
the setting ill 	 the section appears in the Act, or the heading that the sections, parts or
chapters carry.'

Conflict bctri'c,',t o,'ctte,z and illustration thereto—The statement of law in the
illustrations used ill Act cannot be taken as laying down substantive law,' and does not bind

the Court to place a meaning on the section which in inconsistent with its language.'' If there be
any conflict between the illustration and the nd/n enactment, the illustration must give way to
the latter."

1. C.:! lLailussh,, .'OUi::f., s'. B:",ari, tLR 1960 Cat 230. But sea Sasu'xa, K. P. v. Sc:;,' ,fflJ. I'., AIR 1963 All 33.
2. Sh/:7t Sniçh v. Ch,ira,, Si,,gh, 1973 RCR 43 (FE) (Manmotma,, Singh Cu/rat, J.).
3./U11hi 31:/v. A',,:.tShat:,AIR 1918 PC 249, 230, per Lent Atkinsoa.
4. ti.:.':i L;1 v. E:spercr, AIR 1928 Oudh 15, 16-17, per t''azir Hassan, J.
5. K.:,,, Sn/lug Singh v. En:;n'rar, 30 IC 465, 478 (Ca I), per Stsarfuddin, J . ; S.c/si, Chandra Cl,.kra:u,/y v. R.:-?t I) :pe.l U,.,

1LR 18 Cal 388, 35 (53); Nga Mya V. Emperor, 32 IC 641 (tO).
6. AIR 1927 Mad 99 LB 50 Mad 94 tFBl; Co/towed in Official  Assignee, Madras v. Sasnpatl, ,'.'ai,tx, AIR 1933 Mad 795,

797 (Beasley, Cl. and Bardswetl, J.)
7. A/tO 1114 PC67, 69, see also A,,,r,,dha v, fld",i,,islr,:/or-tCe,,erol of Bengal, AIR 1949 PC 244, 255.
8. /usar Si,,3!, v. ChUm/f,, 5/rig!:, AIR 19731' & 11 213, 220 (FB) (Sari, J.).
9. Bcxgal-ls'agpur Railway Co. Ltd. v. Rsltoi:ji Ran/fl, AIR 1938 PC 677; !s'ga M ya v. Emperor, 32 IC 611 (FE) (Lower

Bur,rsa).	 -
10. Sans!, Cl:a,atr,, Chakran,ty v. R,:,,, Dayat Dc, ILK 40 Cat 358, 398 (56); /i.iyingy.:s, Oiii:ict;,e.t Co,,,,,,i/tee v. Maiiiig Pa,,

Ny:,,,, ILR S Rang, 320 AIR 1930 Rang 173, 17 .1 (illustration wrong); Krisl:ei Das v. Diearkadas, ILK 1937 Born 679:
AIR 1936 Item .159, 462; Macitt v. Bankatlal, AIR 1933 Berm, 313, per Iteaumont,C J. (illustrations cannot be used to
defeat the ptaiis ,verds of the section).

It. Met. Sajid-u,,-nisa V. Snucd Hiday.it Hussain, AIR 1921- All 748. (Illustrations appended to sections of an Act of the
Legislature are not to be taken as express provisions of tam or as binding on the Court. Illustration in Section 10 of
the Evidence Act is inconsistent with the section. The s'.'iy that the words "and to prove A's complicity in it" cone

into the illustration is not quite in accordance with cciv monsoisse or ss'itti the section but where I he tact from the
ire /ure of things cannot, of its or,',, force, help to,',a ri/s the conviction of A, it does not inatter much whet/icr it is
technically relevant against A or not); Bul,,,o!,,d v. Empc,ar, 16 Cr Lj 334:28 IC 733.
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It is true that illustrations cannot control the language of a section, but they certainly afford

a guidance to its construction.'

Whore ni000itig doubtful—Illustrations to a section are valuable guides in ascertaining the

meaning of a section.' If the meaning of the enactment itself is doubtful, reference to the

illustration in order to clear the meaning would be justified) But an illustration cannot have the

effect of modifying the language of the section which alone forms the enactment.'

It is well settled that just as illustrations should not be read as extending the meaning of a

section, they should also not he read as restricting its operation, especiall y so, when the effect

would be to curtail a right which the plain words of the section should confer)

13. proviso, exception, saving clause—A proviso is.something engrafted on a preceding

enactment.' The proviso follows the enacting part of a section and is in a way independent of it.'

Normally, it does not enlarge the section, and in most cases it cuts clown or makes an exception

front the anahit of the main provision. 5 Provisos are often inserted to allay fears or

misapprehension.'	 -

Proviso—A proviso is a proviso to the section) It assumes the toner and colour of the

substantive enactment.' The proper function of a proviso is to except ancl deal with a case

which would otherwise fall within the general language of the main enactment,` and its effect

is confined to that case." While rulings and text books have assigned man y functions for

Jade:' Pu,u,r v. I'ush1)'ai. AIR 1924 Bern 29, 3t, per Ct,agta, Cl; N'ga Styi 5. p '1.	 32 IC 641 (FIt) (mac be

useful if correct).
K,,,,,arsrean,i CEcIl jar v. Kar,,;p.,s:ra, p ,i 9 toopa,,ar, (1952)2 SILl 785.

6.1st, Sajid-u.',-N:ssa v, Saved Hjdav,l Hsaosi,,, AIR 1924 All 743.
Bengal-N:çp:r t5ailu'ly Co. Lt.t v. Rsl loud, AIR 1938 PC 67, per Sir Strad, Lot, I n-c al-, ,Raru.,l,,e,, V. Msth,,s:ea,ui

A:yar, ILR 50 Mad 94 AIR 1927 Mad 99, 109; Karnata,,,n,al v. Peers 6.1cc:., Len'.,: :sc't1c,,, ILR 20 Mad 491;

Ss,,,1'sra,, 3j,,,9 v Ajar Si::dh, AIR 1091 IC 414, 416; Kr,l,'rila! v. SaR i,!,,! Silo: Scc'N AIR 1969 Nladh Pra 4

bottoming AIR 1962 SC &17; see ato S,rajieddiri v. Gocerurac',l of6.Iadras, AIR 1965 Mad 117, (where itustral,cur toe

section in another enactment similarly s'corded was relied on).
fln,rudha v. Administrator-C,',:cr,:) p.5 Bengal, AIR 1949 PC 244, 250; Batrnoks,,d v. Slat. S'R.r,rc New), ILR S Pat 153

AIR 1929 Pat 161; Govusta I',iiai i,. Tiicyerririi:'t. ILR 28 Mad 57; Sl,a,ut,t,u Nat), SieRra v. SIRe of fl;mer, AIR 1956 SC

404.
R. v. TosSer, SI. James (!,,hoHt.r,,ts), (1829) 109 ER 309, per Bayley, J . (The presumption is that a proviso to a statute

refers only to the previsions to which it is attached); U.S. v. Mc Clsre, 305 US 472:83 L E,l 296.
Kartar Si,,pt, v. La!l,,sjegh, AIR 1962 Sladh Era 104 1961 lab LI 405 1961 MI'LJ 12.11.
Vall,a,nma! v. Area Ccmrniticefor ZsO.lraa City, ILR 1962 Mad 812: (1962)1 MIJ 320:75 NILW 36.
Atad.,,,tat Fakirct:,wd v. Ctungdco Sager Mitts, AIR 1962 SC 1543.
Raja!i of Veokata,'iri y . Stile of AudEra Pradesh, AIR 1958 Andt, Pta, 520 at p.529 (Subba Rao, C.)).
Vide Ra.':iprati; Sal, v. Ayod)pja Praoad Sric'ustaca, (1991)1 Pat LJR 539. See S. 5,,,sl.,rau: v. eR Pat labh,rar,,a,,, AIR

1985 SC 552; Crab's Statute 1.0:0, 7th Ed., p. 208; Odgers on Constitution of Docis and SIal,,le, 511, Ed., p. 317; A.N.

Sehgal rE. She: am, AIR 1991 SC 1406; Rhodde Arc'rn DIstrict Council v. Taff-, ,ale Raile'ay Ce., 1909 AC 253; Jas'rocp

Sing;, Gill v. Slate of Pu::jah, AIR 1995 P & 1-1 303.
Vedehi Sara,, v. AIs,,icij'al Beard, Ko,,ct,, 1978 All Li 907; SM. Msndkur v. Life I,,asrance Corporat ion of India, (1976)89

LW 587; State of Rajasthan v. 3-Ir3. La'c!a lain, AIR 1965 SC 1396.
Ra,,,est,ci,a,,dra v. Union of I,,d,a, 1991 MCLI 271; Border Security Force (11SF.) v. Stile rfs!cgtra!oya, AIR 1959 Gau Si
(FIt); Modern I-larrrcopathy Society, ftubti v. Stale of Karnataka, (1992)1 Nor L) 3-19; Nec' India Assurance Co Ltd. v.
3-Ii,,ata!a Ray, (1992)74 CLT 251; M. & S. Riy. v. Bezti'ada Murocipatity, AIR 1914 PC 71, 73, Per Lord Macmillan;

Mullins v. Surrey Treasurer, (1880)5 QOD 170, per Lush, J . ; Duncan v. Dixon, (1890)44 Ch D. 211, per Kekesoich, J.;

l-Iattisrcett v. Corporation of Bridgeu'ater, 2 Anderson at 192; Broach Co-o;roratir'e B,u,k v. Co,,,rnissiancr of Incor,te-ti,o,

AIR 1950 Bon, '45, 46; jsg;ila! Ka,,,Iapat v. See' Clued, AIR 1960 Cal 463. Sec also Kc,l.,rvalh Jute Mar,: 50actsrinp Co. V.

Co;nn,ercial Tax Officer, AIR 1966 SC 12: (1965)16 STC 607; Dsggira!a Am.rra V. S1.:te, (1966)1 Ar,dh Li' ill; Dwark.'
Prasad v. D,earba Des Saraf, 1973 Alt LR 516 (SC); B. Ssdiu Ear (Dr.) v. lt,,i,r,, oft,:dS, AIR 1995 Andh Era 86 (FIt).

7.
8.
9.
10.
it.
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proviso, the Court has to be......having regard to the text and context of a statute. There is no
magic in the words of a proviso. 2 The proper way to regard a proviso is as t limitation upon the
effect of the principal enactment7 "1 think the proviso is a qualification of the enactment,
said Lord Macnaghten in Local Government Beard v. South Stoneham Union,' "which is
expressed in terms too general to be quite accurate". A proviso, which is in fact and in substance

ate to deal with a case which but for it would have fallen within thea proviso, can only oper 
ambit of the section to which the proviso is a proviso. The section deals with a particular field
and the proviso excepts or takes out or carves out from the field a particular portion, and
therefore it is perfectly true that before a proviso can have any application, the section itself
must apply. A proviso is nothing but an exception to the enacting clause. Its object is to cut down
or qualify something which has gone before.' If the proviso is taken away, the enacting clause
is not affected. Hence if the proviso is unlawful as ultra vires, it can be severed from the rest of
the enactment, as only the offending part will go.' It is equally true that the proviso cannot
deal with any other field which the section itself deals with.

The duty of the Court also must be to give to the proviso as far as possible a meaning so
restricted as to bring it within the ambit and purview of the section itself.' If a proviso is
capable of a wider connotation and is also capable of a narrower connotation, and if the
narrower connotation brings it within the purview of the section then the Court must prefer the
narrower connotation rather than the wider connotation of the two possible interpretations, the
Court should prefer that one which brings it within the purview of the section.' Court is not
justified in construing proviso as enlarging the scope of the enactment when it can be fairly and
properly construed without attributing it that effect.'

In Bale Ajaibdee v. State of B ill """ the Court, while reconciling the apparent conflict

between proviso (a) to Sub-section (2) of Section 167 and Sub-section (1) of Section . 137 of the new

Code of Criminal Procedure laid down the following rules of interpretation

(1) A proviso is not independent of the section. Its object is to carve out from the main
section a class or category to which the main section does not apply.

(2) In case of conflict or repugnancy between proviso to a section and another section, the
P rovisions of the section should prevail.

(3) That interpretation should be avoided which may lead to friction with other well-
established law or may cause absurd or outrageous consequences.

1. Drorka Prasad v. Dr,arka Dos Saraf, 1975 All LR 516 (SC).

2. R2ert v. A.G. of Madras, ILR 43 Mad 146, 155, 	 Lord Pio;Ilirnora.

3. Raj iOar j (Mot.) V. Dear/rn Nail,, AIR 1933 Our)!r 491, 500; see chrnron,ani, C. S. v. Stale of UP, AIR 1969 All 43 (for

the proviso was considered as a posit (se independent provision. Commissioner, Cou,,ncrcia! Tax,-5 v. tia,,,a.k iS!.,, AIR

196S SC 59; Pcrpc':rrd Hen,anias V. Heera J..,/wr,w,/, AIR 1968 Born 100.

.1.	 1909AC57.

5. J.C. S,'rcstrolli v. P. N. 0/rote, oS//C 1991 1 !P 64 	 t1990l1 Sersi LC 91; lamno!ai Molt/n! v. State f M,l,aeoirIr,,, 1970

I_Iah LI 93 (DB).

6. J.s7trli Sir/r v. SI_do of Ill/ar PraDo!,, AIR 1962 All 605 at p.600 flagdish Sa!tai. I.).

7. S,ri,,dcr K,,nrnr v. Stale of Flarja,ra, (1979)81 Punj LR 331 (FB).

S.	 lInt.

9. Sri Rn,,, v. Stile, AIR 1958 Purrj 47 at p. 51 (Tek Chand, J . ). following Lord Wa era ii, I, 4 UsD1 [lvi., a.

5/I rops!rIn,, I_fe Assurance Co., 1697 AC 647, 652.

10. 1975 PLIR 159 (05); Toiri 5,9/nI_ar llctdp v. The Govt. of A.P., AIR 1992 Andh Pra 19 (GB) (1991(3 ALl 173

(1991(2 .\PLJ 308.
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But–And this is equally clear—a Legislature may enact a substantive provision in the
garb or guise of a proviso and if the Court is satisfied that the language used in the so-called
proviso is incapable of making it applicable to the section, then the Court, if the proviso has
clear meaning, must look upon the proviso as a substantive provision enacted by the Legislature
and give effect to it as such.' But, though ordinarily, the proviso is not independent of the
section, it may sometimes contain a substantive provision.' And in such case it has to be given its
effect.' In Udni Bir Singh v. State of UP.,' where proviso (a) to Section 12-A of the U.P.
Imposition of Ceilings on Land Holdings Act, was independently construed and interpreted
observing that it was not an inflexible rule that proviso should generally be interpreted as
coming out something of an exception of the main section.

When the language of the main enactment is clear and unambiguous, a proviso can have no
repercusion on the interpretation of the main enactment, so as to exclude from it by implication
what clearly falls within its express terms.' But if_the main provision is n

o
t clear, the proviso

cannot be deemed to be a surplusage and can properly be looked into for ascertaining the meaning
and scope of the main provision.' In such a case, if the language is susceptible to the
interpretation which is consistent with the proviso, the latter may he called in aid!

A proviso is to be strictly construed and it has no existence apart from the provision which
it is designed to limit or qualify. Generally speaking, a proviso is intended to restrain the
enacting clause and except something which would have otherwise been within it or in some
measure to modify the enacting clause. It is a rule of interpretation that the appropriate
function of a proviso is to restrain or modify the enacting clause, or preceding matter, and it
should he confined to what precedes unless the intention that it shall apply to some other
matter is apparent.' It is, however, correct to say that a proviso should always he assumed to he
ad read as an exception. A substantive provision may also appear in the form of a proviso, and
if the clear meaning of the proviso established that it is not a qualifying clause of the main
provision, the Court is bound to give effect to it without straining to attribute to it the character
of segment of the main enactment. The meaning of the proviso should he derived from its terms
without any predilection that its subject-matter is already covered by the main provision and
that its object is to exclude something out of the main provision.' We ought to put on the proviso
a construction which will favour the assessee and which would not deprive him of the right of

K,'.l,au Cit v, Ce,,,,niniouer of 1,,co,,,e-t,,,, Be,,,i'ay, AIR 1937 Born 20.
J,,n,marlal Suraj Kane', V. Comntisieuen of I,tconw-t.,x, (1962)2 Ancth WE 126; Vedehi San.,,, V. AI,i,:iciptI Beard, RoseS,
1978 All LR 907; CdT, Karate v. P. Kriah,ta tV,,nrier, AIR 1965 SC 59; S . N. Trj,edj v. ALP. Read Tr,,,,pert Corporation,
Bhopal, 1900 NI CL) 116 (DC); 10tw,, Ia! Th.i Crete! v. MeliSSa! Na \'ajibh.i, AIR 1966 SC 459.
lt,9'chattd V. Fleece, AIR 196S B tOO, 103 (Patel, J.).
1978 Ali LJ 1107.

A N. Sigh.'l v. Ra,u Slicere,,t, AIR 1991 SC 1406 1991 Lab IC 1227; Tribl,ote,,d,,a IIarl'l,,,j Ta,,,boti \• G,,j.,ral 1!erc,iue
Trib,,,,al, AIR 1991 SC 1538 (1991)2 IT 604 (1551)3 SCC 442 1991 AIR SCIV 1439; Shri Robe!., HAloS.,,, V.

La,-h,Itha, AIR 1993 SC 412 (5)); Va,,!,, Sing: (Snl). V. Sleet Author i ty of ln,ti,, Lld., 1993 JLJ Sn; ,Slili,,lCO Ac,, V.
Chair,na,, of the Ha,,araj, Atunicipalily, IUR 37 Cal 697, 702 quoting Lord Mecr,agt,Ie,, in Coo,3,inie,:er for Special
Pirpon'n of 1,ico,,,,'-t,,v v	 I89I AC 531, 539 and lord Hernchetl, L.C., I,, Went Derby 11,!,',, V AIelrpotil,,,, Life
Aas,,a,,ce Society, 1897 AC &17, 652.
B,,cha,, S,n,l, v. Elects,,, Co,,,,,,jnj,,,,,'r, AIR 1996 Punj 472; Hj,,d,l,,,, Life 1,,a,,ra,,ee V. Life ln,ur.,,,c,' Corporation, AIR
1963 SC 1093.
Naran,,ni,a 17,0 V. J9Ianja, AIR 1957 And!, Pie 1707, 1010 (Subba Rao, C.J.).

-Sn, R.im v. The State, AlIt 1958 I'un .17 at p. 51.
Tl:.,igis;,r Dl,.,r,,,a v. Cr,,,,,,i.cio,,er of lnc,,n:e-1, r, ATP 1963 Sled 660; J,,,,,marlal Sure) Par.,,, v, Ce, ' :,,,is ul.',,er of l,,cente-
tax, (1962)2 AudI, WIt 12i,.
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appeal altogether, because such a construction would be in consonance with right ,rncl justice
rather than the construction which would deprive him of that right altogether.

A proviso cannot, by construction, be permitted to defeat the basic intent expressed in the
substantive provision.

A proviso generally modifies the general principles contained in a general rule.
Negative proviso—A negative proviso cannot be construed as imposing a positive and

imperative duty, and the most that can be said for it is that it is for the benefit of the tax-
payer and, if he chooses to waive it, he cannot afterwards rely on it.
- Object—It is well known that a proviso is not infrequently inserted in an Act merely to

allay fears, although such fears are absolutely unfounded and no proviso is really necessary to
protect the persons at whose instance it is added. The object of the proviso sometimes, however,
is to curtail to some extent the very wide jurisdiction conferred upon the Court by the main body
of the section.' A proviso has generally the purpose of modifying the general principles
enunciated as a general rule.6

Ordinarily, a proviso is no doubt designed to restrict rather than to enlarge the provision to
which it is appended but this is not an inflexible rule and there are cases in which the language
might well lead to the conclusion that the Legislature intended to exercise its enacting power. If
after a careful examination of the proviso, the provision to which it is attached and the Act as
a whole, the Court comes to the conclusion that the Legislature intended to create a liability, it
is the duty of the Court to give effect to the intention even though it is embodied in a proviso.
The substance and not the form must be looked at for as pointed out by Craies on Stabile Lace,

that which is in form a proviso may in substance be a fresh enactment adding and not merely
qualifying that which comes before.' After a review of the authorities, a Pull Bench of the
Punjab High Court has held in Kliitnchatid Tikkaratt, v. State of Pttt:j:ilf that proyisos added to
a section can be of three types. One is that a proviso may be intended to except or take out of the
purview of the enactment a certain class or certain contingency. In the second type of cases, the
object of the proviso is merely to qualify the purview. The third is the one usually known as the
saving clause. Where the purview of the section and the proviso cover the same field and the

I.	 Cms,nisaioncr of lncawc-tu v, ttc,nt'ry v. Fil,,,is?a:i, AIR 1958 Bent 345 at p. 316 (Tendol <ar, 3 . ) ( A statute should,

possible, on the a roa',e ef the proviso, be so interpreted as to avoid deCo of be right of any party for no fault of

his own); ZufaruAihi v. 1 rho: :9teha,t, AIR 1960, All 612 at p. 611 (V. Bliargava, J . ) ( p roviso as to dismissal); see

Manaçcment of DT.U. v. liable,, (1972)2 SCC 713t p. 748 (Potekar, J).

2. N . R. b'a,uyuna Pillai v. J.ivt Reçislrur, (1993)1 12cr Li 440; Vishesh K1 far v. Stein; j Pew,!, AIR 1980 SC 892: 1980 All

LI 411 (1980(2 SCC 378 (1 000)6 All LR 233 1930 All WC 263: (1985)1 Rest CR 661 (1930)2 SC) Ill (1955)2

SCWR 1: (l9S0)3 blab 1.12192 (SC); see also D;ourka Poasad s'. D;rneko Dos Sur (1976)1 SCC 1211 1973 All LR 516

(SC).
3. Bl:agch: ASian v. 51.2. 1 '<b Chick, AIR 1978 Pat 318; ccc also Vishesh Rumor s' hCe;i Pc,,rnf, AIR loss sc 892 )C.P.C.,

Section 115, U.P. A,ocndn,eot, 1975).
4. The King v. Atkinson, 3 CLR 632, 6-13.

5. Laksh,ai v. Official ii5::u', AlPS 1950 Mad 410, 414 (FE) (per Salyanarayan Boo, j.). (I he effect of a proviso to a

statute is to e\cept So:noi lOng from the operative effect or to qua lily or reelra in the go ocr.:l ily of the substantive

enactment to which it is clImbed); Coo v. tfuot, 67 L Ed 332.

6. Bha5clu Mini, s' M,Al'.'aI: Chick, 1975 Cl.) 123.

7. In the ,,s,ticr of Cross: Flour Mills, AIR 1935 Pun) 5.

S. AIR 1966 l'unj 123 )178) : Il.R (1996)2 Panj 447 : 63 Pun) l.R 542; see Co,,,,sissi:'ner 'f Income-lax V. Jagan,:nth

M,,ho,Ico Pr::s.af, AIR 1059 SC 209 (where it as held that telsea l a llglilFe isqo lie clear a nd on ether interpretation

is possible, it is pitiable to gi, into the quest ion whether the proviSo operate s as a provision or only by way of an

exception.)
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two are irreconcilable, the proviso is given its full effect since it happens to be the last
expressed intention of the Legislature. The Courts always presume that the Legislature inserted
every part of the statute for, a purpose and the legislative intention is that every part of the
statute should have effect.

Application—A proviso must be considered in relation to the principal matter to which it
stands as a proviso. The section must be read along with the proviso as a whole. It is impossible
to road the section as it were contained in watertight compartments. It may be that read as a
whole the effect çf the proviso is to qualify the words which immediately precede it,'
whether proviso to all preceding matters or only to those immediately preceding. "The question
svhethera proviso in the whole or in part relates to and qualifies, restrains or operates upon the
immediately preceding provisions only of the statute," ob'served, Holroyd J . , in R. v, Newark
l,,Jtabilants' "or whether it must be taken to extend in the whole or in part to all the preceding
matters contained in the statute, must depend, I think, upon its words and import, and not upon
the division into sections that may be made for con ,venience of reference in the printed copies of
the statute," The general rule, no doubt, is that the operation of a proviso should be confined to
that clause or portion of the statute which directly precedes it, but the rule will not be
applicable where in so construing it some repugnancy or absurdity occurs. Thus, the proviso to
Sub-section (6) of Section 10 of the Bihar Sales Tax Act, X of 1944, is restricted to an original
order of assessment and does not apply to a fresh order of assessment directed by the appellate
or the revisional authority and the period of limitation mentioned in the proviso to Sub-section
(6) of Section 10 does not apply to and control the power of review given by Sub-section (4) of
Section 20.' The proviso to Section 2(1)(d) (as amended in 1954) of the U.P. (Temporary) Control
of Rent and Eviction Act, 1947, did not expand by implication, the protected area of building
tenements to embrace 'business' ]cases.'

A proviso, therefore, is normally an exception or qualification carved out of a substantive
provision; but it may in some cases be a substantive provision itself.' In any view, whether a
proviso is construed as restricting the main provision or as's substantive clause it cannot he
divorced from the provision to which it is attached as a proviso. It must be construed
harmoniously with the main enactment.' The object of a proviso is to qualify or modify the
scope and the ambit of the matter dealt with in the main section;' the proviso may impose
certain restrictions on the power to be exercised as conferred by the main section or it may in

State of Pinjab v. Kailas!, Nail,, AIR 1959 SC 558: 1959 Cci LJ 813 (1988)4 IT 502: (1959)1 Cur LR 60 (1989)1 ATLJ
55: 19S9 Cci LR (SC) 16: (19S9)1 Crimes 126: (1989)1 SCC 321 : (1959)58 Fac LR 32 (1989)1 Lab LW 256: (1989)1

Rec. Cci R 139: (19S9)1 Sew. LR 12: (1989)1 UPLBEC 113: 1989 Bank, J . 121 :119891 SCC (Cci) 123; Abdul Jai'ar V.

State ef Ja,sm,, and Kash,sir, AIR 1957 SC 281 at 28-I; Dorothy V. Mullick, AIR 1955 Pat 240 at p. 242.
A.G.for New South Wales v. Trcthowa,,, 1932 AC 526, 533, per Lord Sankey, LC; En Parte Partingten, (134-1)6 Qtt 649,

653. (Section 27 of the India,, Evidence Art was held to be a proviso to both Sections 25 and 26. "Had the proviso
been intended lobe a proviso to Section 26 only, it would not have been put in the form of a separate section";
Queen-Empress v. Bobs La!, ILR 6 All 509,511 (FE) (ju'r Otitfield, I.).
3 B & C at p.71.

Co/a Raw (8-lessees) v. State of Bihar, AIR 1956 Pat 113.
Dwarka Prasad v. Dwaeka Dna Saraf, 1975 Ali LR 516 (SC) :(1976)1 SCC 128.
Al I-Iaj Arnie Nasa,, Properties (P) Ltd. V. Corporation of Cokalta, (1979)2 Cat FIN 361 :84 CWN 172 (DO).
Commissioner of !,,cO,oelax v. A/ny Products, AIR 1965 SC 1358; BeLnpar Co v. M. S. Farming Co., AIR 1969 Eons 231;
B58gcta Mi,,,, v. Mshbcob Chick, 1973 DL) 123; Starling Sleet and Wires Ltd. v. State of Pun/oh, 19S0 Cur L) (Civil) 411
(F B).
Bhngets Mia,, V. Maht000b Chick, 1978 BUJ 123; Starling Sleet and Wires Ltd. v. Stair of Punjab, 1980 Cur Li (Civil) 411
(FE).
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certain cases incorporate circumstances under which extended power may be exercised by the
authority concerned. But under any circumstances, it is well established that the section and the
proviso have to he read together and have to he construed I l ,) r 11l oniousIy, 1 such that neither is

rendered ineffective or redundant.
Reading Section 18(1) of the Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1952, and its proviso, the

Allahabad High'Court has observed
'It is a cardinal principle of interpretation that the operative part of the section

should be given a construction which would make the exception carried out by the proviso
necessary, and construction which would make it unnecessary and redundant should be
avoided.",
Sertiou not to le construed in the light of proviso—One does not construe a section in the

light of a proviso. If anything, one may construe a proviso in the light of a section. Thus, Section
4(1)(l')(iii), Income Tax Act, 1922, cannot be read with reference to the third proviso to Section
4(1).'

Objert. of proviso.—The object of a proviso is to cut down or qualify something which has
gone before. It would he contrary to the ordinary operation of a proviso to give it an effect which
would cut down those powers beyond what compliance with the proviso renders necessary.'
Whore the enacting clause is general in its language and objects, and a proviso is afterwards
introduced, that proviso is construed strictly and takes no case out of the enacting clause which
does not fall fairly within its terms. In short, a proviso carries special exceptions only out of the
enacting clause, and those who set up any such exception, must establish it as being within the
words as well as within the reason thereof.' The object and purpose of every proviso in an
enactment is not to destroy the general proposition to which it is a qualification, but to limit
the operation of the general propositions.' Court should not so construe a proviso as to attribute
to the Legislators an intention 'to give with one hand and take with another'. A sincere
attempt should be made to reconcile the enacting clause and the proviso and to avoid
repugnancy between the two. The proviso cannot he interpreted in a manner which would defeat
the main provision, i. e., to exclude, by implication, what the enactment expressly says would
be covered by the main provision!

Proviso est;Ltaecs field coveted by tttaiti section—It is a cardinal rule of interpretation that
a proviso to i particular provision of a statute only embraces the field which is covered by the
main provision. It carves out an exception to the main provision to which it has been enacted as
a provisoand to no other.' Thus the terms of the proviso to Article 286(2) make it clear that the
proviso is meant only to lift the ban under Article 286(2) and no other. The effect of the Sales

1. Bosn,noii Behrisi '. Covnisncsit of Mysare AIR 1970 Mys 89,94 (Tukol, J); Lend Acquisition Act, Section 11 (Proviso
inserted by Mysore Act 17 of 1961); Starling Steel s,id Wires Ltd. v. State of Punjab, 1980 Cur U (Civil) 411 (PB);

ilhagelss Stint s'. tt,shtna'b Chick, 1978 IlL) 123.
2. futUh Pr,....lv. Stir of LIP., 1978 All WC 564.
3. Shanker lri,;,:a s'. 1,scwsetan Coni,uissioiter, AIR 1956 Buns 280 [even assosuteg one could look at the language of the

proviso in order to construe Section 4(I)(b)(iii), the third proviso does not give any assistance to the Department].
4. In re Talerisky. (1947)2 All 182; M . A. Moha sued v. R.T. Authority, AIR 1958 Kor 140 at 142; see also Sales Tax Officer,

Jabalpur v. t-Lsnus,:a,i t'rasad, AIR 1967 SC 565.
5. United Sites v. L7ictwn, (1641)15 Pat 141; M.A. Mohammed v. R . T. Autl.erity, AIR 1958 Ret 140 at p. 142.
6. Vajraprsri s'. New Theatres, etc. Ltd., AIR 1960 Mad 108 at p. 115.
7. Chetlniosscsl s'. ?satt,ssns,iel, (1971)1 Mad LJ 439 at p. 446 (Ratnaitsurtt, J . ) quoting Trhssilar Siii ,çli v. State of UP., 1959

(Stipp) 2 SCR 875, 893.
8. Ross 7Sss.Csi S.sss, Ltd. s'. cissit. Co,nu5saioncr 0,0 Sxleo Tax, AIR 1955 SC 765; SCn'sesi.sl Council, Nukshi District Dhar v.

Ranidas H,iribi,si, .stnkoti, 1982 MPUJ 260.
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Tax Continuation Order (1950) issued by the President was to raise the bets in so far as it was
imposed by the provisions of Clause (2) of Article 286. It could not he projected into the sphere of
any other clauses of Article 286) A proviso must be considered in relation to the principal
matter to which it stands as a proviso. To treat the proviso as if it were an independent
enacting clause instead of being dependent on the main enactment is to sin against the
fundamental rule of construction, as observed by Moulton, L.J., in R. v. Dil'ditt.' Provisos and sub-
clauses should he governed by the operative portion of the section.' 'But it is important to
observe upon the general structure of SectionI 1,. remarked Lord Simonds in Gonernor-General in

Council v. Mstdtirt liCip3itty, that Sub-section (3) of Section 11 contains nothing more than
provisos on the two preceding sub-sections, and in this cçnnection the well-established rule of
construction must be borne in mind which was thus stated by Lord Watson in Wct Derby Union

v. Metropolitan Life Aasi;ntnce Co.' : "I am perfectly clear that, if the language of the enacting
part of the statute does not contain the provisions which are said to occur in it, you cannot
derive these provisions by implication from a prm'iso."° An enacting power cannot in general be
implied from the language of a proviso. B. K. Mukherjee, 3 . , in Cesn0la Electric Supply Ltd. v.

East Bengal Bank Ltd., Calcutta.' observed : 'The application of the proviso must he held
limited to cases where the provisions of the sub-section itself, which in one sense are qualified
by the proviso, are applicable and it is well-established canon of interpretation that a proviso
shall not be construed so as to enlarge the scope of the enactment when it can fairly and
properly be construed, so as not to attribute to it this effect.' But where there is a doubt as to the
true meaning of the substantive part of section, it is surely legitimate to look to the words of a
proviso to it in order to determine which interpretation is correct.' In the case of provisos
enacted in the Hindu Wills Act, White, 3 . , made the following pertinent observations in
Alangsnionjori Dair'e v. Son.nitot:i Dabee' 'But the Hindu Wills Act is no) drawn in the
ordinary ferns of a statute, or indeed of an Act of the Government of India. It does not enact a
series of provisions relating to Hindu wills, hut, in point of form, it applies to certain Hindu
Wills, certain portions only of the Indian Succession Act, and it does this by mentioning only the
numbers of particular sections and the numbers of particular parts or chapters or portions of

ISv,; Nar.,i,, Sons Lit v. foOt Cosn,nisoiover of Sales Tax, AIR 1955 SC 765,
1910 p.57,125 affirmed in 1912 AC 533; Ram Singh v. Pa.',, Koran, AIR 1965 Madh Fra 263; Dnarka Prsad so Duarka

Dos, 1975 Rr,a C) 593.
Dcpsly Legal R,',v-,vtrancer 9. Upevdra Ks,nsr ChesS, 12 CWN 140 at p. 144.
AIR 1949 PC 39, 42. 	 .

1897 AC 647, 632.
lialsbury's lairs of En ,5'!avd, Vol. 44, 4th Ed,, Para SSI, 882.
ILR (1939)2 Cal 463 AIR 1939 Cat 669, 670; Sv,ithet v. Blythe, (1591)1 Ch. 337 (same is the rule with regard to an
explanation annexed to a section; KisSes Sin,5'h v. Pro,,, Singh, ICR 1940 Lah 223: AIR 1939 Lah 578). (A proviso
appended to a section is either an explanation or a qualification of the section; Inner Mrs. Besant, ILR 39 Mad 1161.
The substance, and not the term, must however he looked at, and that which is in torn, a proviso may, in
substance, be a fresh enactment, adding to anct not merely qualifying that which goes before : Halsbury's Lanes of
Ra4tas.t, 4 t Ed., Vol. II, Para 550, 882.
San.karas f''an;;bu3.'ipo3 v. P,on;avam; Ayyar, ILR 41 Mad 591, 695 : TI NlLl 446 : ELI'.' 12 : (per Ayliv J . ), Ran;
Chasdrr v. Gene) Math, ILR 53 Cal 492: AIR 1926 Cal 927, 932 (per Rankin, J .), in Makadeb v. Chairman,, Honeral,
Slunicipat:tv, ICR 37 Cal 697, 702.
ICR 8 Cal 637, 611 (It is tree that this limitation is introduced by way of proviso. But their Lordships think that
looking at the various parts of the Act and gathering the purpose and intention of the Legislature from the whole,
this was a substant i ve enactment; and that, although it appears under the form of a pros'iso, it was a limitation
intended by the Legistature to apply, to all Suits brought by any person i,, respect of forfeited property); Stolid.
Botu,fnr Kb,, v. Collector ofBarritty, 1 IA 167, 175.
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parts or chapters of the principal Act. The sections and portions of parts so specified are
applied bqdily in globe as it were, without any limitation and without any adaptations of the
section of the peculiar law or custom or circumstances of Hindus. Hindus were expressly excluded
from the operation of the Indian Succession Act when it was passed, and although it is not
improbable that the Legislature, even at the time, contemplated that at some future day the
Act might be extended to Hindus, the Legislature must have considered in 1865 that the Act, as
it then stood, was not in all respects suited for Hindus, otherwise Hindus would have been
included. It is obvious that an unqualified extension to Hindus of a large number of section and
parts of an Act, in its origin passed for persons other than Hindus, would be attended with some
most unexpected and undesired results, unless the operation of the applied sections were
controlled. The •third section, accordingly, enacts five provisos, the object of which, as it
appears to me, is to prevent so far as Hindus are concerned the wholesale application, as it
were, of the sections and chapters mentioned in Section 2 from directly or indirectly altering or
affecting the Hindu Law in those matters to which the provisos relate, and from thus
introducing changes not contemplated bythe Legislature. Hence in construing an Act of the
Government of India passed in form peculiar to the Hindu Wills Act, I think, the sound rule of
construction is to give their full and natural meaning to the provisos, and only to give effect to
the enactments contained in the applied sections and chapters, so far as the latter do not
contravene the full and natural meaning of the provisos; and that is the sound rule of
construction, although the result of carrying it out may be, and in the present case is, that some
of applied sections are rendered nugatory."

A proviso should not, by mere implication, withdraw any part of what the main provision
has given, and should be construed in a manner that the main part of the enactment also
remains operative and is not rendered absolutely inefficient and totally ineffective.'

Proviso subsidiary to main section.—A proviso to a section is not independent of the section
calling for independent consideration or construction detached from the construction to be placed
on the main section as it is merely subsidiary to the main section and is to be construed in the
light of the section itself. The object of the proviso is to carve out from the main section a class
or category to which the main section does not apply; and in so carving out, the Court has
always to bear in mind what is the 'class refereed to in the section and must also remember that
the carving out intended by the proviso is from the particular class dealt with by the main
section and from no other class. The proviso cannot possibly deal with an entirely different
topic or subject,' and it is subservient to the main proCision.' It is a cardinal rule of
interpretation, that is, proviso to a particular provision of statute only embraces the field
which is covered by the main provision. It carves out an exception to the main provision to
which it has been enacted as a proviso and to no other,' but this rule is not inflexible. A proviso
depending upon the subject matter can be treated,as an independent substantive proviso. It is
nell recognised that in exceptional cases a proviso may be substantive provision itself.'
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The general object of a proviso is to except something from the enacting clause or to qualify
or restrain its generality and prevent misinterpretation. Its grammatical and logical scope is
confined to the subject-matter of the principal clause. And although some times used to
introduce independent legislation, the presumption is that, in accordance with its primacy
purpose, it refers only to the provisions to which it is attached.' Ordinarily, a proviso to a
section is intended to take out a part of the main section for special treatment; it is not expected
to enlarge the scope of the main section. But cases have arisen in which the Supreme Court has
held that despite the fact that a provision is called a proviso, it is really a separate provision
and the so-called proviso has substantially altered the main section.' For example, relying
upon the dictum laid down in Piper v. Harvey 2 that if the language of the proviso makes it
plain that it was intended to have an operation more extensive than that of the provision
which it immediately follows, it must be given such wider effect. It was held that the clear
language of the proviso to Sub-section (2) of Sect ion 202, Cr.P.C., made it obligatory upon the
Magistrate in a case exclusively triable by the Court of Session, to proceed to inquire and at such
inquiry call upon the complainant to produce his entire evidence.'

Unless there are special indications to show that a proviso to a section is limited to one.
part of it, normally the proviso governs the entire section. Secondly, it is not necessary for the
purpose of making a proviso applicable to the entire section to repeat it after each clause of
that section. The proviso is really in the nature of an exception which takes a class out of the
operation of the main section.'

Preper f;i;trtisn.—ihe proper function of a pros iso is that it qualifies the generality of the
main enactment by providing an exception and taking out, as it were, from the main enactment,
a portion which, but for the proviso, would fall within the main enactment. Ordinarily, it is
foreign to the proper function of a proviso to read it as providing something by way of an

or dealing with a subject which is foreign to the main enactment. 'It is a fundamental
rule of construction that a proviso must be considered with relation to the principal matter to
is iiirh it stands as a proviso. Therefore it is to be construed harmoniously with the main
ei;sctivent. A proviso is subservient to the main provision.' The territory of the proviso,
therefore, is to carve out an. exception to the nssin enactment and exclude something which
otherv, i Q e would have been witl3in the section. it has to operate in the Caine field and if the
11_,ngu2ge of the main enactment is clear it cannot be used for the purpose of interpreting the
msin enactment or to exclude by implication svhat the enactment clearly says unless the scords
Of the proviso are such that, that is its necessary effect.' Unless the words are clear, the Courts
Should not so construe the proviso as to attribute an intention to the Legislature to give with
one hand and take away with another. To put it in other words, a sincere attempt should
be nOde to reconcile the enacting clause and the proviso and to avoid the repugnancy between
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the two) They should he read together.' In any event, a proviso cannot be read in a manner that
it will nullify the main provision) Reading Section 18(1) of the Forward Contracts
(Regulations) Act, 1952, and its proviso, the Allahabad High Court has observed

"It is a cardinal principle of interpretation that the operative part of the section
should be given such a construction which would make the exception carved out by the
proviso necessary, and a construction which would make the exception unnecessary and
redundant should be avoided."
It is settled law that the proviso and the main part of the Act or Rule are to be

harmoniously read together and interpreted to give effect to the object of the provision)
As a general rule, a proviso is added to an enactment to qualify or create an exception to

what is in the erfactrnent, and ofdinarily, a proviso is not interpreted as stating a general rule.
But provisos are often added not as exceptions or qualification to the main enactment but as
saving clauses, in which cases they will not be construed as controlled by the section. Saving
clauses are seldom used to construe Acts. These clauses are introduced into Acts which repeal
others, to safeguard rights which, but for the savings would be lost.'

Strict construction—It is a rule of law that a proviso should receive a strict construction. It
is not open to the Court to add words to a proviso with a view to enlarge the scope of the
proviso.' The proviso must be restricted to the scope reasonably conveyed by the words used
therein.' But the strict construction may be deviated from by ascertaining the legislative
intention.' But a proviso or an exception cannot he so interpreted as to nullify or modify the
main provision," or to defeat the basic intent expressed in the substantive provision'

"Where there are two sections dealing with the same subject-matter, observed Pick-ford, J.

in Moss. v. Elephic," one section being unqualified and the other cont,ining qL1alification.
effect must be given to the section containing the qualification.'

More provisos than ott.—In Broach Co-operative Bank v. Contntissioncr, l tt co t ; i etax, a it

was contended that Section 8 of the Indian Income Tax Act must be construed in the light of
proviso I and that provisos 2 and 3 must be given effect to after duo effect has been given to
proviso 1. Chagla, C.J., repelled the contention saying 'But to my mind the proper canon of
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construing a section which has several provisos is to rear) the section and the provisos as a
whole, try and reconcile them and give a meaning to the whole of the secton along with the
provisos which is a comprehensive and logical meaning. The true principal undoubtedly is
that the sound intcrpretat i ort and the meaning of the statute on a view of the enacting clause,
saving clause and proviso, taken and construed together, is to pre'ail.' 	 -

When the three provisos (v), (vi) and (vii) of amended Section 3(d) of Tamil Nadu Debt
Relief Act, 1980 are intended to serve the same purpose, that if finding out whether a
particular person comes within the purview of the Act or not, the Legislature could not have
provided different and inconsistent tests in respect of the same person. Therefore, giving it

harmonious construction to the said provisos and reading them conjointly, the only conclusion
possible is that the proviso act on different sets of individuals and not on due and the same set
of persons.'

p j oz ' jso rep;igttsitt to enacting part.—Where a section of an Act contains two provisos and
the latter of the two is repugnant in any way to the first proviso, it must prevail for it stands
last in the enactment and so to quote Lord Tenterden, C.J., in Ir'.v v. Justices of Middlesex,-' speaks
the last intention of the makers. When the proviso appended to the enacting part is repugnant
to it, it unquestionably repeals the enacting part.' 	 -

Section as proviso—Just as a proviso to a section may contain an exception to the rule set out
in the main part of that section, certain section or sections of an Act may also provide for an
exception to the general scheme contained in the other provisions of that Act. Just as the main
part of a section and the proviso thereto, must be react together to ascertain the scope of that
section, the rule contained in some section of an Act and an exception contained in other section
or sections of that Act, together constitute the scheme of that Act.'

Repeal of eneclu;eiits.--When the enactment is repealed, the proviso falls with it.'
In To9n1 S;iSisikar Reddy v. The Card of Al'.,' some relevant passages from authors other

than Indian were quoted and as they are of immense help. They are reproduced as under
According to George Code:

"It is most desirable that the use of provisos should be kept within some reasonable
bounds. It is indeed a question whether there is ever a real necessity for proviso."

P. A. lJriodger said
Notwithstanding its frequency or antiquity, the proviso is hardly more than it legal

incantation. The best that can be said for it is that it is ,sn oil purpose conjunction, invented
by lawyers hut not known to or understood by grammarians."

Ga,,gaao0ee v. Manindra Chandra, 53 CWN 718 sip- 722: AIR 1950 Cat 225; ore also Jennis5 v. Rill y, 1925 AC 206,
229.

T. S. KoiI,a,;ja,-a,,u,i v. Sub-Cottrctor, Mettur, 95 LW 433 (DC).
(1831)28 and Ad 818, 521.
t'egru Sudiiainr ttrdJy v. Govt. of AC., AIR, 1992 AnCta Pro 19 (Dli) : (1991)3 ALT 173 : (1991)2 APLJ 308. King v.

Dominion Engincei-i:g Co., 1947 PB 94, 95, per Lord Maotailion; A. C. v. Chelsea l'Iat,'r Works, 94 ER 716; K',as Chan,t
Tilokara,n v. Slate of PunJab, AIR 1966 Fun) 423 (F5);Thin5liann V. Bazr'irhhi,aka, AIR 1971 A and N 75,79 (Goswarnt,

ore cases quoted therein: Pfizer Emplo yee's Union, llo,nl,ay v. Ma-door Congress, Bombay, 1979 Mali Lj 571 (DB).
l31111nah Shell, etc., Co. V. Municipal Committee, Jiibb:ilpore, ILlS 1948 Nag 501 : AIR 1949 Nag 141, Maxwell
lu!exprotalio'i of Slat ute5, 12th Reprint Ed. 1993; Ohs,,, Sunder v. 1Cm, Dos, AIR 1951 Pun) 52,57 (Fli). 	 -
fans rdhna SIcily v. Union of finS,, AIR 1970 1\15S 171, 175, (Chandrasfiekhar, I-) : Industrial Disputes Act, 1947,
Section 2-A.	 -	 -
Ho,-orait i'. Bruce, (1873) LR SC-P 378, 385, per Emil, C.J.
AIR  1992 Andli l'ra 19 (Dli): (1991)3 ALT 173 (1991)2 APLI 308.
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G.C. Thornton, an outstanding authority on Legislative Drafting, expressed the view—
'Historically, the phrase 'provided that' is a relic of the past when each enactment in

R statute commenced with words of enactment ........ Legal usage itself recognises differing
grades of propriety for the proviso. In the first place, lawyers have accepted as correct and
proper usage, a proviso which fellows an enactment of general application and makes
special provision inconsistent with that enactment for a particular case ...... Frequently the
Purpose of a proviso is to exclude a special case from the operation of the general proviso
without making further provision for that special case.....If the draftsman were concerned
to communicate law only to lawyers, the use of lawyer's jargon would be acceptable. The
draftsman, however, has a wider purposes in that the legislation he drafts should
cominunicatq effectively with all those members of society affected by the isv, not only
those who are familiar with practices where by lawyers are wont to deviate from common
speech. It is basic that legislation should not deviate from common speech patterns unless
such a course is made necessary by special circumstances. The uses which lawyers make of
the proviso never make his necessary and it is suggested therefore that all use of the
proviso form be abandoned."
According to Craies-

"The effect of an excepting or qualifying proviso, according to the ordinary rules of
construction, is to except out of the proceeding portion of the enactment, or to qualify
soniething enacted therein, which but for the proviso would he within it; and such a proviso
cannot be construed as enlarging the scope of an enactment when it can be fairl y and

properly construed without attributing to it that effect."
The learned author extracted the following view of Lush, J. in Mullins v. Tri',inirer 0,1

,Sii rvi'i/ :
When one finds a proviso to a section the natural presumption is that, but for the

proviso, the enacting part of the section would have included the subject-matter of the
proviso."
What is the legal position if the proviso is repugnant to the main Act was considered by

Crc ies.
"It sometimes happens that 'there is a repugnancy between the enacting clauses and the

provisions and saving clauses. The question then arises, how is the Act taken as a whole to
be construed. The generally accepted rule with regard to the construction of a proviso in an
Act which is repugnant to the view of the Act is that laid down in At). Gm. v. C/irIses

lVaterivorks, namely, "that where the proviso of an Act of Parliament is directly
repugnant to the purview, the proviso shall stand and be a repeal of the purview, as it
speaks the last intention of the makers,"
According to Maxwell:

"Difficulties sometimes arise in construing provisos. It will, however, generally be
found that inconsistencies can be avoided by applying the general rule that the words of a
proviso are not to be taken 'absolutely in their strict liberal sense', but that a proviso is "of
necessity .... limited in its operation to the ambit of the section which it qualifies." And so
far as that section itself is concerned, the proviso again receives a restricted construction
where the section confers powers. "It would be contrary to the ordinary operation of a
proviso to give it an effect which would cut down those powers beyond that compliance

1. (1880)5 QOD 170, 173.

2. (1731) r;tzg. 193.
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with the proviso renders necessary. If however, the language of the proviso marks it plain
that it was intended to have an operation more extensive than that of the provision which
it immediately follows, it must be given such wider effect. If a proviso cannot reasonably be

construed otherwi se than as contradicting the main enactment, then the proviso will
prevail on the principle that 'it speaks the last intention of the markers'.

Exception—An exception exempts something which would otherwise fall within the
purview of the general words of the statute. It is a familiar principle of statutory construction
that where you find in the same section express exceptions from the operative part of the
section, it may be assumed, unless it otherwise appears from the language employed, that these
exceptions were necessar y, as otherwise the subject-matter of the exceptions would have come
within the operative provisions of the section.' It is not possible to hold that an exception
refers to a different subject from the general rule to which it is an exception. , In Brown v.

Miaryhntd,' Marshall, C.J. said : "If it be a rule of interpretation to which all assent, that the
e>ception of a particular thing from general words, proves that, in the opinion of the law-giver,
the things excepted would be within the general clause had the exception not been made, we
know no reason why this general rule should not be as applic table to the Constitution as to other
instruments.' Sometimes it is also used to explain the general words of the Act and to exclude
some ground of misinterpretation which would extend it to cases not intended to be brought
within its operation or purview. 5 Where the Legislature desires to enact an exception to any
provision, it normally does so by way of a proviso or an exception to the section itself; and it is
seldom that an exception to the particular exemption is in itself a separate exemption.'
Exceptions or provisos to a section are not meant to render the section itself nugatory.'

Distittgttis i :ed from a proviso.—Wilberforce, in his Statute Law , says "The substantial
distinction between a proviso and an exception is that the former follows an enacting clause,
and qualifies it in certain specified cases, while the latter is part of the enacting clause, and is
of general application." 1-Talsbury' considers an exception as a part of the enacting part of
section, while a proviso follows the enacting part of it and is in a way independent of it.
Crawford in his Statutory Construction in Article 91, opines "While there is considerable
similarity between an exception and a proviso—each restrains the enacting clause and operates
to except something which would otherwise fall within the general terms of the statute. There
is a technical distinction between them, although even that is frequently ignored and the two
terms used synonymously. The exception, however, operates to affirm the operation of the
statute to all cases not excepted and excludes all other exceptions; that is, it exempts something
which would otherwise fall within the general words of the statute. A proviso, on the other

1. See Max,veII fterp'etation of Statutes, 12th Ed., p. 189.

2. Go's'nnc,iI of the Pro,nce of BonNy v. Henna, ji Manekji, AIR 1947 PC 200, 205, 206; Punjab National Bank v. Putt jab

Property Deoetop;ent Co,, AIR 1958 Pun) 57, 59. 	 -

3. Stonkartat v. Gaugobisen, AIR 1972 Beta 326, 333 (FS) (Kotwal, C.).).

4. 12 Wheat 419, 433.

5. Duncan v. State of Queens/and. 22 CLR 556.592, per Barton, J.

6. See Crawford at pp. 123, 891.

7. I . K. Trust, Ro;toy v. Coon iosioner of Inerne-tax. AIR 1953 Bern 191, 193.

S.	 Be! :,?I v. Co/ta pudi. AIR 1959 Andh Pta 612, 613 (P. Chandra Reddy, C.J.); see Tehsitdar Singh v. State of Uttar

Thadest,, (1939) Sepp 2 SCR 875. 893:.not to give with one hand and take away with the other.

9. ISSI Ed. atp.304.
10. Lt's of Pvc/and, 4th Ed., Vol. 44, Para S.52; see Porter S5ih y. La/a Siph, AIR 1962 NP 101, 105 (P.R. Sharoa, 1.);

dissents from Sri East v. State, AIR 1958 Pun) 47 (TeL 01usd, J.).
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hand, is a clause added to an enactment for the purpose of acting as a restraint upon, or as a
qualification of the generality of the language which it follows."

When an exception is attached to a provision in a statute, it is prima facie to be assumed
that the Legislature thought that the thing excepted would otherwise have been within the
enactment) Notification made in accordance with the power conferred by the statute has
statutory force and validity and, therefore, the exemption is as if it is contained in the parent

Act itself)
Practical effect of the distinction—In TIiilaiilt v. Gibson' Park, B., observed "Whenever a

statute inflicts a penalty for an offence created by it upon conviction before one or more Justices
of the Peace, but there is an enacting clause of persons under particular circumstances, it is
necessary to stat'e in the information that the defendant is not within any of the exceptions.
And it seems immaterial whether the exception be in the same section or in a preceding Act of
Parliament referred to in the enacting clause. But where the exception is contained in a proviso
in a subsequent section or Act of Parliament, it is matter of defence, and, therefore, it is
necessary to state in the conviction that the defendant is not within the proviso.' In other
words, in pleadings a distinction was drawn that a declaration or information must allege that
a particular case was not within an exception while proviso was matter for defence) Julius
Stone in his Province and Function of Law,' writes : "This seems to have been the distinction in
the rule that when the statutory definition of a crime includes . a ground of excuse within itself
in the same section then the burden is on the Crown to negative the excuse; oilier if it be
contained in a separate section."

Assumption regarding necessity of—Where you find in the same section express exceptions
from the operative part of the section, it may he assumed, unless it otherwise appears from the
language employed, that these exceptions were necessary as otherwise the subject-matter of the
exceptions would have come within the operative provisions of the section.'

Exception to he ignored if repugnant to enactment—Where there is an exception co-
extensive with, and therefore repugnant to, the enactment, it must be ignored for contrariety. A
proviso in similar circumstances might, so far as relates to cases falling within it, repeal a
foregoing enactment.' Court cani?ot construe all so as to make it ambiguous or
meaningless where it is possible to give it a reasonable construction consistent with the
intention of the Legislature.

Particular intention incottipa tible With general inten tion serves its exception.—\Vhe ro a
general intention is expressed, and the Act also expresses a particular intention incompatible
with the general intention, the particular intention is to he considered in the nature of an
exception.' An exception out of the provisions of a general statute may be a ground from which

I.	 Richardson v. A olin, 12 CLR 463, 470. (The argument most not be pressed too far); see also Dinnu,n v. Stat,' ef

Qu;'citsttnd, 22 CLR 556. 592. (Rule applies to interpretation of Constitution).
2. Reihish Nat/i v. Stale of U. P., AIR 1957 SC 790.
3. 13 U (En) 2. But this former rule of pleading is now abrogated, Craies on Statute Law, 41/, Ed. at p. 199.

I R. x'. Ibis. 1 East 643n at 647n, per Lord Mansfield quoted in ftatshury's laws of England, 2nd Ed., Vol. 31 at p.493.

note (no's see 3rd Ed. at p.4 00 ) . Thus an exception terming put of enacting words eta statute nssnst he negatived

by a complainant Wilberforce sip. 350.
5. 1945 Ed. at
6. l'reci,ncc of 8o,nl, .:y v. Horenusji Rtanckji, AIR 1947 PC 2CC 74 IA 103 quoted with approval in Western Rsi/zvoy,

t/e ' uh.ny and ethers u. Railway Rates Tribunal, M.o,tras, AIR 1455 Mad 513, 516.
7. tlalshury's LOIS of En'laud, 4th Ed., Vol. 4-1, Para 851.
5.	 R s'h,inst Ct,'ni.n,,'d,'s v. H,-ce, !.nbraha tonal, AIR 196S Born IL'n/.

9.	 R. /5 & Co v. C/ends Religious E,nntenn'uIc,nts I/eat, AIR 1940 is/ad 10,11 : ILR 1940 Mad 383.
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an intention may be implied to repeal a statutory provision which would, if not repealod, have
excepted a particular matter not expressly included in the exception from the provisions of the
general statute.

Interpretation of exception—It is one of the established canons of interpretation that
exceptions are to be taken most strongly against the party for whose benefit they are
introduced.' An exception must be construed strictly.' And it cannot be assumed but should be
proved.' Aix exemption also must be strictly construed.3

Crawford in his Statutory Construction at page 10, has stated : Unlike that of the proviso,
however, it is apparent that the position of the Exception in the statute is unimportant. But the
exception is also subject to the rule of strict construction; that is, any doubt will be resolved in
favour of the general provision and against the exception, and anyone claiming to be relieved
fro-m the statute's operation must establish that he comes within the exception. Indeed, the
liberal construction of a statute would, in many instances, seem to require that the exception, by
which the operation of the statute is limited or abridged, should receive a restricted
construction. Where, however, criminal or penal statute is involved, the exception must receive
a liberal construction in favour of the defendant. Similarly, an exception appearing in a statute
which imposes a burden on the public, must also he given a liberal construction in favour of the
public."

It is obvious that an exception cannot be so interpreted as to nullify or destroy the main
provision.' It cannot swallow the general rule.' The judicial maxim of interpretation that to
exclude one by name is to include all that is not covered by that name has got many limitations.
A specific exception may be construed as an implied inclusion of all that is not covered by the

See 1-Talsbury  Lts of E,:glnnd, 4th Ed., Vol. 44, Para 652.

E. I. Re. a'. fri Ri,,, Chandra fEw,,. AIR 1523 bela 162, per Tek Chand, J . Best Cardinal Rn/cs of Lcg.ti lstcpretoiieit,

3rd Ed. at p. 193.
A/ri/ho Siaa4Ii v. fairies Sk6incr, AiR 1942 Lab 243, 2-IS, ;'er 0/n l-,lotsanimad, J..'\ provision of loan salaidi 5 all

exception to the general rules at en idcrsrc' jui.,t be applied only in the eases to i Inc/s it is confined by the
Legislature; Enniperor v. Pyni Sin, AIR 190 Lit 66, per blaung Kin, j.; Cacti Poised v. tc'a/sp Nilh, AIR 1929 Oudh 3S9

)lB). Es err: p ions frens Operations of a sIc loin matte is detail preclude their enlargement by mnplic.ntlen; A:I,liees 'a.
KeEp H;!1 F,, Es P,edricls, 322 US 607 S L Ed 14bS.An exception clause in a statute limiting lire t i me for .a criminal
prosecution thcrirgls denominated a proviso is to be narrowly construed; U.S. 'a. Sc/nw/sri, 265 US 518 76 L Ed 917;
jfaecjrarari Sing/i V. Sh.il;pnl Sirigt,, 1966 Cur LI 252; Deer, Rirpasiti i v. fludlt,:i t'raifesh Pub/ic Se C,',au,iissia,i, AIR 1967
Andli Era 353.
Vote Atcheliirgaxt 'a. Kniiiriap1 sart, (1990)1 NIL/V 216.

Usje,t of lrrle, 'a. Couie,ercial Tar Officer,  AIR 1956 SC 202; Stole of lVrsh Bengal v. Aehutoc(i Lu/tan, (1995)7 IT (SC) 143,

referring to Union of India a'. l/'o.rd l'apens Ltd., (1991)1 IT (SC) 151 and Kniopal tastes Ltd., )5denabtid 'a. C.0 E. Er
Ciil,xss If,,/e,,i/ii, j  1994(6) Sc: 50. See U, ti i5;,n r'. Chet Rein, 1995(2) Situ LC 222 IDE).
Sutherland its his Statutory Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2 at pp 474-75, has dealt with the nailer thus 'Provisos and
exceptions both upscale to restrict the generality of legislative language. Normally, a proviso occurs within the body
of a section si-latin all exception isdrafted is in individualindin dnaI sec lion. The older rule strictly iisterprelest both
exceptions and provisos but today exceptions and to some extent provisos are interpreted principally in view of the
legisla lix e iii ten I and no presumption arises heca uses Of the turns of the Act that the interpretation 05051 be strict.
Generally, an exception is considered as a limitationion only upon the mat tea act, cl, precedes it, but if it is clear from
the legislative intent that it is considered a general limitation on the entire Act it wi/I operate to restrict all
provisions of the Act. In it ratting legislation tbe exception is to be preferred as a method of limiting generality over
use proviso. This is true not only because the exception can he drafted in simpler loins Lhall the proviso hol also
because the proviso has frequently brett used as conjunctive and may not be interpret'ct as a limitation. The
exception both because of its caption and its loins clearly indicates the legisla I is e intent.'
Deer, J/nsii.fs 'a. A. P. Public Sen-icc Cenantinsiara, AIR 1967 Andli Pra 353, 357 (ELbote. J.)
SI;n'e' Ra, 5'In,ttihibathi,tlia Sns-qia:taaiali'anas Sr;'arni j i 'a. Stale of Aiyrore, (1963)2 SCR 226, 236 (Ga(endrogodkor, J).
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specific exception.	 is rule has many exceptions.' Even if there he overlappingnr contradiction
between too provisions, the specific provision ought to be regarded as an exception to the
general provision.' 	 -

S:ts'i'ig clause—Saving clause reserves something which would be other wise included in
the Cords of the enacting part.' Saving clauses may be inserted where one statute is repeald and
re-enacted by another, the scope and purport of both remaining the same. Their effect is that
the repealed statute remains in force as if the second statute had not been passed.' Savings'
means that it saves all the rights the party prcviouly had, not, that it creates any new rights
in his favour.' A saving clause can only preserve things which were in esse at the time of its
enactment and, therefore, cannot affect transactions which were complete at the date of the
repealing statute.'

In construing a saving clause, the line of inquiry would be, not whether the new Act keeps
alive the old rights and liabilities, but whether it manifests an intention to destroy [hens.'

A saving clause, as its name implies, is a clause which is inserted in the repealing statute in
order to protect or save a person as regards rights which he may have acquired under the then
existing law. But to use it in determining the construction of the Act, or to extend it so as to give
a wider scope of the Act, amounts to ignoring the very purpose for which a saving clause is
inserted.'	 -

May he enacted in any part of statute—An exception or a saving clause may be enacted in
any part of a statute, either in the section to which the exception is sought to he made, or in a

separate section, part or chapter. The mere fact that a saving clause or exception enacted in a
subsequent section controls and limits the operation of a former section cannot render the
subsequent section repugnant to the former section.'

Object of sating clause—A saving clause in an enactment is void if it is repugnant to the
nsa(n clause." As generally speaking, you cannot raise out of a proviso or exception in a statute
any affirmative enactment, so you cannot, generally speaking, raise out of a saving clause any
affirmative or positive right whatever.' In Fitzgerald v. C/ia nipaney, Sir W. Page Wood,

1.	 In is Calcutta Stock Exchange Association, AIR 1957 Cxl 433. 441 (P.B. htukharji, j.)
2.	 U:klahish Singh v. Hatart Siog/i, AIR 1937 Fanj 155,137 IChapra, I-).
3.	 Maxwell oil 	 of Statutes, II iS Mt alp. 154.
4.	 5cr l4atsbuiys L,awsef ExylaM, 4th Ed., Vol. 44, Par, SS3.
5.Aru:ht e. Mayer of Cia :-ecxd Caryoralisii (1856)69 ER 911. It is intended 10 prevent I lie enactment Ire:n elciferiiq;

wilt, i ighis already acquired t/c Thompson, Bedford s. Tea!, (1590) 45 CS D 161; Cu lab C!:oiul s'. Ke:lj Let, AIR 1951
MB 1(FB); t/anxias 8/irirars v. Regional Anti. Ce,,iniLisio,ier Saks-/ax, 1967 Jab Lj 33:1967 MI'UJ 142.

6. S. A!*one V. District So/ply Officer, Negrrcuil, AIR 1956 Mart 20 (DB) : 1955 Writ LR 100 (1956)1 SILl 1 ILR (19S6)2
Mad I; see 1-Ialshury's Lazes of Exyla,at, 4th Ed., Vol. 41, pare 8S3.

7. Stale of Ma/eros/it ra a. Alniara,,,, 1979 Jab U 57 SC).
5.	 Cxlii' C/nix! a. Kwh Eel, AIR 1951 MB 1, 28 (CC).
9. Ceei,ija,, Hair a. Nani cxxi Axons!, AIR 1955 EC 235.
10. Slrcudx case, 73 I 700; A. G. v. l3x4iopp, 76 EQ 59; i/bIde/I a. While, 1-15 ER 873. It will cease to operate if itix

incon s istent with the operation of a subsequent special statute; Hatsbu ry'x Laws of E:i5Ia,st, li/i Ed., Vol. •11, pa ra
030 qooling Yar,noath Corporal/ni v. Sixinis,is, (1575)10 Cli 0 513.

11. Cur! ,Oiixicalc of Scellast a. tfo,-i:i!te,i, (1852)1 Macq 46 lOU). 	 -
12. 50 L) CS 777, 753. The insertion of ivords in a eta tale protect isg or excepl ing certain persons Ores not iresesea ri/v by

implication exclude others. Many things lied their way into saving clauses or x/,uiixli mu/ia and upon the
insistence of particular bodies of persons, Ilalsbery's Lows efEuglaiid4lh Ed., Vol. 4, pars 653 050651; Suuuyih v. IS.,

I MS AC 782; Ofctusg/i/ciui a. lVcetguill,, fl 506)75 U) PC 117. Crourford in Stat u tory Ce,iiru,clioii, pars 300 unites As
ice have stated elsewhere the saving clause is used to exempt sorer thing from immediate interference or
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V.C., 
observed The insertion of a saving clause is never safe ground for determining the

construction of an Act of Parliament whether local or general. We all know the anxiety which
is there on the pert of everyone who imagines that his right may be infringed by the passing of
an Act, whether general or local, to procure the insertion of a saving clause to protect them,
even where the ordinary rules of construction supersedes the necessity of any such protection.'

Craies on Statute Law , writes "In the American case of Sazitigs Institution v. Makitts, 
2 it was

held that a saving clause in a statute in the form of a proviso, restricting in certain cases the
operation of the general language of the enacting clause, was not void, though the saving
clause, was repugnant to the general language of the enacting clause. 'The true principle, says

the editor of Keith Co,,itthtttaries, 'undoubtedly is, that the sound interpretation and meaning
of the statute on a view of the enacting clause, saving clause, and proviso, taken and construed
together, are to prevail. If the principal object of the Act can be accomplished and stand under
the restriction of the saving clause or proviso, the same is not to be held •void for repugnancy.
Thus, it is submitted, would be held by our Englisix Courts at the present day'to be good law'5

The object of an Explanation to a statutory provision is—

(a) to explain the meaning and intendment of the Act itself;

(h) where there is any obscurity or vagueness on the main enactment, to clarify the same so
as to make it consistent with the dominant object which it seems to subserve;

(c) to provide an additional support to the dominant object of the Act in order to make it
meaningful and purposeful;

(d) an Explanation cannot in any way interfere with or change the enactment or any part
thereof but where some gap is left which is relevant for the purpose of explanation, in
order to suppress the mischief and advance the object of the Act it can help or assist the
court in interpretating the true purport and intendment of the enactment, and

(c) it cannot, however, take away a statutory right with which any person under a statute

destruction. It is generally used in repealing statutes in order to prevent them from affecting rights accrued,
penalties incurred, duties imposed, or proceedings started under the statute sought tube repealed. its position or

verbal conflict is unimportant. But if it is in irreconcilable conflict with the body of the statute of which it is a part,

it is in e ffective or void." Maxwell in Intery'reialioii of Statutes, 12th Reprint Ed. 1993 says: "A difference, indeed, has

been said to exist in this respect between the effect of a saving clause, or exception, and a proviso in a statute.
When the proviso appended to the enacting part is repugnant to it, it unquestionably repeals the enacting part,

but it is said by Lord Cube that when the enactment and the saving clause (which reserves something which

would be otherwise included in the words of the enacting part) are repu
gnant The saving clause is to be

rejected because otherwise the enactment would have been made in vain,' See also S/tarn Sunder v. Rant Des, AIR

1951 Pun) 52, 57 (FR). 	 -

4th Ed. at P. 199.
(1845)23 Maine 300.

See also Gangaieioyee v. Manindra Chandra, AIR 1950 Cal 225 : 53 CWN 718, 722. Sutherland in his Statutory

Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2 at pp. 475-476. write-s: "A saving clause is, trkr a proviso, an exemption from the general
operation of the statute. it is generally employed to restrict repealing Acts; to continue repealed Acts in force as to
existing powers, inchoate rights, penalties incurred, and pending proceedings, depending on the repealed statute.

A repeal destroys such rights, powers and proceedings and discharges the penalties. Thus to preserve them a
special provision with saving effect is necessary. Although saving clauses are usually strictly construed unlike the
case of a provdo, repugnancy between the saving clause and the purview does not act to void the enacting part
bitt operates to invalidate the 'saving clause. There is no logical basis for the distinction and the better rule of
interpretation considers the entire Act and attempts to determine the legislative intent and to adjust the conflicts

on the basis of that intent. Thus in special instances a saving clause will be liberally coisstrued. 	 -
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has been clothed or set at naught the working of an Act by becoming an hindrance in the
interpretation of the same.'

Sizing clause in temporary stzititle.—'Things done or omitted to be done in a saving clause
of a temporary statute : The phrase is sufficiently wide to continue a prosecution not completed
under .s temporary Act.'

Strict or liberal construction—Unlike exceptions from an enacting clause, saving clauses
are liberally construed.' Crawford',considers Whether the saving clause should receive a
strict or liberal construction is a matter upon which there seems to be some conflict of opinion
Perhaps the best rule would make nature of the construction of the saving clause to depend upon
the nature of the statute involved—for example, whether it was remedial, penal or

procedural.'
14. Explanation.—The purpose of Explanation is often to explain some concept or expression

or phrase occurring in the main provision and it is not uncommon for the legislative to accord
either an extended meaning or a restricted meaning to such concept or expression or phrase by
inserting appropriate explanation.'. But is not substantive provision.' Explanations are keys to
the sections to which they are appended. They explain the heart of the matter with a

purpose.' An explanation does not enlarge the scope of the original section that it is supposed to
explain.' As put by the Supreme Court, "The explanation should be read so as to harmonise
with and clear up any ambiguity in the main section. It should not be so construed as to induce
the ambit of the section.' An explanation cannot be read into a definition as limiting or
restricting the scope of the latter." The role of explanation is to remove any ambiguity in the
main section or to make explicit that may be otherwise ambiguous. Its basic function is to
elucidate the main enactment. The construction of the explanation must depend, however, in
the ultimate analysis upon its plain terms and the language used therein. It is axiomatic that
an explanation only explains and does not expand or add to the scope of the original section.°
Explanation cannot be made to operate as'exception' or 'proviso'.' But there is no general
rule that an explanation cannot enlarge the scope of the section to which it is appended.

I.	 S. Sundaram v. V.R. Poitabhjran:an, AIR 1995 SC 582.
2. State of 8Iadiy.a 8!orol V. l4iralol Sn/asIa, AIR 1959 MO 93, following hicks v. Dircclsr of Public Pro5eculioss, 1947 AC

362; JR. Gas Plant Mfg. Co. v. Eisperor. AIR 1957 PC 38; Dhau'anji Raze/i v. Emperor, AIR 1949 Nag 134;

Jogeislrachandra Fay v. Superin!eudent of Dust Dun, Spcinil Jail, ILR 60 Cal 742: AIR 1933 C.sI 2S0.

3,	 R. V. (Vat Riding of Yorkshire just ices, (1676)1 QBD 220; Namla Transport Soo',ce v. Stole of 99 P. 1978 MPI.J 654 1973

Jab Lj 857 (DB).
4. Stntuicry Cesuriaction, at pp 300-301.
5. (Si/s.) Reshax/i Raze/i & Co. v. Coins, issisnee of ir,co,se Tar, AIR 1991 SC 1806: 1991 Tax LR 669:(1991)1)T(SC) 235:

(1991)2 SCC 231: (1991)1 SCR 243 : 1991 AIR SCW 1845; Sub/ash Canpatrao I/sly v. Mare/i Krishna/i Doctihar, 1975

Mat, Q 244 (FB).
6. S. Su,sdaram v. V. R. Pattabhira cnn,,, 1985 (1) Reel CR 432 (SC).
7. Noitnuldin v. Lkeszi'arGogoi, 1972 Assarr, Law Reports 8,11 (cosseami, CL).
IS.	 Kishe,z Singh v. Press Sing/z, AIR 1939 Lah 557: ILR 1940 (oh 223. 	 -
9. N. Naga,nar.ckarn Selty v. Collector of Central Excise, AIR 1953 Earn 193: (1983)1 Ear Lj 457.
10. Rat Saheb RekchandMohota Spitting and Weaving Mills v. Labour Court, AIR 1968 Born 151. Explanations simply explain

what has been said in substantive provisions of the enactment, Chotabhai Jeihubhai Patel & Co. v. State of Mate/in

Prado/i, AIR 1968 Madh Pea 127.
11. v. Rz'n Chasdra Sriz'cstcm, 1992 All Rent Ccx 655 (DL).
12. Relappan hair V. Payingaten, 1961 Ker Lj 788 : 1961 Ear LT 528; see Bihln Ca.operalzse Dcvlopisciii and Cane Marl c/:sg

Union, Lid. v. State of Bituir, AIR 1967 SC 389; Rs,sahai v. Dines/i, 1976 Mah Lj 565.
13. State of Bo,sbay v. United Motors, AIR 1953 SC,252.
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The purpose of an explanation is, however, not to limit the scope of the main provision) When
any phrase or word or expression in an enactment is explained by the Legislature, the Act has to
be applied with the authoritative explanatiOn for the very object of authoritative
explanation is to enable the Court to understand the Act in the lipht of the explanation.'
Explanation or proviso is added to a section generally by way of exception to what is stated in
the main section. Sometimes an explanation is appended to stress upon a particular thing which
ordinarily would not appear clearly from the provision in the section) The construction of the
explanation must depend upon its terms and no theory of its purpose can he entertained unless it
is to be inferred from the language used.' An 'explanation' must he interpreted according to its
own tenor. It is an error to explain the explanation with the aid of the section to which it is

annexed.'
The object of explanation :-

(a) To explain the meaning and intendment of the Act itself.

(b) Where there is any, obscurity or vaguens in the main enactment to classify the same
so as to make it consistent with the dominant object which it seeks to subserve.

(c) To provide an additional support to the dominant object of the Act in order to make it

meaningful and purposeful.
(co An explanation cannot in any way interfere with or change the enactment or any part

thereof, but where some gap is left which is relevant for the purpose of the explanation
in order to suppress the mischief and advance the object of the Act it can help or assist
the court in interpreting the true purport and intendment of the enactment and

(e) It cannot however take away a statutory right with which any person under a statute
has been clothed, or set at naught the working of an Act by becoming a hindrance in the

interpretation of the same.'
The mere description of a certain provision, such as 'Explanation is not decisive of its true

meaning, and ultimately it is the intention of the legislative which is paramount.' The
interpretation must obviously depend on the words used therein, but it must be borne in mind
that when the provision is capable of two interpretations, that should he adopted which fits

the description.'
An explanation to a section makes plain or intelligible or clear from obscurity something

which may arise from the section. This construction mainly depends upon the language used. If
the language of the explanaion permits of two constructions, one that is consistent with its
being an explanation and the other that would make it operate as a proviso, the former

meaning ought to be preferred)° 	 -	 -

1. p. P. v. A. I. Gladstone, (1963) MLI (Cr) 535 (1963)2 Andh WR 388.

2. Balaji Singh v. Chakka Gaaga,n,na, AIR 1927 Mad 85,83; (per Devados, J.).

3. State of Ri/rae v. istohi Jnnail, AIR 1966 Fat 1,4 (PB) (U. N. Sinha, J.).

4. CottectorofCusto'nS v. C. Doss & Co., AIR 1966 SC 1577.

5. Krishna Aarrgor v. NalNperunial Pillai, ICR 43 Mad 550, 5 (PC), perViscouol Finlay.

6. BirrrrrahSlictt Oil, etc. Ltd. v. Co,nn:crriatta.r C)fji doe, AIR 1961 SC 315, 321.

7. Vide fi'anS NatE RoMan V. State of M.a/raras,'rtra, AIR 1991 Born 196 (1990)3 Born CR 306.

S.	
Daltatrayn Govind Ma/ia jan v. Stoic of Maharashtra, AIR 1977 SC 915 (928): 1977 Uj (SC) 129: (1977)2 5Cc 543

(1977)2 SCR 790:1977 RD 160 (SC): 1977 All WC 180 (SC). 	 -

9. State of Bonibg v, United Motors (India) Ltd., AIR 1953 SC 252.

10.
Sutochana Ain,na v. Narayanan Nair, AIR 1991 SC 152 (AIR 1978 Cal 440 and AIR 1980 Cal 1S1 overruled). P. P. V.

A. I. Gladstone, (1963) ML) (Cr) 555: (1963)2 Andh WR 383. -
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Explanation may also be in respect of matters implicit. Where the language of the main
enactment is clear and unambiguous, a proviso can have no repercussion on the interpretation of
the main enactment, so as to exclude from it by implication what clearly falls within its
express terms. But an explanation is different in nature from a proviso for the- latter excepts,
excludes or restricts while the former explains or clarifies. Such explanation or clarification
may be in respect of matters whose meaning is implicit and not explicit in the main section
itself.'	 .

If on a true reading of an Explanation it appears that it has widened the scope of the main
section, effect be given to legislative intent notwithstanding the fact that the Legislature
named that provision as an explanation.'

In D. G. Maliajan v. Maharashtra State,' the Supreme Court discussed the rules of
interpretation relating to explanations and held that if necessary an explanation must be
construed according to its plain meaning and not on any a priori considerations.'

In S. Sundarani Pillai v. V. P. Pattabluraitian,' the Supreme Court had well brought out the
Object of an explanation and quoted a passage there from in Jiwan Nat/i Razdan v. State of

Maharashtra' and the same is set out herein- after "It is well settled that an explanation

added to a statutory provision is not a substantive provision in any sense of the term but as the
plain meaning of the word itself shows it is merely meant to explain or clarify certain
ambiguities which may have crept in the statutory provision.'

Explanation niay not relate to same subject—The principle of construction that the
particular or special rule must control or cut down the general rule cannot be called in aid in
construin, the explanation to Clause (l)(a) to Article 286, for it
cannot be said that Clause (2) contains the enunciation of the general rule and the explanation
embodies a particular or special rule. The two provisions do not relate to the same subject and,
therefore, it is not possible to hold that one is the enunciation of a general rule and the other
enunciation of a particular or special rule on one and the same subject!

It offends all canons of construction to transplant the explanation added to one section to
another

15. Schedule.—The Schedule is as much a part of the statute, and is as much an enactment
as any other part, and may be used in construig provisions in the body of the Act! A Schedule
in an Act of Parliament is a mere question of drafting—a mere question of words.° The liability
imposed in the schedule is equally binding. It must be read together with this Act for all

Goci,ijro,,i I.i.uoa,, Prooii v. SI,!0' of M.,dh5a Prolco!,, 1951 NLJ 501

Hiral.,J Ralau?aI V. Stale of UP., (1973)1 SCC 216,225 (Hegde,J.); Hari Si,igh v. Suit. Sriugar Kai,ear, 1981 Raj LIV 190
(D 6).

(1977)2 SCC 548.

S,,bl,.ul, v. Aiiroli, AIR 1975 Born 244 (CS).

AIR 1985 SC 582.

AIR 19'31 Coin 196 (1990)3 Born CR 306.

Bengal !>oniuiiily Co. v. Stale of Bihar, AIR 1955 SC 161, per Majority (Jagannadliadas, ','co,C,o!aroira Ay)ar S., SjoI,a,II . Contra.).
8. GozI, of AiidI>r,, v. Goindaiojuiu, AIR 1958 Andh Pra 109, 111 (Subba Rae, C.).).

9. I,, ix Rand,haotots Go. inddas ha no IWO Ii, 1976 M,iIi LI 636.
10. A.G. v. Lauiploiiyh, (1875)3 Ex D 214, 229, per B,eIt L.J.; see Indira Sat v. Gift Tax Oificcr, 11,R 1961 btaot 1214 74

ML\V 552.

1,, Ye Abdul Cotoor, AIR 1958 AndI, Pu 267,209 (Kurnara)-ya. I).
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purposes of c11nstructi0n.1
The purpose and usefulness of a schedule is succinctly set out by the Supreme Court ad under

"A Sclicd it!, in tin Act of Parliament is a mere question of drafting. It is the legislative intent

that is material. An explanation to the Schedule amounts to an explanation in the Act itself.

As we read in l-Ialslntry's Loses of England,': 'To simplify the presentation of statutes i is the
practice for their subject-matter to be divided where appropriate, between sections and
schedules, the former setting out matters of principle, and introducing the latter, and the latter
containing all matters of detail. This is purely a matter of arrangement and a schedule is as
much a part of statute and as much as an enactment as is the section by which it is introcipced".
The schedule may be used in construing provision in the body of the Act. It is as such as an Act of
Legislature as the Act itself and it must be read together with the Act for all purposes of
construction. Expressions in the Schedule cannot control or prevail against the express enactment
and in the case of any inconsistency between the schedule and the enactment. The enactment has
to prevail, and of any part of the schedule cannot)3e made to correspond it must yield to the Act.
Lord Sterndale in Inland Revenue Conlnussioner v. Gtftus' said, "It seems to inc there are two
principles of rules of interpretation which ought to be applied to the combination of Act and
schedule. If the Act says that the schedule is to be used for a certain purpose and the heading of
the pact of Schedule in question shows that it is prima facie at any rate devoted to that
purpose then you must rend the Act and the schedule as though the schedules were operating
for the purpose and if you can satisfy the language of the section without extending it beyond
that purpose you find in the language of the schedule the words and terms that go clearly
outside that purposes then you must effect to them and you must not consider them as limited by
the heading of that part of the schedule or by the purpose mentioned in the Act for which the
Schedule is pritntfacie to be used. You cannot refuse to give effect to clear words simply because
prima fitch' they seem to be limited by the heeding of the schedule and the definition of the
purpose of the schedule contained in the Act'."

The Act and the Schedule thereto are part of the Act, as enacted by the Parliament in
English language, and the Court would take judicial notice of the Acts of Parliament and would
interpret the Schedule in the light of the English version being an authoritative text of the Act
and the second Schedule.'

According to sound canons of construction, where a provision is capable of two
interpretations, that should be adopted which fits the description.'

But expressions in the Schedule cannot control or prevail against the express enactment. If
there is any appearance of inconsistency between the Schedule and the enactment, the
enactment shall prevail, and if the enacting part and the Schedule cannot be made to

1. DSox,'or Know v. Roy C',00der Sahay, ILR 2 Cal 336,339 (PB); Ahluf A/i v. Jarusur Ali, AIR 1926 Cal 638; In re
So-atanath Bhatia, AIR 19-I8 Mad 427,429 (Schedules showing form of permit and conditions of licence term part

of 1/xe Madras Cotton Cloth Dealers Control Order). Sec also Canad ian Northern Pa cffic Ry. Co. v. Corporation of Non

V,e-nxi,:oler, AIR 1913 PC 303. Agreement in the Schedule operates as it it were a clause in the Act. A plan annexed
ax a Schedule to an Act may be regarded as illustrating the scope and meaning of the enactment wittinst of coarse

restricting the extent of rights conferred in the enacted part; Si,njnn v. South, Stafjurdshire Waterunrks Co.. (1365)3-t

1.1 Ch 350, per Lord %Veslhury: ?,tunchzrara Nand v. State, AIR 1961 All 24, 30.

2. 4th Ed., Vol. 44, Para 822.

3. (1920)1 P5563.

4. Aph.ihi I'k,rnucehtirats Ltd. v. Slate of Atat,arnshtra, AIR 1939 SC 2227.

5. Ktyax.uut S6sr,n v. State of Bihar, 1996(1) JCLR (AS (K).

6.Sf	 of P.''nSoy %. finite! Motors (I,xOa) Lit., AltO 1953 SC 252.
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correspond, the latter must yield to the former.
Usefulness of Schedule when statute ambiguous--A Schedule cannot be referred to on the

construction of an enacting part of a statute, unless the language of that enacting part is
ambiguous.' Very little weight is attachable in any case to the mere title of a Schedule, as
qualifying the enacting words of a statute.' Not can it restrict the plain terms of the Schedule.'
It is axiomatic that the statute has to be read as a whole and that the Schedule to the Act is as
much part of lies Act as any other provision thereof. Rules of interpretation even require that if
an enactment in a Schedule other than one merely of form contradicts an earlier clause, it is the
Schedule that would prevail.' In case of an ambiguous enactment scheduled-form is a
legitimate aid to construction.'	 -

16. Forms in Schedules—Forms appended to Schedules are inserted merely as examples and
are only to be followed implicitly so far as the circumstances of each case may admit.' "It would
be quite contrary to the recognised principles upon which Courts of law construe Acts of
Parliament to enlarge the conditions of the enactment, and thereby restrain its operation, by
any reference to the words of a mere form, given for convenience sake in a Schedule, and still
more so, when that restricted operation is not favourable to the liberty of the subject, but the
reverse. It is needless to cite authorities for these principles of construction, but it so happens
that there is in existence a most apposite one by a Judge of high repute (Lord Cottenham) in
relation to the Schedules of this very statute. In re Baines, he said, speaking of this very
Schedule, 'if the enacting part and the Schedule cannot be made to correspond, the latter must
yield to the former'."

Forms appended to a Schedule to a statute may be referred to for the purpose of throwing
light on the construction of the statute." If such forms aromerely given as models, and by way of
example, or for departmental purposes, their bearing on the construction of enacting sections is
less than if they form an essential element in the operation of a statute. If a form included in a
Schedule to a statute is made imperative by the statute, or is in terms which indicate that it is
intended to be imperative, it must be strictly follov.-ecl.11

The meaning of arm Act should not be derived from the forms which may be prescribed by the
Government under its rule-making power." And Schedule forms are always dangerous guides to
the meaning of a statute." But Courts can derive support by a reference to the statutory forms
and rules with a view to show that they are not alone in the view which they have taken of

1. Mu,,eshzo.s,-a Nand v. Stale, AIR 1961 All 24, 30.
2. Elkr,u,um Liue, Ll.!. v. Also,,, 1931 AC 126.
3. Tosslccs of C)y,tc 'a:'igaliot v. LAd, (1864)8 AC 658, 672, 673, per Lv,,! \\'atsan.
4. lnfa,ui Revenue Co ,'nissic,rcrs v. Gills,, (1920)1 KB 593, vi, a ppea l (19211 1 AC S I, HL.
5. fl,dira B,,j v. Ci,'! Thu (Ji'icvr, AIR 1962 Mad 96, 95.
5.	 Ku/lu v. Muss,, 1972 MPL) 36,59 (C. P. Singh, I.).
7. Bat/el! 'a, GiI,'s 13 LJ Cl' 40.
8. 10 UJQI3 34.

9. Dens v. Green, (1S52) PC 09, 89, 93, per Lord Penzance. 	 -
10. JouLe,!,, Factories (I') Lid. v.Judg' Labe,,r Court, Nagpur, 1980M,111 LJ 453 (DC).
11. Co;,;,nissnncr ,f .ilgricullural Iiicv,ne-!ax 'a. Keslmabrl,undra Mania!, AIR 1930 SC 265; 13., oral/as 'a. Cane Co,,,,uicsi,i,,er,

AIR 1963 SC 1417 at 1429; In re Swara Nalh Bt,atia, AIR 1948 Mad .127, 129; Sau,uiero 'a. l'YI,il,', (1902)1 KB 472; 1hts
V. Oceo,jc Sloan 5',iv,i,;tio, Co., (191 .1)3 KB 731; Dar'iso,, v. Gill, I East 61; R. v. Pi,u/cr, 24 I.JQO 145; Liverpool Borough
Bunk v. Tor,,,,, 29 UI Cl, 527:20 LJ Ch 379.

12. Pui,di,j Sam-zoo,,m,a lAo v.55:/or! U,,uunal,esmvari, ILR 1941 Mad 383 AIR 1941 Mad 152, 153.
13. Ala Tin Ii,, 'a. Slang 'se, AIR 1941 Raog 135; l'anjjrj Sarz'en,'.;ra IA;, ,'.,\/,;,ri Lf,,,o,,lal:eswari ILK 1911 Mad 383;

Che/lappa Pit/al s'. 5 1 o;ga:nm PasSer, (1963)1 Ker LR 206 1963 Re, LT 639.
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the section.,-
Form prescribed under the Rules can be used as an aid on the basis of principles of

cnntentporea expositie which is a well-settled rule of interpretation of a statute.r

Lord Sterndnle's rule—In Inland Revenue Commissioners v. Gittus, 3 Lord Sterndale, M. P.,
observed "It seems to me there are two principles of rules of interpretation which ought to be
applied to the combination of Act and Schedule. If the Act says that the Schedule is to be used
for a certain purpose and the heading of the part of the Schedule in question shows that it is
prints facie at any rate devoted to that purpose, then you must read the Act and the Schedule
as though the Schedule were operating for the purpose, and if you can satisfy the language o
the section without extending it beyond that purpose you ought to do it. But if inspite of that
you find in the language of the Schedule words and terms that go clearly outside that purpose,
then you must give effect to them and you must not consider them as limited by the heading of
that part of the Schedule or by the purpose mentioned in the Act for which the Schedule is
prints facie to be used. You cannot refuse to give effect to clear words simply because prima Jane

they seem to he limited by the heading of the Schedule and the definition of the purpose of the
Schedule contained in the Act.

When the provisions in a statute have been incorporated in consonance with resolutions
adopted by different countries in consultation with each other, this international character of
the provisions of law as incorporated in the Schedule to an Act makes it incumbent upon the
Court to pay more than usual attention to the normal grammatical sense of the words and to
guard itself against being influenced by similar words in other Acts of our Legislature. As such
rules or provisions will often have to be interpreted in the Courts of foreign territories, it is an
additional reason why the Court should be careful not to attach to the words used in the rules
set out in the Schedule to the Act anything more or less than their normal meaning consistent
with the context in which they appear and consistent with the scheme of the legislation.

Conflict—In case of a conflict between the body of the Act and its Schedule, the former
prevails.5

17. Erratum—Ordinarily, the erratum should take effect to rectify the error with effect
from the date of the original publication of the statutory provision.,

1. Co,n,nisio,vr of V. T. v. R6pur Mon 6facloring Co. Ltd., AIR 194 Cu) 151 (1963)1 Cu) U 741.
2. AEduf I6thirrt V. Thtdrtu, AIR 1982 Born 341 (DB).
3. (1920)1 KB 563.

4. East and West Sfntrrrship Co. V. Ramalingartr, AIR 1960 SC 1053,1062..
5. Rahim Manjhi v..SF1kh Ekhrr, .22 IC 690 (Cal); R. V. Baines, 10 UJQB 3-I, per Lord Dorrrnars, C. I.; A//ca v. Flicker, 9

LJQB 42; R. . Russell, (1519)13 QB 237.

6. - Naras/r,tlusrsamy v. Indian Dominion, AIR 1951 Orissa 31,32 (notification). 	 .	 .	 -


